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ABSTRACT
I addressed the problem that leadership theory is lacking in regard to how
women lead high schools. My primary purpose was to contribute to the limited
literature that exists regarding the leadership practices of women who are high school
principals. I explored the notion of a female culture of school leadership and
situated that culture among quintessential theory dictated by organizational research.
I conducted this study in two phases. In Phase One I reported the
demographics of 44 female high school principals in Louisiana along with their selfreported values on 32 leadership characteristics.

Most important to their leadership

were: communication, instructional focus, collaboration, vision, nurturing, and
caring.
In Phase Two I conducted four case studies of female high school principals:
(a) a Latina woman at an alternative rural school, (b) a White woman at a magnet
urban school, (c) an African American woman at a traditional inner-city school, and
(d) a White woman in a traditional rural school. Cultural themes that surrounded the
leadership of each woman included (respectively): (a) caretaking, (b) empowerment,
<c) pride, and (d) tragedy. While all four women valued instructional focus, it was
the first three who had been able to successfully transfer their classroom leadership
skills to the principalship. The women who were successful in their leadership
practices led primarily through collaborative efforts and by nurturing their staffs and
students. Among these women I saw a shared culture of female leadership which
included these elements: (a) power with (rather than power over), (b) an ethos of
care, (c) energy, (d) diversity, (e) democracy, (f) community of learners.
vi
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I highlighted the agendized nature of dominant theory, citing the perpetuation
of patriarchal studies and their unceasing influence on subsequent leadership theory.
This biased perspective is the primary way aspiring principals are taught to look at
leadership.
I made a point of integrating this female culture among the existing theory. In
juxtaposition female leadership is more inclusive than traditional leadership.

By

including the elements of female leadership within theory, women will no longer be
a missing element, but a critical one as they should be.

vii
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
Because there are many more men (specifically White men) than women
in educational administrative positions, primarily patriarchal perspectives have
generated leadership theory (Bennis, 1984; Bennis & Nanus, 1985; Blase &
Blase, 1994: Cooper. 1995; Giroux, 1988; Gosetti & Rusch, 1995; Hurty,
1995; Kemper, 1989; Marshall, 1995; Maxcy, 1995; Noddings, 1984; Ortiz &
Marshall. 1988; Shakeshaft, 1987).

While women are gaining in numbers in

these positions, their contributions to leadership theory have largely gone
unrecognized—especially in regard to the leadership of high schools. The
literature is missing a large component—the leadership of female secondary
school principals.
In this research I focused on women who lead high schools. As the
make-up of school leadership in public high schools increasingly includes
women, the theory should reflect the styles of these leaders. Aside from the
research implications, there are also political and cultural implications.
This research is necessary in order to examine how it is that women are
leading high schools into the twenty-first century. In this research. I
(a) examined the components of educational leadership in existing theory, (b)
further explored the components specific to female leadership that seem to be
missing from the literature, and (c) provide a basis for further study to
determine if there is a reluctance to include female characteristics of
leadership—and if so. why—among what is considered to be the quintessential
theory regarding school leadership.

1
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Background
The dominant thought in educational administration has emphasized
organization of work into hierarchies and techniques for social control
(Campbell et al, 1987; Hyle, 1991; Kliebard, 1989; Marshall, 1991; Ortiz &
Marshall. 1988; Tyack & Hansot, 1982; Valverde & Brown, 1988). Theory
and research in educational administration have focused on issues like
organizational structure and incentive systems for increased productivity of
teachers (Richards, 1988; Ortiz & Marshall, 1988).
The traditional management of knowledge in educational administration
has promoted a base of theory that is disconnected from the voices,
needs, and realities of individuals who do not comply with or benefit
from the ethos of hierarchical control. (Ortiz & Marshall, 1988, p.
126)
In examining this "management of knowledge," several scholars
(Bennis. 1984; Bennis & Nanus, 1985; Blase & Blase, 1994; Cooper, 1995;
Hurty, 1995; Kemper, 1989; Lomotey, 1989; Marshall, 1995; Maxcy, 1995;
Shakeshaft, 1987) have pointed out the blindness of organizational theorists to
the perspectives and contributions of women (Griffiths, 1988; Guthrie & Reed,
1986; Halpin, 1966; Hoy & Miskel, 1991; Slater, 1995). Debates and
challenges to the dominant paradigm in educational administration have begun
to introduce questions about the validity of theory developed without
considering women’s experiences (Giroux. 1988; Lomotey, 1989; Maxcy,
1995: Modelings, 1984; Ortiz & Marshall. 1988; Shakeshaft, 1987).
Research on educational leadership largely ignores issues of status,
gender, and race. It perpetuates a view of leadership that discourages diversity
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and equity (Guthrie & Reed, 1986; Hoy & Miskel, 1991; Slater, 1995).
Challenging the ideas and assumptions about diversity and equity which exist in
traditional educational theory is essential to developing new perspectives on
leadership.
As educators, our understanding of how to learn, teach, and practice
leadership is determined by the assumptions and values embedded within the
dominant leadership culture (Gosetti & Rusch, 1995). With perspectives that
go beyond traditional ways of looking at leadership, we can expose these
embedded notions and allow for various contributions to the ways we look at
and practice leadership.
Statement of the Problem
Leadership theory is lacking in regard to how it is that women
principals lead high schools; in this research, I contribute to a greater
understanding of female leadership at the secondary school level.
Purpose
There are several purposes of this research. One purpose is to add the
voices of women to the understanding of leadership, specifically in regard to
the leadership of high schools. Another purpose is to contribute to the
scholarship related to females that is being generated in regard to educational
administration. A third purpose is to provide a way of looking at educational
leadership in terms of gender and other components that go beyond the
frameworks of organizational research.
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Research Questions
1. What are leadership characteristics of women in high school principalships?
2. Do female high school principals have common leadership characteristics?
3. Do female high school principals bring components to leadership that have
not been identified in the development of theory?
4. How do female high school principals interpret leadership?
5. What is the culture that surrounds the daily lived experiences of female
high school principals?
6. How are female high school principals perceived as leaders by their
faculties? How do the students in their schools perceive them?
7. What is/is not being said about women in leadership theory that currently
exists?
Importance of the Study
The literature available about how women lead high schools is severely
limited. While research on women in educational administration has grown
since 1985 (primarily in the form of dissertations), there is little conclusive
literature bridging the gap between women’s practice and leadership theory.
We need a better understanding of women in leadership (Bridges, 1982;
Dunlap & Schmuck, 1995: Shakeshaft, 1995). Too, it is critical that we do
research that will provide insight into the traditionally conceptualized work of
secondary school principals (Dillard, 1995).
Why is it necessary to be concerned about women in educational
leadership? There are ethical responsibilities. The goal of American education
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is to promote democratic ideals. The underrepresentation of females in
administration accompanied by a lack of "place" in leadership theory indicate
an other-than-democratic situation. What are the messages being sent to
women administrators about how they lead schools (or how they feel they
should lead schools) by the patriarchal roots of educational leadership theory?
To be successful, must a principal exhibit what have been traditionally viewed
as masculine traits?
The practical importance of exploring women’s lack of place in
leadership theory reaches far beyond the women who are beginning to emerge
in educational administration positions. If we fail to situate female leadership,
all principals’ leadership practices will suffer; but more importantly, the
education of American school children will suffer. Without including all
women in leadership theory, the way schools are run w ill continue to follow
social Darwinism. It is not difficult for children to realize that the White man
is the fittest; therefore, he survives. And if one cannot be a White man, one
can at the very least act like one. Leadership theory that allows no place for
women is advocating that successful leadership looks like masculine leadership.
The theoretical importance of this study is to challenge the leadership
that has long been embraced as "the" theory. Although administration of high
schools is still heavily dominated by White men, people of color and White
women are gaining some positions. The leadership of schools is changing; so,
too, should the theory that directs those leaders. In this research I begin to fill
in some gender gaps that currently exist in leadership theory.
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Conclusions
In this research I examined what is missing in leadership theory in
regard to how women are leading public high schools. While some research
has begun regarding female high school principals (again, primarily in
dissertations), it is limited in that it is geared toward practice only or it
compares men and women based upon leadership theory in terms of
organizational research. This research is different. In it I paint various
pictures of women who are leading high schools; in it I help the voices of
these women to be heard: but, I also challenge the hegemonic notions about
school leadership which, hopefully, will allow for better understanding and
more democratic approaches both in theory and in practice.
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CHAPTER TWO: REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Introduction
In this research I questioned the existing gender gaps in educational
leadership theory, especially as the theory relates to the leadership of high schools.
The purpose of this research was to narrow these chasms using the voices of women
practitioners and theoreticians alike. In this review of literature, I reviewed the
work of theoreticians that amplify my concerns regarding women’s lack of place in
leadership theory.
It is easy to get lost in the maelstrom of literature that exists regarding school
leadership. It is, as Owens and Shakeshaft (1992), write, "an embarrassment of
riches: we suddenly have so much to think about, and so many ways to think, that it
is difficult to know how to organize and present. . . theory" (pp. 14-15).
Because of this difficulty, it is necessary to briefly describe how I approached
the literature. I present literature that is important in setting the context for this
research regarding female leadership.
Approach and Organization
I began this review following the recommendations of Borg and Gall (1989).
I initially explored Education Index. Psychological Abstracts. Social Science Index.
Educational Administration Abstracts. Review of Educational Research, and
Dissertation Abstracts. I ran extensive ERIC searches. I examined secondary
sources that included textbooks (Guthrie & Reed. 1986; Hoy & Miskel, 1991), the
Handbook of Research on Educational Administration (Boyan, 1988), and Bass &
Stogdill’s Handbook of Leadership (Bass, 1990).
7
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The next step was the collection of primary sources. I gathered sources
repeatedly cited by others and those found in refereed journals. I continuously
examined the reference section of each journal article, document, and book chapter
in order to hasten my descent into the literature.
Amidst the probe I began to see categories emerge that allowed me to make
sense of and ultimately to manage and to use the literature. The literature kept
underlining the importance of understanding the historical factors involved in shaping
leadership theory. The first section of the review deals with historical material, and
in it, I briefly describe the evolution of the American public education system. I set
the stage for understanding leadership theory. In the second section I define and
examine notions of leadership theory. In the third section I outline concerns of
postmodern theorists, especially feminists, regarding traditional leadership theory. In
the fourth section I examine the research that has been done on women’s practice in
leadership positions in educational administration. Unfortunately, the research in this
section is rather brief. In the final section I bring my concerns about women’s lack
of place in leadership theory back around in light of the literature that is reviewed.
A History Lesson
Judeo-Christian dogma largely directed many of the American institutions that
eventually evolved in this country, public education not withstanding. The passing
on of the great Western cultural heritage embodied with all its Christian tenets stirred
the public education crusade that began in the nineteenth century led by Horace
Mann and continued into the twentieth century under the direction of W .T. Harris
(Kliebard. 1989).
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Although Saul of Tarsus, the Saint Paul of early Christianity, had expressed,
"Let not a woman to teach, nor to usurp authority over the man, but to be in
silence," and in spite of the admonition of the Mishnah, the oral law of the Jewish
people, "Nor may a woman be a teacher of children," the feminization of public
education was occurring anyway by the mid-1800” s (Warren, 1989). The
economics of public education took precedence over its original philosophy that
teaching was "man’s work" when boards of education were able to procure women
teachers for much less pay than men. To account for this economic consideration,
the philosophy changed: women, who were by "nature" nurturers of children,
should be the teachers and caretakers of school children. "Man’s work" evolved to
the status of administration and eventually to that of school executive (Callahan,
1962).
By the turn of the twentieth century, women were fighting for suffrage; the
American frontier was vanishing; America’s melting pot was being stirred with an
onslaught of European immigrants; and the industrial revolution was dealing its first
blow to agrarian society in America. Although public education was still a recent
phenomenon, both its structure and vision were changing to keep up with the
changing society at large. Common schools were transforming into graded
institutions. In 1890, 6-7% of the population of 14 to 17 year old adolescents was
attending secondary school; by 1900, about 11%; in 1920, about 33%: and by,
1930, 51% of the four and a half million American teens attended secondary schools
(Kliebard. 1989).
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Nineteenth-century schools had been established, according to Horace Mann,
to teach democracy.
A republican form of government, without intelligence in the people, must
be on a vast scale, what a mad-house, without superintendent or keepers
would be, on a small one. . . . The Common School . . . may become the
most effective and benignant of all the forces of civilization. (Fraser, 1989,
p. 120)
Twentieth-century schools, on the other hand, were to teach conformity. European
immigrants were taught to become working class Americans. In the interest of
social justice, the poor of industrial urban America were sent to school to learn their
place. Social Darwinism abounded and the scientific management of American
business and industry ruled (Callahan, 1962).
While nineteenth-century schools were primarily the one-room school houses
administered by a single teacher, this was not the case for the newly developing
twentieth-century schools. Twentieth-century schools followed municipal reform to
become more hierarchical (Campbell et al., 1987; Iannaccone, 1982). Schoolhouses
became school plants. This new structure required scientific management—thus, the
birth of educational administration (Callahan. 1962).
Ellwood P. Cubberley and George D. Strayer have been credited with
initiating the formal study of educational administration at the graduate school level
in the beginning of the twentieth century (Callahan, 1962; Campbell et al., 1987;
Culbertson, 1988). Building on the work done by Cubberley and Strayer, James
Sears (1924, 1925. 1929) focused on establishing a "science" of managing schools
based on the emerging notions of the social scientists, borrowed for the most part
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from the psychologists of the time such as Thorndike and Freud (Campbell et al..
1987).
As school attendance became compulsory, the demand for teachers rose. And
it was only natural that the large work force of women be utilized. Nineteenthcentury theorists "claimed that teaching unlocked woman’s instinct for mothering and
prepared her for marriage" (Hoffman, 1981, p. xvii), sentimental altruism that
denied the economics of the common school movement as well as the motives of the
women who came to its classrooms as an alternative to a domestic life sentence
(Grumet, 1988). As the bureaucratization o f these common schools increased, the
gendered labor division grew resulting in the modem present day structure, that is,
basically that women teach and men manage (Ortiz & Marshall 1988).
The new emerging science of educational administration became entrenched
in positivism. Measurement of human behavior was now possible, supported by
Thorndike’s claim, "The facts of human nature [can] be made the material for
quantitative science" (1904. p. v). Much as Frederick Taylor was converting
American business and industry into techno-efficient institutions, so did Thorndike’s
(1904) "psychological and statistical methods" (p. v) transform schools. Completing
the analogy of education and industry, a school administrator was to be characteristic
of the businessman of the day (Ayman, 1993; Callahan, 1962).
In the earliest history of educational leadership, women were attaining
administrative positions in much greater numbers than they are now. In 1928
women constituted 55% of elementary principals (Montenegro, 1993; Ortiz &
Marshall. 1988: Seller. 1994) and two-thirds of the country’s superintendents (Haven
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et al., 1980).' Since this time the numbers have declined and women in these
positions are considerably fewer today. In 1968 women held 22% of elementary
school principalships (Montenegro, 1993; Seller, 1994), and by 1993 women holding
both elementary and secondary school principalships totaled only 34% (Dunlap &
Schmuck, 1995; Montenegro, 1993). (Approximately 15% of high school
principalships are currently held by women according to statistics for the 1993-94
school year cited by the Administrative Leadership Academy of the Louisiana State
Department of Education.) Nine percent of superintendents were women in 1950,
1% in 1972, and 0.5% in 1980 (AASA, 1981).

Leadership positions historically

have been and are still filled primarily by (White) men in public education.
The surge of women in administrative positions in the early part of this
century can be explained by what is known as the first wave of feminism (Haven et
al., 1980; Seller, 1994; Shakeshaft, 1987). Numerous feminist groups formed as
women fought to get the right to vote. These groups were influential in promoting
greater political and economic equality for women, such as demanding leadership
positions (Haven et al., 1980). Gribskov (1980) and Kavelage (1978) indicate that
with the passage of women’s suffrage, the feminist network that had been established
began to break down, adversely influencing women’s gains in educational
administration.
Women did re-gain some administrative positions during World War II while
men were absent. However, men resumed those positions after the war (Haven et

'Data on women in the high school principalship were not consistently recorded
in the first half of the twentieth century (Ortiz & Marshall, 1988).
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al., 1980; Strober & Tyack, 1980). Schools were becoming increasingly complex,
and while the stereotype of "women’s nature" to nurture children provided for their
classroom ability; it actually prevented them from functioning in the complex world
of school management (Ayman, 1993; Grumet, 1988; Haven et al., 1980; H ill &
Ragland, 1995; Hoffman, 1981; Martin, 1992; Shakeshaft, 1987).
After World War II, theorists began to look at schools through the lenses of
social systems and organizational theory (Fiedler, 1967; Getzels & Guba, 1957;
Halpin, 1966). For the most part, social systems and organizational theory still
dominate the way we are taught to look at schools (Dunlap & Schmuck, 1995;
Shakeshaft, 1987).
I have broadly summarized the evolution of public education in twentiethcentury America, a product of its founders’ religious roots. I have included factors
that have influenced the evolution of public education, and specifically, the evolution
of educational administration in public education. In the first half of the century,
Frederick Taylor’s scientific management transformed nineteenth century schools into
organizations that mirrored hierarchical industry of the twentieth century. High
schools became an American institution. Women held administrative positions in
greater numbers than they do presently. Since World War II, scbools-thus,
educational administration—were largely viewed in terms of social systems and
organizational theory. The positivist influence of Thorndike and other social
scientists did not weaken. The numbers of women in educational administrative
positions declined. In the next section I discuss leadership theory that emerged from
and within this history.
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Leadership Theory
Educational administration is based upon the postulates of leadership theory,
and since I have shown within what milieu the administration of public schools in
America has evolved, it is now necessary for me to focus on the evolution of this
theory.
The history of leadership is more than a century old. Confucious wrote
essays on leadership five hundred years before Christ (The Sayings of Confucious.
1955). In twelfth-century Iran, Unsur u’l-M a’ali (1963) wrote the Oabus-Nameh
outlining the importance of leadership in building and maintaining a civilization. In
fifteenth-century Europe, Machiavelli (1513/1977) wrote The Prince. Leadership
has always been an important phenomenon. However, it is its phenomenolistic
characteristics that prevent us from looking at it in a consensual way.
Various perspectives on leadership have affected educational leadership in the
twentieth century. Marx’s (1906) ideas emphasized "that becoming a leader requires
being at the right place in the right time" (Ayman, 1993, p. 138), Thomas Carlyle’s
(1841/1907) great man theory stressed that it is unique individual characteristics that
allow for a bom leader. Henri Fayol (1949) directed his notions of leadership
toward the emerging twentieth-century leader--the manager, who. according to
Fayol, must "plan, organize, command, coordinate, and control" (Guthrie & Reed,
1986, p. 197). These theories combined with the empirical scientific approach (the
love child of social scientists and American industry) to direct the leadership of
public education.
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Although a single definition of leadership had evaded centuries of
philosophers, the emerging science of educational administration with its quantitative
tools could begin to formulate one. Based upon Carlyle’s (1841/1907) great man
theory, definitions of leadership surrounded individual traits. Trait theories maintain
that it should be possible to identify attributes that separate leaders and followers,
especially leader personality traits (Bass, 1990, Bingham, 1927). According to trait
theory, a leader possesses the largest number of desirable traits of personality and
character in a group (Bass, 1990). H. L. Smith and L. M . Krueger (1933) compiled
a list for educational leaders of superior qualities, that would distinguish leaders from
followers. A.O. Bowden (1926), 0 . Tead (1929), and E. L. Munson (1921)
regarded leadership in terms of traits and how those traits enabled a leader to
influence others (Bass, 1990, p. 12). J.B. Nash (1929) wrote that leadership implies
influencing change in people’s conduct.
The trait theory was built upon and turned into a science to prepare
individuals to manage schools well into mid-twentieth century. Max Weber’s (1921)
work on bureaucracy situated the manager within a structure which allowed for an
additional source of power-position power. Sears (1950) built an analogy around the
activities of educational administrators and their parallel to those of government
leaders and industry chairpersons. This analogy supported Weber’s (1921) notions of
the organizational bureaucracy.
Although the concept of leadership situated within the context of bureaucracy
in the first half of the twentieth century was the hegemonic approach, it was not the
only way individuals were thinking about leadership. The philosophy of leadership
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espoused by some theorists and practitioners during this time included a different
understanding of power than the one imposed by bureaucratic leadership.
Mary Parker Follett (1924) developed the idea of "power with" rather than
"power over" (Boulding, 1992; Estler, 1988; Hollander, 1993; Hurty, 1995; Ortiz &
Marshall, 1988). Follett’s (1924) concept of participatory power actually challenged
Weber’s (1921) notion of position power (Campbell et al., 1987).
Our task is not to learn where to place power; it is how to develop power. . .
. Genuine power can only be grown, it will slip away from every arbitrary
hand that grasps it; for genuine power is not coercive control, but coactive
control. Coercive power is the curse of the universe; coactive power, the
enrichment and advancement of every human soul. (Follett, 1924)
Follett’s premise of leadership is based on a concept of collaboration-a partnership
between the organization’s members, not the traditional division of labor necessitated
in a bureaucracy.
Along with Follett, John Dewey was one of the earliest promoters of
democratic leadership in education. The division of labor between teachers and
administrators was destructive to the vision of public education according to Dewey
(1916/1961). Dewey (1916/1961) felt that collaborative leadership was essential in
the administration of schools. He criticized the obsession of educational
administration with employing scientific management techniques (1916/1961).
Dewey (1916/1961) maintained that the preoccupation of scientific management with
efficiency was contrary to the goals of public education. He advocated that schools
should never perpetuate the industrial society of America, but instead, schools should
be a means to moving society toward real democracy (Dewey, 1916/1961).
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Although Dewey challenged the traditional paradigm, he was unable to prevent the
ultimate course of leadership theory in the twentieth century.2
A student of John Dewey’s, Ella Flagg-Young (1845-1918) was a practitioner
of Follett’s theory (Seller, 1994). A University of Chicago faculty member, a
principal of the Chicago Normal, and first woman superintendent of a major city
school system (Chicago 1909-1915), Flagg-Young embraced the notion of
democratic leadership, enhancing nurturance and collaboration (Seller, 1994;
Marshall. 1995). Although she accomplished much, Flagg-Young’s leadership was
probably viewed as enigmatic because neither her practice nor Follett’s or Dewey’s
theory were based upon assumptions of the inevitability and superiority of
bureaucracy, and it was these assumptions that were truly defining emerging
leadership theory (Clark & Meloy, 1988; Ferguson, 1984).
It was left up to Chester Barnard (1938/1968) in his The Function of the
Executive to provide a new way of looking at leadership in organizations. He was
the first to provide a comprehensive theory of cooperative behavior in formal
organizations.
He seized upon the concept of an organization as a social system, elaborated
it in original definitions of formal and informal organization, worked out the
awkwardly designated but vital difference between effectiveness and
efficiency, incorporated noneconomic motivation into a theory of incentives,
and developed a controversial concept of authority. This last symbolizes
neatly his revolt against the classical idea that command is the essential
condition of obedience. (Barnard, 1938/1968, p. xi)

2The effect of John Dewey’s philosophy upon leadership theory is a phenomenon
in and of itself. His philosophy is oppositional to dominant leadership theory and is
the basis for emerging challenges by postmodern theorists.
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Thanks to Barnard’s ideas, leadership theorists began to view the role of leader as a
dichotomous one. a role in which the goals of the organization must be weighed
against the needs of the individuals within the organization.
The Getzels-Guba (1957) model of schools as a social system built upon this
organization/individual dichotomy, ushering in a new era of looking at leadership in
educational administration.

This movement has become known as the "theory

movement" (Culbertson, 1988; Griffiths, 1988; Guthrie & Reed, 1986; Hoy &
Miskel, 1991). Social systems theory divides the role of school leaders into two
dimensions—a role concerned with organizational tasks and a role concerned with
individual relationships (Hoy & Miskel, 1991).
Whether the dimensions are labeled nomothetic and idiographic (Getzels &
Guba, 1957), or effectiveness and efficiency (Barnard 1938/1968), or instrumental
and expressive activities" (Etzioni, 1960; Parsons, 1958), or initiating structure and
consideration (Halpin, 1966), they all basically describe school leadership within two
conflicting dimensions—concern for the organization versus concern for individuals.
Out o f what has become known as the effective schools literature generated
since the 1980’s has evolved the role of principal as an instructional leader (Levine
& Lezotte, 1990; Smith & Andrews, 1989; Stringfield & Teddlie, 1988). The
effective schools research reflects the view that the direct responsibility for
improving instruction and learning belongs to the school principal (Smith &
Andrews, 1989). As a result some of this leadership research views the principal as
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manager (which is basically the role in which the principal is trying to balance the
organizational-individual conflict) and/or instructional leader.3
Alter almost 50 years of situating educational leadership among organizational
theories, what is emerging now are challenges to the exclusivity of organizational
theorists to define leadership. I chose to categorize these approaches as postmodern4
because not only are traditional leadership theories being questioned, but also are the
notions of modernity upon which these theories are based.
Within this postmodern literature regarding leadership I w ill support my
claims of gender gaps. Because this material is so central in the focus of this
proposed study, I will treat it in a separate section which follows.
Postmodern Approaches to Leadership
In the previous two sections, A History Lesson and Leadership Theory. I
have described for the most part modem public education in America. I describe it
as modem not because it occurs in the present time or "of times not long past"

3Although some may question my situating the effective schools research within
modem school leadership, I place it there because of its theory that leadership is an
absolute and rational activity; it assumes that a set of activities, a sort of formula,
can prescribe successful leadership (Dillard, 1995).
T am fully aware of the controversy surrounding the use of the word
"postmodern." With all of its ambiguities, I feel it is the term that is most suitable
to describe the approaches to which I am referring. These approaches open up to
critical discourse previously unacceptable notions that challenge the rationality,
Truth, and subjectivity of modernism, which for me as a woman who aspires to
challenge educational administration in one its legitimate positions of leadership, is
"synonymous with terroristic claims of reason, science, and totality" (Giroux, 1991
in regard to Lyotard’s interpretation of "modernism"). These postmodern
approaches to educational leadership ask new and different questions and enable new
voices to begin asking them so that the erosion of triangular formations of power and
knowledge of a privileged Eurocentric culture may begin (Aronowitz, 1987, 1988:
Hebdige." 1989).
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(World Book Dictionary. 1984, p. 1336), but because of its bureaucratic tendencies
and its embrace of hypothetico-deductive methods (Callahan, 1962; Doll, 1993;
Maxcy, 1994; Owens & Shakeshaft, 1992). In this section I deal with literature that
is challenging to and even contradicts traditional leadership theory. I label this
emerging theory postmodern leadership theory because of its critical disassembling of
and resistance to modernity (Maxcy, 1994).
In light of the way I have structured this review of literature so far, I think it
is obvious that in my attempt to rethink and redefine leadership, I feel it is essential
that we understand the baggage of the past (Hill & Ragland, 1995). Lemer’s (1986)
The Creation of Patriarchy is a good place to start unpacking. One of the most
profound claims Lemer (1986) makes regards the theories of Sigmund Freud.
Scientific defenders of patriarchy justified the definition of women
through their maternal role. . . . It was because of their biological
constitution and their maternal function that women were considered
unsuited . . . for many vocation pursuits. Menstruation and menopause, even
pregnancy, were regarded as debilitating, as diseased or abnormal states
which incapacitated women and rendered them actually inferior. . . .
Sigmund Freud’s theories further reinforced the traditionalist explanation.
Freud’s normal human was male; the female was by his definition a deviant
human being lacking a penis, whose entire psychological structure supposedly
centered on the struggle to compensate for this deficiency. . . . It was
popularized Freudian doctrine which became the prescriptive text for
educators, social workers, and the general audiences of the mass media.
(Lemer, 1986, pp. 18-19)
Thanks to Freud and the modem social science movement, women have been
portrayed as having an underlying biological nature, an essence of femininity, that
constrains their potential (Birke, 1986). This portrayal is used to justify women’s
relative lack of power in society (Birke, 1986). The notion that existing gender
divisions are natural, that is, they are a result of fixed biology, is an argument
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necessitated by modernity. It is this argument that explains the sexist structure of
American public education, a structure that has gradually established norms of
success that favor males (Grumet, 1988)
Educational administration is particularly committed to modernization
(Maxcy, 1994). According to Habermas (1987), modernization is a cumulative
process that reinforces centralized political power. The power in schools lay in the
recognized (i.e., official) leadership positions held by administrators. And in spite
of two waves of feminism (Haven et al., 1980; Lather, 1994), for the most part.
White males are still leading schools, especially high schools in overwhelming
numbers. (Currently the gender makeup of high school faculties is about 50% male
and 50% female; the administrative makeup of high schools is about 15% female and
an overwhelming 85% male [Asbury, 1993; Montenegro, 1993].)
Is it no wonder that in mainstream leadership theory (e.g., modern leadership
theory), there is no place for leadership characteristics that have historically been
attributed to females, for example, nurturance, support, collaboration (Adams, 1991;
Astin & Leland, 1991; Ayman, 1993; Biklen & Brannigan, 1980; Boulding, 1992;
Dunlap & Schmuck, 1995; Everett, 1989; Formisano, 1987; Grumet, 1988;
Hoffman, 1981; Lemer, 1986; Lorber & Farrell, 1991; Noddings, 1984, 1992;
Pearsall, 1993: Shakeshaft, 1987; Stone, 1994; Tyack& Strober, 1981; Wartenberg,
1992)? A successful leader of an organization has what have traditionally been
described as masculine traits such as competitiveness, strength, and "a killer instinct"
(Ayman, 1993; Biklen & Brannigan, 1980; Dunlap & Schmuck, 1995; H ill &
Ragland, 1995; Maxcy, 1994; Shakeshaft. 1987; Strober & Tyack, 1981; Wyatt,
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1992). The result is that we form stereotypes and preconceived notions about what
successful leaders of schools are supposed to look like; and usually, they look like
corporate White men.
What modern leadership theory says about leaders does not describe traits
typically associated with women (Ayman, 1993; Burstyn, 1980; Conolely, 1980; Hill
& Ragland, 1995; Hurty, 1995). A modern leader is a military leader, characterized
by the essential masculine attitude of combat, of desire to overcome a competitor
(Burstyn, 1980; Gottlieb, 1992; Hurty, 1995; M iller, 1992; Regan, 1995). Theory
that incorporates diverse perspectives, allowing multiple ways of thinking about and
defining leadership and recognizing different educational leadership environments, is
what is necessary to counter the leader stereotypes that tend to penalize women in
educational administration.
Essentially, postmodern theory incorporates gender as a lens through which
we examine leadership. "Making gender problematic opens one up to the layers of
shaping forces and myths in our society with great implications for one’s conception
of the [leadership] role" (Lather, 1994, p. 247) This will in turn open up
opportunities for more women to advance to recognized positions of leadership and
authority, challenging not only the theory, but bureaucracy itself as a construction of
male domination (Ferguson, 1984).
A different way of thinking about ethics is essential to postmodern leadership
theory (Astin & Leland, 1991; Burns, 1978; Dunlap & Schmuck, 1995; Gilligan,
1993; Maxcy, 1994; Noddings, 1984, 1992, 1993). Ethics is the philosophy of
morality (Pearsall, 1993). It is concerned with the questions of right and wrong and
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the notion of moral obligation. Modem school leadership, incorporated with
patriarchal ethics, aims to train children to take their places in existing institutions;
postmodern school leadership aims to support the development of self-regulating and
self-realizing individuals (Trebilcot, 1993). Ethics within postmodern leadership
theory challenges the hegemony of male ethical theory, which, as de Beauvoir
(1953/1974) says, has objectified women, disallowing women as subjects.
Postmodern theory insists on hearing the voices of marginalized people that have
been silenced within modem theory far too long.
In re-visioning an approach to ethics in leadership, it is necessary to re-define
power. Postmodern leadership theory defines power as capacity to produce change
(Miller, 1992), as capacity to impact environment, to be able to make a difference
through action (Lips, 1987), as ability to take place in discourse essential to action
(Heilbrun, 1988). Modem leadership theory defines power as the ability to get others
to do what you want them to do (Hoy & Miskel, 1988), as the likelihood that one
individual in a group w ill be able to carry out his/her own w ill despite any resistance
from others in the group (Weber. 1947), as control through coercion as well as
control through suggestion and nonthreatening persuasion (Hoy & Miskel, 1988).
Basically postmodern leadership theory maintains power with rather than power over
(Blount, 1994; H ill & Ragland, 1995; Hurty, 1995; Johnston, 1994; Miller, 1992).
Modem school leadership theory embraces a gender-free approach.
Leadership has no gender. Effectiveness depends on the characteristics of
individual leaders and the structure of organizational settings, not on whether
one is a man or a woman. (Greenfield & Beam, 1980, p. 47)
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Conversely, gender is an integral component in postmodern school leadership theory.
Modem theory excuses the historical absence of women in legitimate leadership
positions. Postmodern theory maintains that women have always been leading; their
leadership has just not been recognized by those in charge. In fact, as Strober and
Tyack (1980) point out, female leadership was by design circumvented:
From the beginning, sex segregation was part of the design of the urban
graded school. . . . By structuring jobs to take advantage o f sex-role
stereotypes about women’s responsiveness to rules and male authority, and
men’s presumed ability to manage women, urban school boards were able to .
. . control the curriculum, students and personnel. . . . Given this purpose of
tight control, women were ideal employees. With few alternative occupations
and accustomed to patriarchal authority, they mostly did what their male
superiors ordered. Differences o f gender provided an important form of
social control. (Strober & Tyack, 1980, p. 494)
Because of this structure and the logic upon which it is founded, women as teachers
have contributed to their own subordination, often dismissing what they do as
leadership (Grumet, 1988).
Troen and Boles (1995) and Joly (1992) are among postmodern theorists who
maintain that women do not have to leave the classroom to engage in educational
leading. The very nature of teaching—nurturance, support, collaboration, caring-/r
leadership according to postmodern theory (Dewey, 1916/1961; Dunlap & Schmuck,
1995; Follett, 1942; Joly, 1992; Lyons, 1990; Noddings, 1984, 1992, 1993;
Shakeshaft. 1987; Trebilcot, 1993). Women teachers are "postpatriarchal role
models" (Boulding, 1992, p. 345). Women who attain recognized positions of
leadership are still teachers who are able to lead individuals to their full potential as
self-reguiating, creative beings (Trebilcot, 1993). Blount (1994) points out that it is
not leadership that teachers lack, but a public voice that has been denied to them by
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91the exclusionary practices of those in control. Postmodern leadership embodies
the voices o f women as teachers in order to confront modernity’s presumption of the
universality of the White male experience (Burns, 1978; Giroux, 1988; Shakeshaft,
1987).
Postmodern theory asserts that nurturance, collaboration, support, trust,
caring, respect, and connectedness should be defining characteristics of school
leadership (Biklen & Brannigan, 1980; Gilligan, 1982; Hurty, 1995; Miller, 1992;
Noddings, 1984, 1992; Shakeshaft, 1987; Regan, 1995;). These characteristics
have long been associated with women’s ways of leading (Burstyn, 1992).
According to research on men and women in leadership situations, males tend to
exploit others and are oriented toward maximizing advantages for themselves,
whereas women tend to be more accommodating and are aimed toward mutual
acceptance for the benefit of everyone involved (Conoley, 1981). Power with
describes leadership that has generally been assigned to women, and power over
describes leadership that has generally been assigned to men (Blount, 1994; Conoley,
1992; Hurty, 1995; Hill & Ragland, 1995; M iller, 1992; Pearsall, 1993; Regan,
1995; Shakeshaft, 1987).
To a great extent the research that has been done regarding women in
educational leadership positions is that which compares women to men (Eagly et al.,
1992; Edwards, 1993; Gougeon. 1991; Grunbaum, 1992; Jones, 1992; Menard,
1990; Morgan, 1993; Schwartz, 1990; Young, 1993). There seems to be no
consensus as to whether men and women lead alike or not; some studies say there is
no difference in their leadership styles (Edwards. 1993; Morgan, 1992); others
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maintain there are few similarities (Gougeon, 1991; Grunbaum, 1992; Jones, 1992;
Menard, 1990; Schwartz, 1990).
In studies of gender difference, "difference" means different from the White
male norm (Acker, 1991; Reskin, 1991). A woman’s leadership is not defined in
terms of her experience, but is critiqued in the patriarchal language of organizational
theory (Reskin, 1991). In light of this, Acker (1991) maintains that a systematic
theory of gender and organizations is needed. If research fails to account for the
inequalities throughout organizational theory, gender is dismissed, and we end up
looking at women leading in education through a patriarchal lens (Acker. 1991).
Research that remains genderless promotes the way men lead as the correct way.
Dominant groups remain privileged because they write the rules and the rules they
write enable them to continue to write the rules (Lieberson, 1985; Reskin, 1991).
Postmodern approaches to leadership research are void of any universalist theoretical
ground (Fraser & Nicholson, 1990) and allow for conceptual tools to inform us
about our practice which will in turn allow for new understandings (Blount, 1994).
Building on postmodemity’s power with, traditionally women’s ways of
leading, postmodern theory proposes a re-conceptualization of the role of principal.
The principal is to be an instructional leader and a feminist (Crow & Glascock.
1995), a designer and an artist (Maxcy, 1991), and a transformative intellectual
(Giroux, 1988). A postmodern principal is a leader who is optimistic, caring,
honest, friendly, and enthusiastic (Blase & Blase, 1994). A postmodern principal
builds trust, develops enabling structures, extends autonomy, encourages innovation,
and reduces risk and threat to teachers (Blase & Bltfe, 1994; Mendez-Morse, 1992).
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A postmodern principal is committed, compassionate, and confident (Giroux, et al.,
1995; Lomotey, 1989). The most important characteristic of a successful principal is
sensitivity to the range of potentials of children and adults (Marshall, 1995).
Combining critical and feminist perspectives would provide a framework for leaders
who are carers, people who constantly work to maintain relationships, community,
caring, and connection. (Marshall, 1995).
Much of postmodern theory includes the idea of transformational leadership,
that is leadership as a moral activity (Bums, 1978). A transformational leader
creates and communicates vision and harnesses the energy of others to stay focused
on the vision (Bennis, 1984; Bennis & Nanus, 1985; Bums, 1978; Cameron &
Ulrich, 1986). Encouraging others, taking risks, and maintaining cultural traditions
are moral acts for the transformational leader (Smith & Blase, 1991). In schools, a
transformational leader is aware of the need for fairness and justice (Kemper, 1995).
Postmodern leadership theory is beginning to open the doors for tolerance,
ambiguity, and alternate perspectives in educational administration. However, it is a
long way from an equivalent alternative to modem theory. This is evident by the
substantial and continual sales of Hoy and Miskel’s Educational Administration
(1991) as the main text for leadership theory courses in colleges o f education
nationwide.5 In this 484-page text, Hoy and Miskel (1991) give one paragraph to
the discussion of women (p. 163). In chapter nine (pp. 251-299), Hoy and Miskel
(1991) explain leadership entirely within the context of organizational research and

5I obtained this information through an informal telephone poll of UCEA
professors recommended to me because of their expertise in educational leadership.
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reiterates its social Darwinist stance. "The institutional leader is responsible for
articulating the mission of the organization, shaping its culture, and protecting and
maintaining its integrity (italics added)" (Hoy & Miskel, 1991, p. 299). From this,

it appears that if a leader deviates from traditional ways of leading, a violation of
integrity occurs.
Perhaps what is necessary is to look at those deviations from traditional
leadership, those violations of integrity. This will allow us to see what does happen
when leadership is approached in a different light. I have explored the theory of
female leadership; now I w ill explore its application.
In the following section I will look at women who have deviated from
articulating the mission of the organization, who have violated the integrity, so to
speak, of modern leadership in their practices. These women have cracked the glass
ceiling,6 to obtain recognized leadership positions in educational administration.
The Glass Ceiling Cracked
"The power of a feminist lens is its ability to focus on the gaps and blank
spaces of male-dominant culture" (Gosetti & Rusch, 1995, p. 15). The literature I
reviewed in this section primarily looks through a feminist lens at the practice of
women’s leadership in educational administration. In this section I looked at women
who have been able to crack the glass ceiling.

6Coined during the second wave of feminism (1970’s and Equal Rights
Amendment ratification attempts), the glass ceiling "is an image representing
obstacles that prevent women from advancing to the top of their careers. . . .
bump[ing] against an invisible shield of resistance" (Scherr, 1995, p. 313).
Although feminists usually use the phrase "splintering the glass ceiling," women in
educational administration have only been able to crack it.
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In contrasting the leadership o f men and women in comparable positions,
women administrators are more geared toward instructional leadership (Ortiz &
Marshall, 1988). This possibly contributes to the findings that indicate that the extent
of collaboration is greater in schools with female principals (Young, 1993). Studies
show women principals are more concerned with the individual differences of
students (Ortiz & Marshall, 1988). Women as principals have also demonstrated
better knowledge of teaching methods (Ortiz & Marshall, 1988). Too, studies show
that women principals have shown more concern with the objectives of teaching than
men principals, possibly because women’s experience in teaching is much lengthier
than men’s (Gross & Trask, 1976; McGrath, 1992; Menard, 1990). Essentially,
women as principals retain their roles as teacher leaders (Blount, 1994; Troen &
Boles, 1995) moreso than men. Hart (1995) has indicated that in the socialization
process in administrative positions, males adjust more quickly to a position of
management; and in the distribution of power within school administration, managers
are clearly favored over instructors (Ortiz & Marshall, 1988).
Overall, there has been a relatively small amount of research done on female
leadership practices (especially in contrast to the research done on leadership
practices situated within organizational theory). Some profiles of women in
educational leadership positions have been compiled (Beason, 1992; D ill, 1987;
Hawthorne, 1985; Hope, 1987; Jasso, 1992); however, much as modern profiles of
educational leaders in general have excluded women, these profiles exclude women
of color. Studies that attribute certain characteristics to all individuals--men or
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women—fail to recognize the diversity of individuals’ lives and end up contributing
to the problem postmodern approaches try to combat (Blount, 1994).
Through intense searches over a period of six months for postmodern
research that focused on the practice of female leadership in education, I located 7
dissertations in Dissertation Abstracts. 5 journal articles, 2 ERIC documents, 1 book,
4 book chapters, and 1 paper presented at a professional conference. Most of these
studies looked at women as superintendents, as elementary principals, and as high
school principals. Most research employed a qualitative methodology, utilizing
interviews, observations, and case studies to gather and analyze the data. (See Table
2. 1.)
Table 2.1
Overview of Reviewed Studies on Female Leadership Practice

Study

Sample

Astin &
Leland
(1991)

77 women
interviews
leaders-ed.
(indiv. &
organizations cohort)

personal commitment,
vision, risk, empowerment

Blackmore
(1989)

6 women
bureaucrats
(Australia)

interviews

responsibility to others,
collaboration

Coleman
& Harris
(1995)

2 women
higher ed.

biographical ambiguity; sharing control;
conversations maintaining vision; ability to
listen, guide, follow

Cooper
(1995)

10 women
higher ed.

interviews
journaling

Method

Leadership

introspection

(table con’d.)
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Study

Sample

Method

Dillard
(1995)

1 woman
urban h.s.
principal

ethnographic vision, trust, safety, nurturance,
observations ownership, community building,
& interviews appreciation of culture

Dwyer
(1985)

1 woman
high school
principal

case study

Everett
(1989)

interviews
18 women
district &
secondary
administrators

preference for situational
leadership, attention to employees’
personal concerns, att’n. to task
completion, prof. camaraderie

Fennell
(1994)

4 women
elem. prin.

surveys &
interviews

communication, decision making,
conflict resolution

Formisano
(1987)

6 women
h.s./elem.
principals

case studies

preservation of interpersonal
relationships, encourage positive
experiences to dispel apathy,
generate new ideas among staff

Gill
(1994)

19 women
asst. h.s.
principals

interviews

communication, collaboration,
encouragement, expression of
appreciation

Hurty
(1995)

17 women
elementary
principals

observations emotional energy, nurtured growth
& interviews reciprocal talk, pondered
mutuality, collaborative change

Kim
(1992)

12 women
sec. prin.
(Korea)

interviews

Leadership

communication, safety & order,
improving student & staff
relations

democratic & participatory styles
of leadership, familial concern for
subordinates

(table con'd.)
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Study

Sample

Method

Milligan
(1994)

3 women
case studies
high school,
middle school,
elementary
principals

innovation, shared leadership,
orientation toward goals

Muller
(1992)

6 women
h.s. prin.,
asst, super.,
ed. organ,
leaders

case studies

build alliances, value & include
others, share, have faith, venture
off the path, motivation by
internal forces

Pavan
& Reid
(1994)

4 women
urban elem.
principals

case studies

collaboration, community
building, mentoring

RobinsonHombuckle
(1991)

12 women
rural
super. &
h.s. prin.

interviews

participatory leadership

Schwartz
(1990)

3 women
3 men
h.s. prin.

case studies

shared decision making,
coalition/community building in
schools

Valentine
(1995)

school of
nursing

ethnography

supportive relationships,
humanizing the organization,
provides for coexistence of
public/private worlds

Wesson
& Grady
(1994)

21 women
urban
super.

phone
interviews
& narrative
analysis

building collegial organizations,
value change & connectiveness,
reaching out to others, creating a
nourishing environment

Wyatt
(1992)

practicing
interviews
& aspiring
female admin

Leadership

sensitivity, sympathy, lack of a
killer instinct
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In a study that looked at elementary, middle school, and high school
principals as risk-takers, Milligan (1994) noted shared leadership characteristics
among the women in her sample. The women employed similar characteristics in
their leadership approaches. They were innovative in their leadership styles, and
maintained an orientation to work toward democratic goals (Milligan, 1994).
Formisano (1987) investigated conflict management within female leadership
practice. Her sample included elementary and high school principals. In the analysis
of her case studies. Formisano (1987) discovered three leadership characteristics that
the women in her study shared. Each focused her leadership practices on preserving
interpersonal relations, encouraging positive experiences for their faculty and
students, and generating new ideas among staff. Formisano (1987) reported that
dispelling apathy was a common goal among all her informants.
Muller (1992) did a phenomenological study of female leadership and its
notion of empowerment. The most notable aspect of the study was that the assistant
superintendents and high school principals that Muller (1992) included in her case
studies were considered empowerers by their peers. According to Muller (1992),
"empowerers build alliances . . . value and include others . . . have faith . . . [and]
venture off the path" (p. 02). The empowering processes reflected in this female
leadership practice included encouraging growth, caring, and acknowledging the
worth of others-what feminist ethics calls for in adopting a postmodern leadership
theory (Gilligan. 1993; Noddings, 1993; Pearsall, 1993; Shakeshaft, 1987;
Trebilcot. 1993).
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Everett’s (1989) research was one of the few studies designed to include race
in looking at female leadership. Although Everett (1989) found differences in the
socialization experiences of the African-American and White female leaders in her
case studies, all the women shared a similar approach in their leadership practices.
The informants indicated the need to give attention to employees’ personal concerns,
their own needs in attending to task completion, and building professional
camaraderie toward other women administrators as leadership characteristics they all
shared.
Additional research that examined the effects of race within female leadership
style was done by Robinson-Hombuckle (1991). This phenomenological study was
designed to look at the leadership practices of rural superintendents and high school
principals. In addition to sharing a participatory leadership style, African-American
and White women had experienced common socialization processes, so it seemed,
because of their rural upbringing.
In a study that included both male and female high school principals in the
sample (Schwartz, 1990), teachers reported that they felt more empowered when
working for female principals as opposed to males. The leadership practices of the
women in the study were built on shared decision making and community building
within the schools. Schwartz (1990) concluded that because the notions of power are
different in male leadership and female leadership, it makes sense that the notions of
empowerment should differ as well.
Kim (1992) maintained that women are successful in leadership positions
(once they actually acquire them) because of their participatory approach. The
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leadership characteristics that were shared among the high school principals of Kim’s
(1992) study included a democratic style and a familial concern for subordinates.
The author strongly asserted that it was not the gender of the principal that
determined his or her success, but that success depends on the leadership style; and
female leadership was a more successful style than male leadership.
"Florence Barnhart" (Dwyer, 1985) is an ethnographic study that examined
intensely the leadership practices of a female principal in an inner-city junior high
school over the course of one year. Dwyer (1985) reported that the principal’s
practices focused on communicating, creating and maintaining safety and order, and
improving student and staff relations. The approach of this principal, according to
the research, "effectively changed the school climate’ (Dwyer, 1985, p. 02).
In a study of assistant principals of high schools, Gill (1994) interviewed 19
women. The women had an average of 16 years of teaching experience but only 3
years of administrative experience. Because of their lengthy stay in the classroom, it
appeared these women had assimilated their classroom leadership styles into their
administrative leadership styles. As a result the women reportedly shared many
characteristics of leadership. Those characteristics included encouraging
communication, collaboration and team work, and regular demonstration of
appreciation and encouragement (Gill, 1994).
In a qualitative study conducted among secondary school principals, Wyatt
(1992) asserted that female leadership is superior to male leadership. Qualities that
have traditionally been denigrated as feminine weaknesses—sympathy, sensitivity, and
a lack of killer instmct-may actually be advantages when it comes to realizing
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others’ potential (Wyatt, 1992). Wyatt (1992) indicated that sympathy and
sensitivity were common characteristics among the leadership practices of the women
she studied.
Fennell (1994) built upon a reconstructed view of defining leadership in a
study in which she examined elementary school principals and the teachers with
whom they worked. She concluded that the qualities of leadership these women had
reflected included communication, shared decision making, and conflict resolution.
In research involving female elementary principals by Pavan and Reid (1994),
this study concluded that these women spent most o f their time engaged in the
teaching/learning process in the school. The leadership characteristics that emerged
across all the women Pavan and Reid (1994) labeled as successful principals included
collaboration and community-building.
In a national study of both urban and rural women superintendents, Wesson
and Grady (1994) identified several characteristics of the leadership practices of the
women they had studied. The shared leadership foci of these women included
building collegial organizations which value change and connectiveness (Wesson &
Grady, 1994). Specific characteristics of their practice included bringing about
change, reaching out to others and creating a nourishing environment (Wesson &
Grady, 1994).
Hurty (1995) conducted a study with 17 secondary principals regarding power
and leadership. She identified several characteristics of their leadership. They
included emotional commitment to the education of the children in their care,
competence in curriculum and instruction, energy harnessing of teachers and parents
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in decision making, and creativity in their abilities to work with people toward
needed change (Hurty, 1995). Out o f these characteristics, Hurty (1995) proposed
five elements of power—(a) emotional energy; (b) nurtured growth; (c) reciprocal
talk; (d) pondered mutuality; (e) collaborative change-that can bring new dimensions
to leadership theory.
Building on the work of Noddings (1984), Regan and Brooks (1992)
examined common characteristics women across all educational leadership positions
had brought to their practice. Similar to Hurty’s (1995) findings, Regan and
Brooks’ (1992) study identified collaboration, caring, courage, intuition, and vision
as shared foci of female leadership. Regan (1995) (who is a high school principal)
utilized McIntosh’s (1983) above-the-fault/below-the-fault analogy in describing
leadership in educational administration. Above-the-fault lay the traditional,
patriarchal notions of leadership, whereas, below-the-fault lay women, people of
color, and low-status White males in a caring, community-building place (Regan,
1995). Within this below-the-fault world were situated the characteristics of female
leadership.
In an extensive (and actually beautifully written) ethnographic account of an
African-American woman who leads an inner-city high school, C. Dillard (1995)
brought her readers into the daily lived experiences of female leadership. She
explained how the practice of female leadership cannot be understood in terms of
traditional theory. The focal points within Dillard’s (1995) informant’s leadership
included vision, appreciation of culture, community building, trust, safety,
nurturance. and ownership.
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Astin and Leland (1991) provided a comprehensive look at leadership practice
across three generations of women in leadership positions both in and out of
education from the 1960’s to the 1990’s. The leadership dimensions that resonated
throughout the voices of their informants included vision, personal commitment,
empowerment, and risk—dimensions Astin and Leland (1991) explored as part of the
"modem" women’s movement (what Haven et al. [1980] refers to as the second
wave of feminism).
Blackmore (1989) did a study on women who considered themselves feminists
and who held formal positions of authority in a state educational agency in Australia.
Blackmore (1989) used qualitative methods to find out how her six informants
reconciled their feminist ideologies with their positions in a bureaucracy. Basically
their leadership practices allowed them to look at what they did in a different light.
All six women valued collaboration and viewed their leadership in terms of
responsibility to others (Blackmore, 1989). What Blackmore (1989) pointed out was
that these female leaders were able to transform patriarchal limitations into
empowerment for themselves and others.
Coleman and Harris (1995) used a unique methodological approach in
examining their own leadership practices. They offered biographical conversations
that allowed their feelings and concerns brought about by their own ethnicity to be
situated within their feminist paradigms, giving race and gender equal consideration.
Similarities and differences because of both race and gender were addressed
throughout the study. Coleman and Harris (1995) concluded that "learning to live
with ambiguity is a milestone on the way to maturity, especially through the
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uncharted paths of feminism and ethnicity" (p. 234). They added that sharing
control, maintaining vision, and developing the ability to listen, guide, and follow
are essential characteristics for transforming leadership (Coleman & Harris, 1995).
A different way of looking at the leadership practices of women is through
their own journaling (Cooper, 1995). According to Cooper (1995), introspection is
characteristic of female leadership in that it is emancipatory and it challenges
bureaucracy by combining the public and private selves of women.
In an ethnographic study of female leadership in a school of nursing,
Valentine (1995) built on the public/private self duality of women. In a school of
nursing, what Valentine (1995) called a female organization, she recognized the
supportive relationships among women that allowed the public and private worlds of
women to co-exist, not a possibility in traditional organizations (e.g., a
bureaucracy). The focal point of female leadership in Valentine’s (1995) research
was leadership that could humanize organizations.
I have brought some brief overviews that do not do justice to the research I
have cited due to the ever present limitations of space and time. The overviews do
serve my purposes, however, in submerging the reader in the research on female
leadership practice. What is necessary now is a summary to make sense of what it
all means.
Repeatedly, collaboration was cited as a component of female leadership
(Coleman & Harris, 1995; Gill, 1994; Hurty, 1995; Jones, 1992; Regan & Brooks,
1992; Robinson-Hombuckle, 1991; Schwartz, 1990; Wesson & Grady, 1994;
Young, 1993). Caring, courage, communication, intuition, and vision were
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identified as characteristics women bring to educational leadership positions
(Blackmore, 1989; Dwyer, 1985: Everett, 1989; Fennell, 1984; Gougeon, 1991:
Helgeson. 1990; Hurty, 1995; Joly, 1992; Muller, 1992; Regan & Brooks, 1992;
Troen & Boles, 1995; Wesson & Grady, 1994; Wyatt, 1992). The women in these
studies of practice resisted bureaucracy (Cooper, 1992; Dillard, 1995; Wesson &
Grady, 1994) and re-defined power (Hurty, 1995). These leaders were gender, race,
and culturally conscious (Astin & Leland, 1991; Bell, 1995; Dillard, 1995). They
incorporated mentoring as a part of their leadership styles (Acker, 1995; Lomotey et
al., 1995; Pavan & Reid, 1994). Overall, the subjects exhibited a democratic style
of leadership (Eagly et al., 1992; Formisano, 1987; Hart, 1995; Kim, 1992;
Milligan, 1994). They led schools/school systems in the same way they had led
their classrooms.
However much we learn from the research on practice cited here, it is not
nearly enough. Women should not be an anomaly in educational leadership or in
research on this topic. Much, much, much more research is needed to show that
women's ways of leading are dynamic, transformative means by which to reconstruct
schools so that they may reflect a more democratic milieu. In this study I contribute
to this much-needed research.
Reconsiderations
The purpose of this research was to add the voices of women (my own
included) to the understanding of leadership, specifically in regard to leadership of
high schools, so that we may critically disassemble our patriarchally structured
schools that depend upon social Darwinism. This research challenges stereotypical
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thinking about women and leadership, and it provides a vehicle by which we can
distance ourselves from the oppressive Truth of modernity.
I have used the literature of others to build the foundation of this research.
In the first section, A History Lesson. I reviewed literature that outlined the
evolution of American public education in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries in
light of scientific management and under the direction of social scientists’
psychological and statistical methods. This historical literature explains how the
sexist structure of educational administration originated and is maintained still by
tenets of biological determinism.
In the second section, Leadership Theory. I recapitulated philosophies about
leadership in general and connected those to the "science" of educational
administration. In a sense, this section is historical in that it outlined how
educational leadership as a theory began (the great man [Carlyle, 1841/1907]; traits),
changed (Sears, 1950; Barnard, 1938/1968), and eventually evolved (Getzels &
Guba, 1957; Halpin, 1966; Levine & Lezotte, 1990; Stringfield & Teddlie, 1988).
And even though theories contrary to those situated in organizational thought
(Dewey, 1916/1961; Follett, 1924) arose, they were never enough to substantially
challenge bureaucratic notions of leadership (Weber, 1921) that dominated how
schools were to be run.
In the third section of the review, Postmodern Approaches to Leadership. I
looked at literature that challenges traditional or what I call modem leadership
theory. This literature challenges the patriarchal universality that modem leadership
theory assumes. This literature collectively includes voices of those excluded from
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participating in educational administration leadership—White women and men and
women of color. I focused particularly on the feminist tenets of postmodern
leadership theory in this section. The literature in this section incorporates feminist
ethics and values as a necessary component in developing new ways of thinking
about leadership and narrowing the gender gaps.
In the fourth section, The Glass Ceiling Cracked. I reviewed the limited
research that has been generated about the leadership practices of women in
educational administration. Women are considered to be strong and successful
leaders when viewed through a postmodern lens. Almost all the research in this
section utilized a qualitative research design to emphasize the individual practices of
women’s ways of leading. For the most part the literature in this section
characterized women’s ways of leading as caring, supportive, collaborative,
nurturing, innovative, and visionary.
This review of literature supports my claims of limited research on women
and leadership. The literature review amplifies my concerns regarding gender gaps
in leadership theory. But most importantly, for my purposes here, it situates my
concerns, my study itself. (In Appendix A I arrange the leadership characteristics
among the modern and postmodern literature I have cited, and in Appendix B I show
how I got from the literature to these characteristics.)
This research strengthens the postmodern stance against organizational theory.
Even, more importantly, though, it is another resource for women who lead (or who
aspire to lead) high schools to see themselves, to validate their ways of leading, to
eradicate women’s ways of leading as an aberration in educational administration.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY
In this study I report on the relationship between the practices of women in
high school principalships and the leadership theory7 regarding school
administration. I present how the principals in the study defined leadership, how
they reported that definition has evolved, and how they perceive their own styles of
leadership. Additionally in this study I examine the perceptions of students and
faculty regarding the leadership of these women. In this study I propose that the
practice of female leadership* will contribute immensely to the reconstruction of
theory; therefore, in constructing the research design I focused on gathering and
analyzing the reported leadership experiences of women high school principals and
then centering the data in the analysis of contemporary leadership theory.
Research Design
In considering the research design, it became apparent to me that my own
basic beliefs and experiences would play a major role in determining how I would
address the questions this study asks. Another determinant was the nature of the
research topic itself. Inquiry paradigms define what the inquirer is about in
relationship to the knowledge she or he seeks; it is the why, the how, and the
wherefore of that exploration (Guba & Lincoln, 1994). Inquiry paradigms can be

7In the review of literature, I differentiated between "modem leadership theory"
and "postmodern leadership theory." Since, according to the literature, modem
leadership theory is the quintessential theory espoused within educational
administration, it is "modem leadership theory" which has denied women a place.
For the sake of clarity (and brevity), I use "leadership theory" in reference to
"modem leadership theory."
*To be concise, I use "female leadership" in referring to characteristics that have
traditionally been assigned to women (e.g., caring, nurturance, support).
43
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defined in an inquirer’s approach to ontology, the form and nature of reality; to
epistemoiogy, the relationship between the researcher and the research topic; and to
methodology, how to find out (Guba and Lincoln, 1994).
In situating myself within my own inquiry paradigm, I discovered my
ontological and epistemological beliefs necessitated the methodological approach I
chose. My view of multiple realities shaped by my gender, social, political,
cultural, ethnic, and economic experiences categorize my ontological beliefs as
historical realism (Guba & Lincoln, 1994).

My awareness, in fact, my appreciation

of value-laden research categorizes my epistemoiogy as transactional and subjectivist
(Guba & Lincoln, 1994); therefore, my methodology had to have been grounded in
discourse that confronts ignorance and misapprehensions, categorized by Guba and
Lincoln (1994) as dialogic and dialectical. Essentially I find myself operating within
a critical theory paradigm (Giroux, 1983, 1988; Kincheloe & McLaren, 1994; Guba
& Lincoln, 1994; McLaren, 1989; Olesen, 1994), out of which my research design
emerged.
My research was conducted in two phases. In Phase One, I began to broadly
examine issues of female leadership. I designed this first phase to address the
following research questions:
1. What are leadership characteristics of women in high school
principalships?
2. Do female high school principals have common leadership
characteristics?
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3. Do female high principals bring components to leadership that
have not been defined before among leadership theory?
4. How do female high school principals interpret their own
leadership?
To address these questions, I used a researcher-constructed questionnaire (Appendix

Q.
I designed Phase One within a quantitative framework. This might seem
paradoxical since I approach research from within a critical theory paradigm.
However, it is my belief that the tools of methodology do not impede exploration or
limit the aim of inquiry; rather the a priori variables of positivism do this.
I designed Phase Two within a qualitative framework, specifically an
ethnographic one. I designed this second phase to address these questions:
1. What is the culture that surrounds the daily lived experiences of
female high school principals?
2. How are female high school principals perceived as leaders by
their faculties and students?
Case studies of four Louisiana female high school principals formed the basis of
Phase Two of the study. I selected these four women after collecting and analyzing
the Phase One data.
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Phase One Sampling
The target population for Phase One of this research consisted of female
principals in American public high schools.9 This population was not accessible to
me. A population of female high school principals that was accessible, however,
was located within the state of Louisiana. Approximately 15% of the total number of
high school principals in the country are female (Asbuiy, 1993; Montenegro, 1993).
Approximately 17% of high school principals in Louisiana are female (Louisiana
State Dept, of Education. 1995-96). The female high school principals in Louisiana
have positions primarily in urban and rural settings, like most of their counterparts
throughout the rest of the country.
A manual search through the 1995-96 Louisiana School Directory (Louisiana
Department of Education, 1995-96) indicated that there are a total of 353 schools
that fit my definition of high schools, and out of those 353 schools, 60 of the
principals are female. (I approximated gender based on the principals’ first names
and titles, and for any that I was uncertain about [e.g., Billie, Dr.], I called the
school to ask.) The sample for Phase One came from these 60 principals.
Phase One Instrumentation
I used a researcher-designed instrument in the first phase of research. I
compiled this survey myself based upon (a) K. Lomotey s (1989) instrument for
gathering information on African American elementary principals, and (b)
characteristics of leadership based on the theoretical literature and literature on

9I define "high school" as a school that incorporates grades 9, 10, 11. and/or 12
and is not part of a middle school or junior high school configuration.
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practice that I had reviewed. I used the first part of the survey to gather personal
and professional demographic information about each principal in addition to
demographic information about her school. With the second part of the
questionnaire I asked each principal to assign a value ("very important," "somewhat
important," and "not important at all") to various components from the literature
(unitized and categorized according to Lincoln and Guba, 1985) on traditional
leadership theory (e.g., acquiring resources, budgeting) and on postmodern
leadership theory (e.g., caring, collaboration, support). (See Appendix B for how I
got from the literature to the survey.)
Phase One Reliability and Validity
Reliability means that something can be depended on, relied on, to do what it
is supposed to do. In research, reliability refers to the instrument. W ill I (and
others) be able to depend on this questionnaire that I have developed to address the
questions I propose about women and leadership? W ill it remain dependable over
time?
These are the questions I asked of myself before, during, and after composing
the questionnaire. It made more sense that I made sure the instrument was reliable
before it went out rather than after. Therefore, I formulated a plan to make sure it
was as reliable as possible prior to the first mailing. Essentially I implemented the
pre-test suggestions of Borg and Gall (1989). I gave a version to students in
graduate educational administration classes to check the clarity of the survey before it
actually went out to principals. I wanted a pre-test sample similar to the targeted
respondents who speak the same language and could provide constructive feedback.
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I dispersed the questionnaire through educational administration professors to three
graduate classes (in a research methodology course, in an educational policy course,
and in a dissertation proposal writing course). The students (some of who were
actually principals, but none of who were in my sample) completed the
questionnaires and reviewed them, then offered suggestions in the margins of the
survey. I actually went to one class and spent about one hour speaking with them
and the professor (an educational research methodologist) about my concerns of
clarity and reliability. This proved to be helpful in formulating the final version that
I distributed.
There are several types of validity in research, but I was concerned with the
degree to which my survey would tell me what I wanted to know, with the
appearance of the survey, essentially face validity.10 I was aware of the threats that
existed to the validity of my questionnaire. Because the survey elicits self-reports,
there was a chance that the information I gathered would not be "true" or would not
reflect how the respondents really prioritized their leadership; thus, the necessity for
Phase Two. Phase Two of the research allowed me to employ methodological
triangulation (Denzin, 1989; Patton, 1990), a way to compensate for this threat.
Phase One Data Collection
Because surveys are usually associated with quantitative research, they are not
often considered among the methods from which qualitative researchers draw
(Denzin & Lincoln, 1994). (However, LeCompte and Goetz [1982] consider them

:0I am not concerned with psychometric issues of validity, the degree to which
the data are unbiased and undistorted and the degree to which the results of the
questionnaire can be generalized to other populations.
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to be one of the major types of qualitative methods.) I used survey techniques as
part of my first look at female high school leadership. Principal questionnaires
allowed me to look broadly at leadership characteristics of women in high school
principalships, to locate any commonalities among their leadership characteristics,
and to begin to understand their interpretations of leadership in general. The survey
data contributed as well to identifying leadership practices that may be missing from
the theory.
Initially I mailed questionnaires to each of the 60 female high school
principals in Louisiana. In implementing this approach, I followed the procedures
recommended by Borg and Gall (1989). I attached the survey to a brief letter of
transmittal (See Appendix D .) and included a postage-paid, addressed return
envelope. I mailed these letters the first week of April. I received 38 surveys
within two weeks of this mailing. I mailed 20 follow-up letters to any principals
who had not returned the surveys within three weeks after the initial mailing. I
received 6 more after this, and, in spite of the phone calls I made to the remaining
principals, I received no more. I ended up with 44 returned surveys, a return rate of
73%.
I collected personal and professional demographic information on each
principal in the first part of the survey (e.g., age, ethnicity, degree held, etc.). Also
in the first part of the survey I collected data that allowed me a primitive
understanding of the context of their leadership (e.g., school context and community,
student population, etc.).
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Principal Questionnaire. Part One, Page One.

PRIN CIPA L QUESTIONNAIRE
1. Describe yourself ethnically.
African-Am erican
Asian-American
Caucasian
Latina
Native American
O ther
P refer not to describe myself
2. Y our age is:
U nder 30
30-39
40-49

50-S9
60-69
70+

3. Y our highest education level is:
B achelor's
M aster's
M aster's + 3 0
E d. Specialist
Ed.D .
Ph.D .
4. How many years of teaching experience
do you have?
S. How many years of adm inistrative experience
do you have?
6. W hat are y o u r areas of certification?
Elem entary
English
M ath
M iddle School
Science
Social Studies
Supervision
A dm inistration
O ther
7. A t which universily(ies) did you receive
your adm inistrative training? (Include location
and the dates you attended.)

10. This administrative position is t h e ___one
you've ever applied for.
1st
3 rd
2nd
4 th +
11. Other administrative positions y o u 'v e applied
for include: (Check all th a t apply.)
assistant principal
_____m iddle/jr. high principal
central office supervisor
superintendent
12. Other adm inistrative positions you've held
include: (Check all th a t apply.)
assistant principal
middle/jr. high principal
____central office supervisor
_____superintendent
13. Are you the _ _ female p rin c ip al a t this high
school?
_____ 1st
_____ 2 nd
3id
4th or more
not su re
14. Did you actively seek th e principalship you
now hold?
yes
no
IS. Do you plan to rem ain in th is position
indefinitely?
yes
no
16. Do you plan to seek a n o th e r adm inistrative
position in the future?
yes
no (If "no," go to #17.)
16a. If "yes," what position(s)?

8. Have you tau g h t in the sam e school in which
you are now principal?
yes
no. of years
no

9. Have you tau g h t in the district in which
you are now principal?
yes
no. of years
no

17. Are you presently w orking to w ard an
advanced degree beyond th e m a s te r's level?
yes
no (If "no," go to #18.)
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Principal Questionnaire. Part One, Page Two.

18. Do you plan to leave education before
you reach retirem ent age?
yes
n o (If "no ," go to #19.)

24. Are there assistant principals at y o u r school?
_____ 1
2
3
yes
no

18a. If "yes," to do w hat?

25. How many faculty members are a t your
school?
less than 10 _____20-29 _____ 40-49
10-19
30-39____ _50+

19. W hat is yo u r m a rita l status?
ma rrie d
n ever been m arried
separated
divorced
living with a p a rtn e r, b u t not m arried
widowed

26. Do you socialize with any of yo u r faculty
mem bers outside of school?
yes
no
(If "no," go to #27.)
26a. If "yes," explain.

20. How m any children do you have?
0
_____ 3-4
1-2
_____ 5 +
27.
20a. If you have c h ild ren , w hat a re th e ir
ages?

Do you consider yourself:
a native o f th e school's community
born outside, but now a community member
transient to th e community

20b. Does/did y o u r child/children attend
your school?
yes
no
21.

Is y o u r school: (C heck all th a t apply.)
su b u rb an
ru ra l
u rb an
traditional
m agnet
vocational/alternative (Please explain.)

22. A pproxim ately how m any students atten d
your school?
less th a n 300_______ _____ 700-899
300-499
900-1099
500-699_____________ _____ 1100+
23. Use percentages to indicate th e ethnic
make-up o f yo u r stu d en t body.
A frican-A m erican students
W hite students
Latino students
A sian-Am erican stu d en ts
Native A m erican stu d en ts
O th er________________ ___
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In the second part of the survey, I collected information regarding how each
principal valued various leadership characteristics (compiled from the literature). I
listed 32 characteristics, and principals were to assign a value of "very important,"
"somewhat important," or "not important" to each item. Then they were to list the
three characteristics which they had assigned a value of "very important" as the most
important of the characteristics according to their own leadership styles.
Principal Questionnaire. Part Two, Page One.

IS. In term s of your own leadership, please assign a value to the following items according to how
im portant they are by placing a check In the columns beside each Item. Feel free to write In the
margins o r on tbe back of the questionnaire concerning any of the items or any thoughts you bave
regarding leadership In general.
ITEM

VERY
IMPORTANT

SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT

NOT
IMPORTANT

accountability
aggressiveness
authority
caring
collaboration and shared decision making
communication
community/cultural awareness
competence

!

competitive drive

1

conflict resolution
energy harnessing
honesty
innovation
Instructional focus
introspection/self-reflection
Intuition
money management/budgeting
morality
nurturing staff and students
physical plant maintenance

|

public relations

1

punctuality
resource allocation
risk taking

|

|

school environment

|

|

self-confidence

|

|
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Principal Questionnaire. Part Two, Page Two.

ITEM

VERY
IM PORTANT

SO M E W H A T
IM PO R T A N T

NOT
IM PORTANT

stu ff developm ent
sta ff ev alu atio a
supervision o f instruction
teacher autonom y
tru st
vision/goal setting
other

29. O ut of th e item s th at you ra n k ed as MOST IM PORTANT, please list th e th ree item s th at you feel
a re the m ost im p o rtan t of all In term s of your own leadership style. (Please feel free to offer any
explanation as weli.)

Phase One Data Analysis
The first phase of data analysis consisted of frequency counts among
demographic variables measured by forced-response items (PROC FREQ, SAS
Institute. 1996). I then generated simple statistics for those items. I used unitizing
and categorizing (Lincoln & Guba, 1985) in measuring the frequency of the openended items. Once I had a clear picture of the descriptive statistics, I began to ask
questions regarding relationships. I wanted to see if there were any correlations
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between any demographic variable (e.g., community membership) and if a principal
tended to be a modern leader, a postmodern leader, or somewhere in between.
Before I could statistically determine if such a relationship existed, I needed
to generate a score indicating the strength of each principal’s standing in regard to
both the modem as well as the postmodern characteristics. I generated a scale by
which to measure the value that each principal had assigned to each of the 32
characteristics. If a principal had assigned "very important" to a characteristic, then
I gave it a value of "3." If a principal had assigned "somewhat important" to a
characteristic, then I gave it a value of "2." If a principal had assigned "not
important," to a characteristic, then I gave it a value of "1." I then multiplied those
values by the numbers I had assigned to each of the 32 characteristics in accordance
to their rank among modem and postmodern leadership literature (from where the
characteristics had come in the first place). If an item were valued highly among
either postmodern or modem literature, then I assigned it a value of "2." If an item
were valued somewhat among either postmodern or modem leadership
characteristics, then I assigned it a value of " 1." I f an item were not valued at all, I
assigned it a value of "0." I then generated a postmodern (PM) score and a modem
(M) score for each principal. (In Table 3.1 I show the values I assigned to each
item listed among the leadership characteristics.) I then analyzed these scores as
well as the differences between these scores using analysis of variance procedures (p
< .05, p < .1 0 ) (PROC ANOVA, SAS Institute. 1996) with selected demographic
variables from the first part of the survey.
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Table 3.1
PM and M Values Across Leadership Characteristics

Item

PM Value

accountability
aggressiveness
authority
caring
collaboration & shared decision making
communication
community/cultural awareness
competence
competitive drive
conflict resolution
energy harnessing
honesty
innovation
instructional focus
introspection/self-reflection
intuition
money management/budgeting
morality
nurturing staff & students
physical plant maintenance
public relations
punctuality
resource allocation
risk taking
school environment
self-confidence
staff development
staff evaluation
supervision of instruction
teacher autonomy
trust
vision/goal setting

N
N
N
H
H
H
H
N
N
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
L
H
H
N
H
N
H
H
H
H
H
L
N
H
H
H

M Value

H
H
H
L
L
H
N
H
H
L
L
L
L
L
N
N
H
L
L
H
H
H
H
L
H
H
H
H
H
L
L
H

Note: H=high value. L=low value, N=no value
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Phase Two Sampling
I selected the sample for Phase Two based on the information I had collected
during Phase One. O f the 44 principals in Phase One, I selected 4. I made the
selection on several criteria. I chose the four women who made up the sample for
Phase Two based on what I anticipated they had to offer. In addition to providing
me with a look at their leadership, how "rich" the cases were likely to be was an
important criterion (Patton, 1990). They had offered insightful perspectives during
Phase One (beyond what I had asked of them on the questionnaire), and the fact that
I anticipated their offering me even more during Phase Two was a factor I
considered when making the selections.
I chose principals whose schools differed by community. Two principals
worked in metropolitan or urban settings, and two principals worked in town or rural
settings. I selected principals whose personal lives differed. Two were married; one
was divorced; one lived with a partner. Three of these women socialized with her
faculty; one did not. Two women were community natives; one, while not having
been bom there, considered herself a community member; one woman indicated that
she was transient to the community. Professionally, two women knew what the
future held for them; the other two were not really sure. The teaching experiences
of these women like their administrative ones varied in context as well as in number
of years. The sample for Phase Two was ethnically diverse. Two women were
White, one was African American, and one was Latina.11

"Depending on where a person is from, individuals may prefer to be called
Hispanic. Latino/Latina, or Chicano/Chicana. (Latina and Chicana are feminine and
Latino and Chicano are masculine.) Since preferences change over time, a basic
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I chose principals whose schools were contextually complementary. Two
schools, 1 urban and 1 rural, were situated in traditional 9-12 settings. One school
was rurally situated in a pre-school through secondary setting which focused on
special education needs and needs of what the school district had labeled as
"alternative."

One school, urban, was also non-traditional in context, but had an

accelerated curriculum that was made up only of science and mathematics courses for
its students. The student population varied across all principals’ schools from less
than 300 to 300-499 to 700-899 to 900-1099. Two schools, both urban, had a
majority of African American students; one school, rural, had a majority of White
students; one school, rural, had about one-half White students and one-half African
American students. The principals were the same race as the majority of students in
one urban school; they differed in the other urban school. In one of the rural
schools, the principal was not the same race as the majority of the students; in the
rural school in which the student racial lines were evenly divided, the principal was
White.
Their leadership characteristics according to the Phase One data appeared to
be different yet similar as well. Three of the principals’ PM scores (scores that
reflected to what extent they valued leadership characteristics found among what I
call "postmodern" literature) were higher than their M scores (scores that reflected to
what extent they valued leadership characteristics found among what I call "modem"
literature), two with a narrow difference, one with a wide difference. One

guideline is to call people what they want to be called (Publication Manual. 1994).
Latina is how one woman labeled her own ethnicity; therefore, I use that label as
well.
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principal's PM score was equal to her M score. However, all 4 cited their most
important leadership characteristics as those that are valued highly according to the
postmodern leadership literature.
I chose these women for several reasons. One criterion I established dealt
with ethnicity. Looking at women whose ethnicities vary is important because of the
different experiences that each inevitably brings to her leadership (Dillard, 1995;
Lomotey et al., 1995). While the research on women in educational administration
in general has not been great in number, the research specifically targeting women of
color in educational administration is even less (Allen et al., [in press]; Lomotey et
al., 1995; Rains, 1996). Therefore, anytime I can advance the understanding about
any woman of color in educational leadership, I will since that research is so very
lacking.

A better understanding of the unique richness an African American woman

brings to leadership w ill inform others as well as encourage them (Lomotey et al.,
1995). I felt a moral and ethical obligation to include the one Latina I found in
Phase One, too, because of the uniqueness she offers, and since she was available,
and it was only "right" that I include her voice and her face in this abstract of
postmodern leadership (Rains, 1996).
Having selected the first two candidates, I began to look for the other two
based on several criteria that I considered all at once. I juxtaposed the contexts
within which my first two candidates worked~an alternative rural school and an
urban traditional one—with contexts for my next two prospective case studies. I had
no trouble locating a rural traditional school, and, luckily, found an alternative urban
school shortly thereafter.
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Other characteristics that I felt were important to contrast included
community membership. Were these women native to the community, bom outside
of but now considered themselves to be a part of it; or were they transient? Did
these principals socialize with their faculties? Had they taught in the same
schools/districts in which they were working as principals? How would different
school sizes matter? Did their own children attend their schools? What other
professional/administrative experiences did they have? Did their different
administrative training experiences matter? How did their different personal
situations affect their leadership? How did they differ in the values they placed on
characteristics specific to their own leadership?
Sub-samples of Phase Two included teachers and students at each principal’s
school. My purpose for including teachers and students was to examine other
perceptions of how these women lead and to check the validity o f the information I
had gained/was gaining from the principals. I had intended to randomly select 5
teachers to become my informants. However, the selection was not exactly random
and differed from school to school. At the first school I interviewed 7 teachers who
were chosen because they had two planning periods, one of which they could spend
with me while still having the other to take care of schoolwork. At the second
school, I interviewed the entire staff of 11 faculty members in a focus group during
their two-hour lunch period. I then spoke with one faculty member individually for
about one-half hour on another day. At the third school, I interviewed 6 teachers
individually who had two planning periods and 4 teachers (although one did not stay
for the entire interview) in a group in the teachers’ lounge. At the fourth school, I
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interviewed 4 teachers individually (again chosen by who had two planning periods)
and 6-8 in a group in the teachers’ lounge. The process for setting up these
interviews was the same at all the schools. I discussed with the principal my
intentions, and she then contacted the teachers to set up the interviews.
In drawing a student sample, my intention was to select a maie and a female
student from each grade (9-12), and that the sample would reflect the make-up of the
student body based on race, ethnicity, and socioeconomic status. In the first school
the guidance counselor helped me to set up the student interviews. I interviewed 5
students individually—3 students in their second year at the school and 2 in their
first, comprised of 1 White girl, 1 African American girl, and 3 White boys.
(Students were not identified by traditional grade level in this school.) In the second
school, the principal helped me to set up the student interviews based upon the stated
criteria. I interviewed 6 students individually—3 boys and 3 girls, all African
American. Two students were ninth graders, two were tenth graders, and two were
eleventh graders. (The school had no seniors since this is only its third year in
operation.) The principal in the third school also helped me to set up the student
interviews. I did not conduct these interviews individually. I conducted them as a
focus group. The group was representative o f all grades (9-12) and both genders. I
did informally interview one student individually in a visit to that school as he took
me on a tour. In the fourth school I visited I had the help of the principal and the
school secretary in setting up the student interviews. I interviewed 2 sessions of
students-one entirely White, the other entirely African American. The principal
chose the students for the first group, and the secretary chose the students from the
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second group. They were all office workers, were all female, and were all either in
the eleventh or twelfth grades. Although I did not get an exact match to the student
samples I had set up, I was able to gain a great deal of information from these
varied albeit not random samples.
Phase Two Instrumentation
In qualitative research, humans are the primary data gathering instrument
(Patton, 1990). In Phase Two, I was that instrument. I collected information in
each case study through direct observation and interviews. The first to second day
in each school was similar in that I spent the entire day following and observing each
principal in whatever she had planned for that day. After that I would tour the
school either alone (once) or with a student (twice) or with the principal (once). The
latter part of the week consisted of doing observations, taking photographs, and
completing teacher and student interviews.
Although I had developed some standardized instrumentation prior to going
into the schools (e.g., interview forms), I adjusted that instrumentation to fit each
situation I encountered. For example, I needed to change the language in different
settings, e.g. "vice-principal" vs. "assistant principal." (Appendix E shows the
forms I used in collecting information from teachers and students.) I ventured into
the schools with the traditional ethnographic notebook and pencil on the first day.
On day three or four, I brought along a camera.
Phase Two Reliability and Validity
Because of the naturalistic setting in which qualitative research is situated,
issues of reliability (replication, duplication) do not apply (LeCompte & Goetz.
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1982; Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Wolcott, 1992). To apply the positivist criteria of
internal and external validity to qualitative research is confusing (Wolcott, 1992).
This does not mean that issues of validity should not be raised in qualitative
research; they should be raised and addressed, but only after the concepts are re
defined.
Guba and Lincoln (1989) and Lincoln and Guba (1985) propose a set of
criteria (which is what reliability and validity are) called "trustworthiness" (Lincoln
& Guba, 1994). Within the criteria of trustworthiness are credibility, which parallels
internal validity, and transferability, which parallels external validity (Guba &
Lincoln, 1989; Lincoln & Guba, 1985). I borrow these concepts in analyzing the
quality of the data I collected in Phase Two.
Credibility and transferability refer to description and explanation; in other
words, how credible is the explanation or how authentic are the data in representing
culture? Qualitative validity is not about generalizability to other populations (like
external validity in positivism), but is about generalizability to theoretical literature
(Lomotey, 1989; Janesick, 1994).
Miles and Huberman (1984) propose that the characteristics of a qualitative
researcher him/herself may strengthen a study. A researcher’s familiarity with the
phenomenon being studied, competency in investigative techniques, and theoretical
interests strengthen the quality of qualitative studies (Miles & Huberman, 1984).
Accordingly I as the primary data gathering instrument fortify my claims of
credibility and transferability of Phase Two data.
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In two separate ethnographic studies (1994, 1995) I conducted, I observed
and interviewed 1 elementary school principal in one study and 2 high school
principals in the other, relying on the case study approach as I did here in Phase
Two. These studies allowed me to develop an approach and to understand the
demands of ethnographic data collection and analysis. My own experiences in
schools as an educator allowed me to quickly understand what was going on and
allowed me to communicate competently with my informants. (For example, no one
had to explain to me the relief one teacher felt when she was told that she no longer
had to keep a "green-back register." I completely understood her feelings.)
In spite of my own qualifications still there was a need to do as much as
possible to ensure the trustworthiness of the research. In addition to developing and
considering my own perspective of the leadership of these women (gathered from the
questionnaire; my interviews with them, their faculty, and students; and my
observations in their schools), I increased the trustworthiness of the data by relying
on the perspectives of two other trained observers/interviewers who helped me to
gather and to analyze a portion of the data. Their findings confirmed my own and
offered additional depth which contributed to a more robust description overall
(Patton, 1990).
Phase Two Data Collection
When describing ethnographic methodologies, it is difficult to discuss data
collection and data analysis as two separate phases. Separating these two phases is
almost as futile as getting a definitive solution to the chicken and the egg dilemma.
The Phase One data from the principals’ questionnaires is the egg (or the chicken
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depending on one’s perspective). From the analysis of the Phase One data, I
targeted four case studies. I began Phase Two data collection by taking care of all
the logistics in securing these schools as part of my study. After telephoning the
candidates, I thanked them for having participated in Phase One and began to explain
about Phase Two of the study to them. I proposed a working timeline, made them
aware of my intentions, and inquired as to what, if any, requirements of the district I
needed to follow. We agreed on a time and date, and I arrived in my first school on
April 15. (M y last day in schools was May 16.)
Following Spradley’s (1979, 1980) recommendations, I began collecting data
using grand tour observations and broad, descriptive questioning. I incorporated
Spradley’s (1979, 1980) methods in "shadowing" the principal through the entire
day. (The "day" being when the principal’s began and ended.) The data that I
collected initially (after one to two days) were valuable, but not in and of
themselves. I analyzed these broad data using Spradley’s descriptive question matrix
(Spradley, 1980, pp. 82-83). This matrix puts into perspective the nine major
dimensions of a social situation: space, actors, activities, objects, acts, events, time,
goals, and feelings (Spradley, 1979; 1980). I created a matrix to begin to categorize
these dimensions of each school that I had collected during my first two days there.
This helped me to get to the next phase of data collection—focused observations and
mini-tour questions.
Making focused observations and asking higher risk questions (Spradley,
1979; 1980) propelled me more into the cultural heart of each school. I was able to
arrive there usually by the afternoon of day one or on day two toward the end of my
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shadowing and/or during my tour of the school. Once I had analyzed these data, 1
narrowed my investigation even further and used selective observations and nativelanguage questions and conversations. (For example, my interviews got more
directly into the leadership of each principal since I was not spending a great deal of
time asking about procedural issues o f the school.) Analysis of the data was
ongoing, actually occurring before, during, and after observation and interviews.
I kept an ethnographic journal. This journal served multiple purposes. It
became a data collection tool full of fieldnotes, maps, drawings, and doodles. It
became actual data to be analyzed since it was symbolic of the culture of female
leadership at each school. It became an archive that preserved the lived experiences
of principals, teachers, students, and myself in these schools during this time.
I used documents such as school report cards from the Louisiana Department
of Education, teacher and student handbooks, faculty lounge artifacts, and various
bulletin board notices throughout the schools to collect, analyze, and verify data.
The front office arrangement, the general condition of the school, and the physical
plant lay-out were additional sources
of data collection and analysis.
Utilizing Spradley’s (1979, 1980) ethnographic techniques and Yin’s (1989)
case study methods in looking at relationships and culture, I was able to go beyond
description, and to ask how and why questions. I used Spradley’s observation
(1980) and interview (1979) methods to learn from these women. These techniques
helped me to collect the information that allowed me to see and to understand the
culture within which the leadership practices of these women exist.
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Phase Two Data Analysis
I used Spradley's (1979, 1980) domain, taxonomic, and contrast analysis to
look at the ethnographic data—the observations and interviews. The domain analysis
allowed me start to make sense of an immense quantity of fieldnotes. Essentially a
cultural domain is the basic element o f meaning in a cultural or social situation
(Spradley, 1979, 1980). Domain analysis is a way to begin to organize and
categorize the culture an ethnographer is studying so that s/he may begin to make
sense. It is not an end in and of itself; rather it is the beginning of a means to an
end, which is, of course interpreting the perspectives of a particular culture’s
members.
I then organized into taxonomies the domains I had identified in the initial
analysis. This enabled me to see how the culture was constructed, essentially how
its various components were organized. The taxonomic analysis allows an
ethnographer to probe the cultural elements in depth.
The componential analysis allowed for a re-examination of the ethnographic
data along dimensions of contrast (Spradley, 1979; 1980). These dimensions are
binary assessments that allow for categorization of and more specific definition of
elements and the value(s), if any, a culture’s members place on these categories, s
and allow me to sort out contrasts to gain a clearer understanding of the culture at
large.
From these three levels of analyses, I was able to find a cultural theme for
the leadership of each principal. Spradley (1979) compares a cultural theme to the
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moral of a story, basically what can be summed up about what a culture’s members
disclose about themselves.
I relied on Lincoln and Guba’s (1985) unitizing and categorizing in
triangulating observer field notes, principal interview responses, teacher interview
responses, student interview responses, and any documentation.
For example, written memorandums to faculty, notes in teachers’ boxes, and
reminders at the bottom of an absentee list offered evidence that I included in the
data as a way o f gaining a more credible account.
I used an inductive data analysis technique. I began by locating and holding
on to small parts that I could begin to recognize and to recollect among the
experiences of each woman’s leadership. These small parts eventually led and are
still leading me to greater understandings about a female culture of leadership.
Through this process, I was able to locate and identify the multiple realities that
were present in each school. This approach was most appropriate in reconciling my
research interests and my ethical concerns, that is, to present a diversity of women’s
experiences, not one experience shared by women (an analysis central to
postmodernists, feminists, critical theorists [Blount, 1994; Kinceloe & McLaren,
1994; Lather, 1991; Olesen, 1994]).

Limitations
As with most qualitative research, the largest limitation to this study was lack
of time. Ideally, the study would have included 60 case studies rather than a sample
of four (which is what I hope to eventually accomplish beyond the scope of this
dissertation, but certainly building upon it). The data would have been so much
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more "robust" (Patton, 1990). By limiting the number of case studies to four, I fail
to hear the voices of 58 other women. I, in essence, contribute to the demise of my
own study’s validity, making it not quite so robust as it could be if there were more
time.
Another limitation regarding time was the time I spent in each school. I
spent approximately one week, which provided me with an immense amount of data.
How much richer the data would have been if I could have spend a year or even one
week several times over the course of a year, or two, or three. Essentially time, or
the lack of it, limited some unrealized potential of the research.
Self-reporting in research is always a cause for some concern. The data
collected from the principal questionnaire were only as accurate as the principals
provided. The limitations created by self-reporting was corrected for somewhat by
methodological triangulation-the interviews and observations I and another
researcher did in Phase Two, and the examination of archival data sources. I used
documents such as school report cards from the Louisiana Department of Education,
teacher and student handbooks, faculty lounge artifacts, and mission statements to
cross-analyze my informants’ material.
Conclusion
The research methodology for this proposed study was based primarily on a
qualitative design. This design came about because of the topic of the proposed
study, the recognition of women’s ways of leading to transform and disassemble
hegemonic notions of leadership theory. Because of its intent to "redress injustices"
(Kincheloe & McLaren, 1994), this research followed a postmodern paradigm;
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situating this proposed research among positivist measurement would have added
nothing worthwhile to the emerging discourse that challenges the universalist
patriarchal perspective. It was, in a sense, this deviant methodology, this defiant
approach to dominant ways of thinking about what is legitimate research in
educational administration that addressed not only the research questions I ask here,
but also create many more.
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CHAPTER FOUR: PHASE ONE RESULTS
The data in Phase One allowed me to put together a broad context within
which to begin examining female practitioners’ approaches to high school leadership.
A look at who these women are in terms of demographics provided me with the
basis for formulating this context. I was able to gain a professional as well as a
personal glimpse of these women. Too, I was able to see the framework within
which their leadership was occurring.
I began to see emerging from the 44 women who responded to the
questionnaire the faces of nine African Americans (20.9% ), 32 White women
(74.4%), one Latina (2.3%), and one woman who reported her ethnicity as Spanish
(2.3%). I learned that 17 (38.6%) of these women were in their forties, and 21
(47.7%) were in their fifties age wise, with three being in their thirties (6.8%) and
three others being in their sixties (6.8% ). Twenty-six of these women were married
(59.1%). Nine were divorced (20.5%), five had never been married (11.4% ), two
were widowed (4.5% ), one was single (2.3%), and one was living with a partner
(2.3%). Thirty-six of them were mothers (81.4%), 17 of who had sent or were
sending their own children to the schools they were leading (47.2%). Nineteen
(46.3%) reported that they were natives of the community while 16 others reported
that although they had been born outside the community, they now considered
themselves to be a part of its membership (39%). Six (14.6%) labeled themselves as
transient to the communities in which their schools were located. Twenty-three
(56.1%) reported that they socialize with their faculty members outside of school,
including various activities from occasional happy hours in a local bar to shopping to
70
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church activities to vacationing together. I summarize this personal demographic
information in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1
Personal Demographics of Phase One Respondents

Item

Frequency
(N)

Ethnicity
African-American
Caucasian
Latina
Spanish

Percent
(% )

9
32
1
1

20.90
74.40
2.30
2.30

3
17
21
3

6.80
38.60
47.70
6.80

Marital Status
Married
Divorced
Never Been Married
Widowed
Separated
Living With A Partner

26
9
5
2
1
1

59.10
20.50
11.40
4.50
2.30
2.30

Motherhood Status
Yes
No

36
8

81.81
18.18

Child(ren)’s Attendance
No
Yes

19
17

52.80
47.20

Age
30-39
40-49
50-59
60-69

(table con’d.)
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(N)

(%)

Community Membership
Native of the School’s Community
Bom Outside, But Now a Member
Transient To The Community

19
16
6

46.30
39.00
14.60

Socialization With Faculty
Yes
No

23
18

56.10
43.90

Professionally, these women encompassed a diversity of expertise. While
13.6% held a master’s degree, the majority had advanced levels of education.
Thirty women (68.2%) had a master’s degree with at least 30 additional hours; three
of them (6.8%) held education specialist degrees; three others (6.8%) held Ed.D.
degrees; and two (4.5%) held Ph.D. degrees. They averaged 19 years of teaching
experience and 10 years of administrative experience. Forty-one (93%) percent held
administrative certification; 27 (61%) held supervisory certification; In content
areas, 13 held English certification (29.54%), nine held social studies certification
(20.45%), seven held elementary education certification (15.91%), six held a science
certification (13.63%), and five held a math certification (11.36%). Only four (9%)
received leadership training other than at a Louisiana state university or college.
Twenty-five (56.8%) had not taught at the school in which they were currently
serving as principal; however, 40 (90.9%) had taught in the same school district.
All of them had applied for administrative positions previously; 86% had actually
previously held an administrative position (70% assistant principal positions, 23%
middle school/jr. high school principal positions, and 20% central office/supervisory
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positions). Thirty-one respondents (70.5%) reported that they were the first female
to serve as principal of the school. Ten (22.7%) reported that they were the second
female principal of the school. (One was the 3rd, and two were 4th or more.)
Twenty-seven (62%) indicated that they had no intentions of leaving the school. I
summarize this professional demographic information in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2
Professional Demographics of Phase One Respondents

Item

Frequency
(N)

Percent
(% )

Highest Education Level
Master’s
Master’s +30
Ed. Specialist
Ed.D.
Ph.D.

6
30
3
3
2

13.60
68.20
6.80
6.80
4.50

Certification
Administration
Supervision
English
Social Studies
Elementary Education
Science
Math
Special Education

41
27
13
9
7
6
5
3

93.18
61.36
29.54
20.45
15.91
13.63
11.36
6.82

3
2
2
2
2

6.82
4.54
4.54
4.54
4.54

Certification
Foreign Language
Middle School
H&PE
Guidance
Speech

(table con’d.)
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Item

Certification
Gifted
Library Science
Business
Reading

Frequency
(N)

Percent
(%)

2
2
1
1

4.54
4.54
2.27
2.27

Teaching Experience in Same School
No
Yes

25
19

56.80
43.20

Teaching Experience in Same District
Yes
No

40
4

90.90
9.10

#Adm. Position(s) Previously Applied For
0
1
2
3
4
4+

2
8
19
11
1
3

4.54
19.00
45.20
26.20
2.40
7.10

Adm. Position(s) Previously Applied For
Assistant Principal
Central Office Supervisor
Middle School/Jr. High Principal
Superintendent
Curriculum Coordinator
Elementary Principal

29
11
10
4
1
1

65.91
25.00
22.73
9.09
2.27
2.27

Adm. Position(s) Previously Held
Assistant Principal
Middle School/Jr. High Principal
Central Office Supervisor
Elementary Principal
Superintendent
None

31
10
5
2
1
4

70.45
22.73
11.36
4.54
2.27
9.09
(table con’d.)
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Item

Frequency
(N)

Percent
(%)

1st Female Principal At The School
Yes
No

31
13

70.50
29.55

Actively Sought This Principalship
'Yes
No

29
15

65.90
34.10

Plan to Remain In This Position
Yes
No
Undecided

26
16
1

61.36
36.36
2.27

Plan To Seek Another Adm. Position
No
Yes
Undecided

24
16
4

54.54
36.36
9.09

Intend to Leave Education Before Retiring
No
Yes
Undecided

40
3
1

90.91
6.82
2.27

Leadership Training
University of New Orleans
Louisiana State University
Northwestern State University
Louisiana Tech University
Southeastern Louisiana University
Centenary-Shreveport
University of Southwestern Louisiana
Nicholls State
Southern University-Baton Rouge
McNeese State
Holy Cross
Tulane

9
5
5
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
1
1

20.45
11.36
11.36
9.09
9.09
6.82
6.82
6.82
6.82
6.82
2.27
2.27

(table con’d.)
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Item

Frequency
(N)

Percent
(%)

1
1
1
1
1
1

2.27
2.27
2.27
2.27
2.27
2.27

Working Toward a Degree Beyond Master’s
No
37
Yes
5

88.10
11.90

Leadership Training
LSU-Alexandria
Grambling State University
Harvard University
University of Southern Mississippi
Texas A & M
NOVA

The schools these principals led were common in that they all contained
either grades 9, 10, 11, and/or 12. There were five alternative schools, four magnet
schools, and 35 traditional schools. (See Appendix F for a list of definitions.)
Twenty-eight of the schools (63.6%) were situated in town or rural settings, and 16
of them (36.4%) in metropolitan or urban settings. Seventeen of the schools had
over 1100 students (38.6%). Nine schools (20.5%) had 500-699 students, eight
schools (18.2%) 300-499 students, four schools (9.1% ) 700-899 students, four other
schools (9.1%) less than 300 students, and two schools (4.5%) 900-1099 students.
The ethnic make-up of the student bodies of these schools were comprised primarily
of Black and White students. Four schools (9.3%) did not have any assistant
principals, and one school (2.3%) had five. Other schools employed two (36.36%),
three (36.36%), or four (9.09%) assistant principals. About half of the schools had
a faculty of 50 or more members; eight schools (19.5%) had 30-39 faculty members;
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six schools (14.6%) had 20-29 faculty members: five schools (12.2%) had 40-49
faculty members: two schools (4.9%) had 10-19 faculty members; and one school
(2.3%) had fewer than 10 faculty members. I summarize school demographic
information in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3
School Demographics of Phase One Respondents

Item

Frequency
(N)

Percent
(%)

School Context
Traditional
Alternative
Magnet

35
5
4

79.55
11.36
9.09

Grade Construction
9-12
PK-12
K-12
7-12
10-12
6-12
4-5, 9-12
K-3, 9-12

26
7
3
3
2
1
1
1

59.09
15.91
6.82
6.82
4.54
2.27
2.27
2.27

Community Type
Town/Rural
Metropolitan/Urban

28
16

63.60
36.40

School Size (Student Population)
1100+
500-699
300-499
Fewer than 300
700-899

17
9
8
4
4

38.60
20.50
18.20
9.09
9.09

(table con’d.)
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(N)

(%)

2

4.54

Ethnic Majority In Schools
White Students
African-American Students

25
19

56.80
43.20

Number of Assistant Principals
0
1
2
3
5

4
16
16
4
1

9.09
36.36
36.36
9.09
2.27

Number of Faculty Members
Fewer than 10
10-19
20-29
30-39
40-49
50+

1
2
6
8
5
19

2.27
4.54
13.64
18.18
11.36
43.18

School Size (Student Population)
900-1099

The self-reported values on different leadership characteristics began to
enlighten me as to the leadership styles of the respondents. There was little variance
in the Postmodern (PM) Score (M =95.49, SD =4.63) and the Modern (M) Score
(M =94.14, SD =4.64) I generated for each principal. However, 28 principals
(63.6%) did have a greater PM score than did the 15 principals (34.1 %) with greater
M scores. (One principal had the same for both.)
When asked to identify which leadership characteristics to be the most
important out of those that each had identified as "very important," the
characteristics that I label as "postmodern" were identified more times than those I
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label "modem." Communication was the most recurring leadership characteristic
categorized as most important in the principals’ leadership styles (39%).
Instructional Focus (32%), Collaboration (30%), Vision/Goal Setting (27%) and
Nurturing Staff and Students (23%) followed to comprise a list of the top five most
cited as most important to these women’s ways of leading high schools. Among
those characteristics, all are highly valued among what I label as postmodern or nontraditional leadership components. Only communication and vision/goal setting are
highly valued among modem or traditional leadership. I summarize the findings
from what the principals identified as the most important characteristics in terms of
their own leadership in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4
Most Important Leadership Characteristics According to Phase One Respondents

Item

Communication
Instructional Focus
Collaboration
Nurturing Staff and Students
Caring
Competence
Accountability
Staff Development
School Environment
Innovation
Honesty
Supervision of Instruction
Risk-taking

Frequency
(N)

Percent
(%)

17
14
13
10
9
9
9
9
5
5
4
4
4

38.64
31.82
29.56
22.73
20.45
20.45
20.45
20.45
11.36
11.36
9.09
9.09
9.09

(table con’d.)
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Public Relations
Trust
Staff Evaluation
Physical Plant Maintenance
Teacher Autonomy
Self-Confidence

(N)

(%)

3
2
1
1
1
1

6.82
6.10
2.27
2.27
2.27
2.27

In examining the possibility of any relationships between variables, not much
proved to be statistically significant. I ran analyses o f variance at the p < .05 and p
< .10 levels. Independent variables included (1) ethnicity, (2) age, (3) level of
education, (4) if prior teaching experience had been in the school in which each
individual was currendy principal, (5) if prior teaching experience had been in the
district in which each individual was currently principal, (6) whether this was the
first, second, third, fourth or more administrative position each principal had applied
for, (7) whether each individual were the first, second, third, fourth or more female
to serve as school principal, (8) whether each respondent actively sought the
principalship she was currently holding, (9) if a respondent planned to seek another
administrative position in the future, (10) if an individual were working on an
advanced degree beyond a master’s level, (11) if an individual planned to leave
education altogether before reaching retirement age, (12) marital status, (13) number
of children, (14) if the respondent’s children attended her own school, (15) student
body population, (16) if the respondent socialized with faculty members. (17)
community membership, and (17) if the principal and the majority student population
were the same race. The dependent variables examined included (1) each
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respondent’s PM score, (2) each respondent’s M score, and (3) the difference
between each respondent’s PM and M score. Simple statistics regarding these
dependent variables are in Table 4.5.
Table 4.5
Simple Statistics for Phase One Dependent Variables

Variable

N

M

SD

M Score
PM Score
D IFF M/PM Score

44
44
44

94.14
95.49
1.35

4.64
4.63
3.74

The results of the ANOVA procedures indicated there are few statistically
significant relationships between the various personal or professional characteristics
of these principals or their school contexts with their self-reported leadership values.
At the p < .05 level, there appeared to be a relationship between the variable that
indicated if the respondent had actively sought the principalship she held and the M
Score. M Scores were greater for respondents who indicated they had actively
sought the positions they were currently holding (M =95.27, SD =4.27) than those
respondents who reported they had not actively sought those positions (M =93.28,
SD=4.81). At the p < .10 level, there appeared to be a relationship between the
same race variable and the DIFF M /PM Score. The difference between PM scores
and M scores was greater among respondents that were a different race (M =3.00,
SD=4.02) as the majority of the student population as to compared to those
respondents that were the same race (M = .83, SD=3.39) (p=.0753). The results of
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the M Score ANOVA procedures are in Table 4.6. The results of the DIFF M /PM
Score ANOVA procedures are in Table 4.7.
Table 4.6
M Score ANOVA Results (p < .05)

Source

SS

df

E

(8) Actively Sought the Principalship

103.14

1

5.25

Table 4.7
DIFF M /PM Score ANOVA Results (p < .10)

Source

SS

df

F

(17) Same Race

42.75

1

3.33

Summary
The results of Phase One show that most of the demographic variables were
not significant predictors of whether a principal is a modem leader, a postmodern
leader, or somewhere in between. What I did accomplish in Phase One was to
provide a broad perspective of women who are leading high schools. While the
school contexts seem to differ greatly, the self-reports of these women do not
indicate a great variation in how each perceives and values her own leadership.
With Phase One I primarily look across and begin to identify variables in the
leadership styles of various women who lead high schools. Essentially, in Phase
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One I lay the foundation for what I will do in Phase Two in examining in depth the
leadership styles of female high school leaders.
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CHAPTER FIVE: PHASE TWO DATA: PROFILES OF LEADERSHIP
I saw leadership in a very different light after looking through the eyes
of the four women I worked with in Phase Two. Each brought unique
qualities to her style of leadership, yet they ail shared common
characteristics. What I saw among their leadership was different from what I
had been prepared for in most of my educational administration training. I
did not see scientific motivation and management in play (Dillard, 1995).
Rather I saw constructed meanings of personal and professional acts of
leading; I saw leadership that spoke a language of critical possibilities.
Speaking to me were Marla, Sandy, Jocelyn, and Billie, 4 women
who granted me the opportunity to look into their lives and to share them
with others.12 The order in which I present them happens to be the order in
which I visited their schools. In Tables 5.1-5.3 I summarize the information
I collected from them during the course of Phase One, that is, their personal
and professional characteristics and their self-reported most important
leadership characteristics. In my presentation of each woman’s leadership, I
use thick description (Geertz, 1973) so that thick interpretation may be the
result (Denzin, 1989). I begin with single-case analysis and conclude with
cross-case analysis (Patton, 1990).

I2These are not the real names of the women with whom I worked. I have used
these fictitious names to maintain their confidentiality. Neither are the names of
teachers, students, or staff in their schools real. Also, the names I have assigned to
the schools, cities or towns, and school districts are fictitious.
84
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Table 5.1
Demographics of Case Study Participants: Personal Characteristics
Personal Characteristics

Name

Ethnicity

!

Marla

!

i

Latina

!

African

Jocelyn
|

Billie

i
i

<

Marital

50's

,

;

{
!
1

40's

i

!

!

!

i

#o f

'

|

•

i
i

Divorced !
!

;

i

:

; Married

j

i

:

i
i

i
j

!

Children
Attend

. Community
i
i
!

! Living with 1
1
I
i a partner j
j
but not

50's

i

Caucasian

|
!

!
t

1
:

i
1
i
i

40's

1

i

Caucasian

Sandy

Age

;

3 (step)

No

2

No

2

No

1 Transient
l
I

jBom outside
but now
i
i

Native
i
I

Married

2

Yes

!

Native

j

Table 5.2
Demographics of Case Study Participants: School/Community Characteristics
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

School / Com munity Characteristics

Name

School

Community

Marla

Pre-School
- 12
vocational/

Town/

Ethnic

Assistant

Faculty

109b African:
American i

1

40-49

95% African:
American |
3% White i
i 1% Latino i

0

11

99% African
American i

2

50+

48% African
American ;

2

50+

Student

j

I

Sandy

9-12

'■

125

1
Metropolitan/

|
■

i

1

i
i

I Jocelyn

Billie

9 - 12

Metropolitan/

9 - 12

Town /

1QOq

750
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Table 5.6
Demographics o f Case Study Participants: Professional Characteristics
Professional Characteristics

Name

Maila

Sandy

Jocelyn

Billie

Years of
Highest
Education Teaching

Master's

Ph.D.

Master's

Master's

14

II

37

19

Years of
Adm.

S

3

21

2

Years of

Admin.

Elementary
Supervi
sion

UNO

Middle
School

Harvard
1968
(MAT)
UNO
1996

English
Social
Studies
Supr.
Adm.

English
Supr.
Adm.

Southern

LSU
1978-80
1983

Working on Taught in Taught in
Same
Same
Advanced

NO

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

YES

YES

Other
Adm.
Positions

Central
Office

NO

None

YES

High
School

YES

None

Other
Adm.
Positions

None

Executive
Assistant
to

Assistant
Principal,
Middle
School

Summer
School

1st
Female

NO

Seek
Plan to
Actively
Remain in Another
Seek
Adm.

YES

YES

YES

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

YES

YES

NO

NO

Not

NO

YES
Middle
School
Principal
Supervisoi
of

Socialize
Plan to
with
Leave
Education
Before

YES
YES - To Occasional
Dinners
Raise
with

NO

YES
\blunlcer
work &

NO

YES
Happy
Hour on

NO

YES
College
Oallgamet
Town
Social
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Maria
Leadership Setting: Elm Grove School
Marla was the principal of Elm Grove School which lay in a sleepy, rural
town in southeast Louisiana in which David Duke had received some of his strongest
support in his bid for governor and was receiving in his bid for senator. Elm Grove
School had a pre-school through twelfth grade configuration with a total student
population of 125. Founded 17 years ago as a school for special education students
(mild to moderately to severely retarded as well as physically handicapped) pre
school through middle school aged, three years ago it had been altered to include an
academic alternative school for high school students. Criteria for admission to the
high school program was that the student had to live within the school district, have
failed at least two grades in a regular education setting, be academically deficient
according to his/her standardized test scores, and desire to enroll in the program for
the purposes of getting "caught up" so that s/he could return to his/her regular high
school. There were approximately 40 students at the secondary level. Class size
was limited to 16, and each class had one teacher and one aide. (Everyone at the
school referred to the position of teacher’s aide as that of "paraprofessional.")
There were approximately 20 certified teachers and 20 non-certified
"paraprofessionals." There was one school secretary (who had been there since the
school had opened). There was one janitor. The cafeteria staff was comprised of 4
women who operated the satellite program (food was cooked somewhere else, but
brought in and served there). There was one assistant principal who also taught
biology two class periods a day. There was one guidance counselor who taught
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algebra two class periods a day. The entire staff was female except for the janitor.
The staff was divided evenly among African American and White teachers and their
assistants. The student population was mostly White (90%), a true reflection, so it
seemed, of the regional population at large.
The school was located at the back of what might have once been a planned
subdivision, but was now made up of new, brick houses, "shacks," new trailers, old
trailers, and some trailer/shack combinations that may or may not have been
inhabited. The school and its campus, however, were an oasis, neatly situated with
its landscaped flower beds amid towering pine trees in what seemed to be the middle
of a forest. The school was inviting, and I was drawn to go inside its tall gates.
Inside the perimeter of the chain-link fence was a neatly paved circle drive
with a whitish gravel parking lot. The school was freshly painted on the outside
with a powder puff pink color. The sign was neat, and in evergreen letters read
"Elm Grove School." There were evergreen trees sketched in green alongside the
green letters on the white background.
Inside the school a pleasant, not sickening, smell o f potpourri filled the air.
In the main office of the school (approximately 8’ x 8’ in size), there were colorful
fresh flowers and vivacious green plants everywhere. (It was Secretary Appreciation
Week, so that explained some of the floral decor.)
Across the hall from the school office with big spotless glass windows was
the library/work room. It had sofas and mimeograph and copy machines. There
were professional journals. (At first I thought it was a library just for faculty!) It
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was a small library-, in fact, ihg school library. There was a schedule posted on the
door, but I never saw a class in there during the course of my stay.
There was a big bulletin board in the hall outside the office covered with
colorful notices and pictures. Beside the bulletin board were framed teaching
certificates of the faculty. The daily announcements were posted as well as the
school’s mission statement. Also, there was a hand-written announcement from
Marla that read: "Professional portfolios and evaluations will be reviewed April 29May 8. Please let me know if you would like to volunteer to be first."
Marla’s office was separated from the main office by a door that I saw closed
only once during the time I spent there. Her office, like the main office or Mrs.
Livingston’s office as it was often referred to, was very neat. The cinderblock walls
were painted a soft pink. There were mauve mini-blinds over the windows topped
by a flower-print valance. Several botanical prints coordinated with the rest of the
decor on the walls. A print called "The Guadaloupe Violet" was framed and hung
on the wall as well. Behind her desk hung her master’s degree and certification,
framed and matted. On her desk was a candy jar with Life Savers, a calendar/desk
pad, pens, tape, and a dish of potpourri, from which its smell seemed to fill the
whole school, but really nice like someone’s house, not a sickening plastic-gardeniaon-a-rope gas station sweet. There were photographs everywhere in frames on the
filing cabinet and on a small knick-knack table. There was a small mirror framed
with pink and blue stained glass that hung on the wall across from her desk. There
was a bottom window air conditioning unit. There were two chairs directly across
from her desk, and there was a rocker like someone might rock a baby in or a
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grandmother might have with a plump green cushion at its back and on its seat.
There was a bumper sticker on the filing cabinet that read. "Of course I can handle
it, I'm a woman." There were green plants, knick-knacks, but not junky, very
inviting, and almost "homey."
In addition to my initial impressions based on the physical appearance of Elm
Grove School, I got a "feel" for the school environment from talking with the
teachers, students, and school secretary. Traditional, teacher-directed instruction
seemed to be the norm. I saw as well as heard about worksheets, workbooks,
textbook work. lectures, and notes on overhead transparencies. There were quite a
number a field trips, but they were used as rewards for appropriate behavior rather
than concept building. There were typewriters rather than word processors, and the
one computer available to students was in the unfrequented library.
Most teachers told me they were happy, and they enjoyed the school’s work
environment. One teacher, however, who had been teaching for about 6 years and
showing classic symptoms of burn-out (although initially I thought because of her
frustration, she must be a beginning teacher), said this about the school environment:
Sometimes it’s dangerous because of the location. I ’ve heard things that go
on around here. It’s a laid-back atmosphere, more so than other places.
Things would be better if there were a male teacher on this faculty. (Pam)
Students concurred with this teacher’s impression. Repeatedly they informed
me that it was a "fun" place where they felt "cared about" and "safe." They said the
environment was "relaxed" and "not stressful" and that Elm Grove School was "way
cooler and funner than a regular school." There was one student who admitted that
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she did not like school in general, and said, that if given the choice, she would
rather be at home.
I did not see any major discipline problems while I was there. (See
Appendix E for a list of definitions.) One seven year old boy melted his teacher's
paper clip holder one afternoon with a magnifying glass. Another seven year old
boy got suspended from the bus because he had been spitting out the bus window at
other people for the second time this school year. The potential for trouble lay
among the secondary students, yet I saw no trouble materialize. (This was an
academic alternative school, not a school for behavior disordered students. Too,
students were aware that they would be asked to leave the school for severe
infractions.)
While I never saw any conflict, I felt it. Time and time again, most of my
informants reported that there was nfi tension in the school. There had been a fight
earlier between two high school girls over a boy that had resulted in-school
suspension, but that seemed to be the extent of student conflict. What I felt was
definitely among adults, and it had to do with division between the certified and non
certified staff. There was almost an obvious avoidance of differentiating between the
two. When I used the term "teacher’s aide," Mrs. Livingston’s hushed voice said,
"paraprofessional."
Personal and Professional Identities
With black hair touched by wisps of gray throughout and braided to the nape
of her neck, in lightly starched cotton pants of caramel and blouse of blazon white,
Marla jumped from her white double-cab Chevy pick-up truck seemingly surrounded
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by an aura of kinetic energy I could almost hear as well as see. The jangle of her
multiple gold bracelets were overcome in brilliance only by the precious gems that
rested on her fingers. This was the principal of Elm Grove School.
It was 7:30 in the morning, and Marla was hurrying into the school, her arms
loaded with egg crates she had promised to bring from her farm to the four pre
school teachers who were doing a parent workshop that would run the course of two
days. After brief, but friendly exchange with the school secretary, Mrs. Livingston,
and me. Marla traveled on to complete her mission—to keep her promise to help in
setting up for the workshop; she washed the pot, put in the coffee, started it to brew,
grabbed a cup for herself and for me before the pot had a chance to collect any of its
due, and headed for the school bus stop. It was now 7:40.
Marla was a petite Latina woman in her 40s who was quite beautiful and softspoken, yet whose presence said much. She had never been married, but was
currently living with her partner of 14 years on the ostrich farm they jointly owned
about 45 miles from the school from which she had commuted daily for the past
eight years. Her partner's teenage daughter (whom she referred to as one of her
three stepdaughters) had been living with Marla and her father since Christmas.
Although Marla had never lived within the school district of Calhoun where
Elm Grove lay, all of her teaching experience had been there. She was a special
education teacher who had taught at the local high school for 14 years before
assuming her administrative responsibilities at Elm Grove School. Marla had been
born in New Orleans where her family still lived, but moved to the country 22 years
earlier when she took her first teaching position in Calhoun school district. In spite
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of having put in all those years working in the community, and even though she
occasionally socialized with some of her faculty (e.g., "occasional dinner with our
families"), she still considered herself to be transient. In any case, she appeared to
have a real vested interest in those who did live in the community.
Marla held a master’s degree plus 30 additional graduate hours. She was
certified in elementary education, supervision, administration, and special education.
She did not intend to remain in the principalship she held indefinitely. She had
indicated she intended to one day work full time on her ostrich farm. About change
in general, Marla said:
I believe in change—about every 5 years; I had been teaching, I guess, about
5 years when I applied for a [central office] supervisor’s job . . . Then the
next year, this [principalship] came up when Mrs. Smith left to take care of
her new baby, so I applied for it.
(Although she had been the school’s principal for 8 years, the school context had
changed 3 years ago with the addition of the high school program.)
All of her days began and continued with much the same fast pace I have
described, yet there was a serenity I experienced there that was much like I had on
long, lazy summer afternoons; it was pastoral. (I highlight Marla’s schedule during
my first day at Elm Grove School in which I virtually shadowed her in Table 5.4.)
Table 5.4
Principal’s Schedule: Day One, Elm Grove School
Time Activity

7:30

Arrived at school, made coffee, helped prepare for Pre-school Parent
Workshop (Day 1)
(table con’d.)
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Time Activity

7:40

Morning bus duty (greeted kids and drivers w / friendly chit-chat), made
intercom announcement that breakfast would be in homeroom today rather
than the cafeteria (Pre-school Parent Workshop was set up there.)

8:00

Into her office to confer w/bus driver about student suspension from bus
(again) for spitting on others out the window

8:10 Several teachers in office for various discussions
8:30

Went to cafeteria to double-check on workshop preparations

8:45 Picked purple & yellow irises to bring to secretaryon return
8:50 Went into office-paperwork, wrote daily announcement, called student to
office regarding bus suspension
9:00

Gave secretary permission to go to breakfast, took over secretarial duties
(answering phone, writing tardy slips, etc.), requested secretary bring her
back a cup o f coffee

9:10

Student came in regarding bus problem-Marla conferred w/him then phoned
his grandmother to discuss situation

9:20

Answered more phone calls, paper work, e-mail; continuous interruptions
w/teachers, teacher aides ("paraprofessionals"), and janitor to see her
regarding small issues (color of paint to buy, time for teacher appreciation
luncheon, etc.)

9:40

Requested "paraprofessional" to substitute for secretary, went to bank to
retrieve pay checks

10:00 Delivered pay checks throughout the building, friendly chit-chat
w/teachers and aides, talked to students about their work, etc.
10:45 Observed Pre-school Parent Workshop, took part in activities, talked to
parents

(table con’d.)
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Time Activity

11:40 Discussion w/secretary (petty cash, i.o.u.s, upcoming banquet, lunch
options)
11:50 Discussion w/teacher about placement of two students for next year
12:00 Lunch w/secretary in teachers’ lounge
12:30 Conference w/teacher regarding observation/evaluation
12:55 Participated in interview about leadership & personal life w/me
2:00

Went w/plumbers to install two small "potties" in Kindergarten classrooms

2:20

Conferred w/student in her office about his academic work

2:25

Little boy (mildly to moderately retarded) about six comes into her
office, she and secretary play a phone game with him over the office
intercom (obviously have played it before)

2:35

Conferred w/guidance counselor about student in guidance office

2:45

Afternoon bus duty

3:00

Takes two phone calls, one from central office

3:15

Call to parent about student who missed bus

3:20

Discussion w/me

3:30

Diet Coke break and friendly chit-chat w/teachers in lounge

3:45

Discussion w/secretary regarding teacher appreciation week, personal
exchanges

4:00

Headed for central office to drop off materials and went home from there
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About Leadership
The leadership characteristics that Marla had reported were most important in
terms of her own style of leadership at Elm Grove School were (a) vision/goal
setting, (b) caring, and (c) honesty. She elaborated:
[Vision/goal setting is] a collaborative activity; if everyone is involved and
buys into the program, the greater the success of the program. . . . Caring is
about teaching, nurturing the well being of students, co-workers, parents. . .
. Honesty [is honesty] with yourself, others, and above all else, students.
What I observed at the school corroborated Marla’s statements.
She was very excited about a district plan tailored for her school that she and
her faculty had worked together to create. Part of the Louisiana Effective School
Process, the plan included various goals such as those targeting parent involvement
and community participation, motivational and incentive programs for students,
vocational experiences ("job shadowing"), and professional growth and staff
development activities. (See Appendix F.) Marla was able to show me the progress
the school had made toward each objective, and what I saw was very tangible (e.g.,
the Pre-school Parent Workshop). Every teacher and staff person talked about this
plan and was well-apprised of what was going on. My key informant. Mrs.
Livingston, the school secretary, shared the teacher/staff handbook and pointed out
the changes that Marla had made in it. She reported:
All that stuff is pretty much hers in there. That [district] stuff is left over
[from the previous principal], but all that other stuff is Ms. G.'s [Marla's].
This school would not be the same without her. She’s wonderful. . . . That
mission statement is hers.
The mission statement, included in the handbook and posted on the bulletin board
outside the office as well, read:
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ELM GROVE SCHOOL
MISSION STATEMENT
The mission of Elm Grove School is to provide opportunities that
enable our students to participate in society and contribute to our
community at their highest potentials.
To be successful, Elm Grove School Must:
* promote productivity and responsibility in students that will carry
into their adult life.
* assist students to develop positive attitudes regarding their
abilities, their schooling and the importance of schooling to their
future (learning throughout life).
* provide vocational education and employment opportunities for
students with special needs.
* provide students with a balanced and meaningful curriculum.

It seemed that from several indications—principal questionnaire, principal
interview, documentation, and key informant—that vision/goal setting was an
important leadership characteristic to Marla not only in her philosophy, but in her
practice as well. She was eager to share with me evidence of progress that she
obviously was very proud of regarding the school/campus action plan. Midway
through day two at Elm Grove School, I began to discuss Marla’s leadership with
some of the faculty members, primarily those high school teachers who could tell me
about the alternative program and Marla’s role in it.
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I interviewed Betsy, a young White adaptive physical education teacher who
had been at Elm Grove School for two years: Tonya, a 40 something African
American special education teacher who had a self-contained mild/moderate class of
16-22 year old students and had been there since the school opened; Mrs.
McConnell, a White middle-aged guidance counselor who also taught two algebra
classes and had been at Elm Grove for three years; W illie, a White, middle-aged
business/English teacher who had been at the school for three years; Pam, a young
White world geography and science teacher who had been at the school for five
years; Roberta, a young Hispanic first-year teacher (new to teaching as well as to the
school) who taught eighth-grade science on a t-certificate; and Marjorie, a 50
something, White woman who was the vice-principal and also taught two classes in
the alternative secondary program and had been at the school for approximately 10
years. What they had to say about vision/goal setting in regard to Marla’s leadership
included:
It is now happening. I mean these kids are getting to go on field trips to see
what’s really going on in local businesses. She [Marlaj was able to get the
funds through this Louisiana Effective Schools Program. We take a field trip
once a week. Some [of her students] even got jobs because of it. (Tonya)
Her vision? I believe it is to educate the whole person. We go pretty well
together on that. (Mrs. McConnell, Guidance Counselor)
The goals focus mostly on students. We all come up with them together.
Ms. G. [Marla]) really focuses on students. (Betsy)
I have a copy of the [district] plan. We meet pretty regularly to see where
we are and what kind of progress we’re making. I guess we ll see next week
what we've accomplished since we have to finish our portfolios. (Roberta)
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The vision/goals in this school—hmm, it’s about giving students the
opportunity to get out in the world. We need to teach them to be as
"normal" as possible. (Marjorie. Vice-Principal)
I looked to students as well in trying to understand Marla’s leadership. I
interviewed Danny who was 17, a White male adolescent, and had been at Elm
Grove School only since mid-term: Violet who was 16, a White female adolescent,
and was completing her second year at Elm Grove School (She would be returning
to her regular high school in the fall.): Tabitha who was 16, an African American
adolescent girl, was also completing her second year at EGS: Stan who was 16, a
White boy and had been at the school for two years; and Lee who was 16, a White
boy completing his first year at Elm Grove School. All of the students I interviewed
said they did not know if Elm Grove School had goals or not. They all indicated
though that schools in general should have goals and that students should have a
voice in formulating those goals. None of them seemed to connect what they were
saying about goals in general with their specific situation at Elm Grove School: they
showed no resentment or anger over the fact that they did not perceive they had any
role in goal setting within their own school.
In regard to caring, another characteristic Marla had reported was most
important in her own style of leadership, many teachers offered comments.
She cares about the kids here. (Betsy)
Marla’s philosophy is "Education for students!" to help students to
mature and be the best he can be. . . . has a love for children. (Mrs.
McConnell. Guidance Counselor)
Definitely a support person for faculty & staff or students. . . . she
"subbed" for me once when my "sub" didn’t show up~all day. . . . she’s
definitely in touch with what goes on around here. (Willie)
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[VJerv supportive most of the time. She’s worked really well with me to
solve problems, looks out for what’s in the best interest of the students.
(Pam)
If you need help, she’s there. Whatever works, she encourages you to try.
(Roberta)
What the students lacked in the number of comments they made about
vision/goal setting, they compensated for in regard to caring.
She’s more of a boss than a principal. I like her better that way. Most kids
look at principals like they’re, well, uh, principals, [laughs] I think of Ms.
G. as a person. . . . She knows everybody by name, gets involved, treats you
good, almost like you’re her kid. (Lee)
[She] laughs, jokes. [She’s] there when you need her, makes you do what
you’re supposed to do. (Danny)
She good, but she cut you off. . . . I wanted to talk to her once, so I went to
her office, but I couldn’t get in. . . . Something happen around here, Ms. G.
always ask me. . . . One time a friend of mine’s house burnt down, and Ms.
G. helped them get they stuff. . . . You could say she [cares]. If somebody
needs something, she’ll try to get it. . . . She’s pretty good [at caring], pretty
good. Lacks a little-not the best, but she’ll do. (Tabitha)
She's considerate. She takes charge, but she cares about others’ feelings and
stuff. . . . She’s everybody’s friend, but people still listen to her. . . . She
don’t go around like she’s got all kinds of authority, but she does, she just
don't act like it. kinda’ snooty like other principals. She’s like your best
friend. (Stan)
While the teachers made no comments about honesty in Marla’s leadership.
the students did have some things to say.
She knows everything. If something happens, she’s automatically gonna'
know about it. If you worried about something, she knows. She calls you
into her office and talks to you. (Stan)
She'll beat around the bush. I say, "Just say it." (Tabitha)
I think honesty is very important. Ms. G. likes honesty. She wants you to
be yourself. (Violet)
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When I tried to get teacher and student perspectives about Marla’s overall
leadership, the students were less hesitant to comment. Some teachers wanted me to
clarify "Can you describe your principal’s style of leadership?" No students asked
me what I had meant by that.
In general teachers reported that Marla was an energetic leader whose priority
was caring about the students and providing them with the best school possible. I
observed her with students, and I saw a tender quality she had with them from the
youngest child in her school who was four to the oldest who was 22. The students
repeatedly told me that Marla cared about them because of her personal relationship
with them that had developed from numerous weekend trips with the students (e.g.,
camping, to the beach, to New Orleans) and because "she always [made] you do
what you're supposed to."
Evident to me as a strong characteristic of Marla’s leadership was her
communication style. She used formal as well as informal ways to communicate.
She used written as well as verbal. I never heard anyone trying to guess what it was
that Marla had meant. She sent the daily announcements around in a memo (unlike
many principals who read them over the intercom). She went to a teacher’s room to
ask her a question rather than to use the call button. She sent out weekly newsletters
to parents and to students. She sent out monthly calendars to teachers followed by
weekly updates. She used e-mail to communicate with the central office, and she
had a fax machine in her office! I saw her office door closed only once while I was
there, and when it opened, the vice-principal walked out. As one teacher said.
"She's got an open door policy."
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In general students and faculty alike characterized Maria as a risk taker, as a
resource, and as a moral and self-confident principal who recognized but did not
abuse her authority. Regarding risk taking:
She ain't scared to do anything. (Stan)
She takes us off camping and stuff. Some teachers wouldn’t do that because
they scared. (Danny)
She’s not a disciplinarian, so she doesn’t like to take risks there. She’s got
special ed. though. She delegates the discipline to others. She cares and she
knows I do, too. She doesn’t do discipline. (Maijorie, Vice-Principal)
In some ways she is [a risk taker]. I don’t mean this in a bad way. That
camping trip. That’s a risk! (Pam)
Regarding Marla as a resource:
Sometimes she helps out with a class. She’ll settle us down when a teacher
can’t. (Lee)
She’ll try to get whatever you need. (Tabitha)
She got me more money and better stuff. (Tonya)
She’s very supportive most of the time. She’s worked really well with me to
solve problems. (Pam)
Regarding self-confidence:
I ’m self-confident and she is, too. . . . she always be smiling and talking to
teachers even when she probably don’t feel like it. Me, I do that, too. To
be self-confident, you got to look self-confident. (Violet)
She’s a moral person because she don’t smoke cigarettes. (Tabitha)
I ’m Super Man. man! Ms. G.--she’s not that self-confident, but she’s pretty
confident. She looks pretty confident in herself. In my eyes, she is. (Lee)
I can tell she's got a lot of self-confidence by the way she acts and stuff.
(Stan)
I do think she is self-confident, but could be more so. (W illie)
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Sometimes I feel like I ’m being eaten alive every day, but Ms. G. is very
self-confident. She’s strong-willed, seems to know everything. (Pam)
The way she handles things makes her seem very self-confident. She always
has the answer whenever I ’m stressed out or nervous. (Roberta)
Regarding morality:
She knows what’s right and wrong. (Danny)
She’s never come on to me like the male principal I used to work for!
(Betsy)
She's the fairest of any woman principal I ’ve ever worked with. (Mrs.
McConnell. Guidance Counselor)
Oooeee! You getting personal. Holy mackerel! Is morality important to my
principal? Hmmm. Pretty much so. I could not respect her otherwise.
(Willie)
The problems in education today is lack of morals. I try to instill values in
my students because some of them don’t seem to have any. I couldn’t say
about Ms. G. (Pam)
Regarding authority in Marla’s leadership:
Having control of everything and sometimes it may mean not being liked
very well. (Pam)
Everybody listens to her. She’s everybody’s friend, but people still listen to
her. (Stan)
She tells us what to do. It’s hard to put in words, but she does [have
authority], (Danny)
Oh. yes, ma’am [she does have authority]. Over us all. What she says goes.
She's like the top of the food chain. (Lee)
If she tell a teacher or student to do something, they gonna’ do it. (Tabitha)
Teachers must see her before scheduling movies or trips or anything like that.
(Violet)
Ms. G. has an aura of business. She's down to business, but she's one of us.
(Roberta)
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Summary
Marla’s leadership is most accurately characterized as caring, especially
caring about students. It seemed that in everything she did, the effect it would have
on the students in Elm Grove School was uppermost in her mind. She made it clear
in verbal and nonverbal communication that she would be at odds with anyone who
was not in agreement with her philosophy concerning the students. Otherwise she
was very tolerant and respectful of the individual differences among her faculty and
staff.
She seemed to be conscious of as well as concerned about the personal lives
of students and staff alike. She gave the secretary a sweater she had ordered from a
mail-order catalog that did not fit her, but remembered it would coordinate with
some pants Mrs. Livingston had long given up trying to find something to wear with
them. She loaned some lattice work to the janitor for his weekend wedding, but told
him to paint it first so it would look nice. She gave out Life Savers to the small
children who came into her office, cuddling many of them into her arms and sharing
with them genuine affection.
The staff seemed to be friendly co-workers, going out to lunch when
possible, attending a Christmas party at someone's home, and bringing home-baked
goods to share. Each faculty and staff person (with the exception of the janitor
possibly, but even a wedding shower was held for him) seemed to be aware of the
personal lives of each other, and moreover, seemed to be genuinely concerned for
the welfare of each other. While I perceived some conflict among staff, it seemed to
have little to do with Marla’s leadership; it really appeared to be related more to
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personality conflicts. There was little more that predictable adolescent conflict (e.g.,
boy/girl break-ups) at Elm Grove School among students.
Even though it did not appear that everyone on the faculty and the staff liked
Marla personally or totally agreed with her professionally (e.g., "staff development-a
waste of an afternoon"), Marla’s leadership did have the respect of the faculty and
staff. A general consensus among them was that she was fair; she did not "play
favorites" among teachers, "paraprofessionals," or students. Too, everyone agreed
that she was a caring principal-especially about the students at Elm Grove School.
In an attempt to paint a picture of Marla’s leadership, I have triangulated
several data collection techniques. Those techniques provide more than just my
perspective (although mine is certainly included) to offer an interpretation of how
Marla is leading Elm Grove School. (See Table 5.5.)
Sandy
Leadership Setting: Mathematics & Sciences Magnet
Sandy was the principal of Mathematics & Sciences Magnet which lay in the
heart of Crescent City. Mathematics & Sciences Magnet had a 9-12 configuration,
although it actually had no twelfth grade currently since it was only in its third year
of operation. Founded in the fall of 1993, the school had gotten started largely due
to a non-profit group, The Advocates for Science & Mathematics Education, Inc.
(See Mission Statement of The Advocates in Appendix G.) It was a public school
administered by the local metropolitan school district, but received large amounts of
additional funding from The Advocates. The teachers and staff for the most pan at
Mathematics & Sciences Magnet were school district employees. Students were
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admitted to the program based on (a) interview(s) performance, (b) letters of
recommendation from previous teachers, pastors, etc., and (c) their willingness to
work hard and be flexible. (See Mathematics & Sciences Magnet Student
Application Packet in Appendix H .).
There were 250 students at M&S Magnet, 95% of whom were African
American, 3 % White, 1% Latino, and 1% Vietnamese. Sixty-three percent of the
students were female. One-half of the students attended classes in the morning, the
other half in the afternoon. Students came from "home high schools" across the
district including other public schools, private and parochial schools, and "home
school" situations where students completed all other graduation requirements (and
ate lunch every day since there was no cafeteria at M&S Magnet.) Every student
had a mentor from the profession, corporate, and educational communities in the
Junior and Senior years to assist them with research projects and to advise them
about career options. First and second year students were assigned upper class
mentors. Too. each student was assigned to a faculty mentor who oversaw the
progress of the individual projects and functioned as an academic as well as school
services advisor.
The daily program consisted of a half day of sciences and mathematics
courses in a program designed by practicing scientists and mathematicians (some of
whom served on the board of The Advocates). The first year of the curriculum was
comprised of physics, chemistry, and algebra. The sophomore year was comprised
of biology, geology, and geometry. All were taught with heavy use of computers as
the major teaching/learning tool. The curriculum offered during the junior and
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senior years was designed to enable students to take more specialized courses such as
astronomy, advanced computer programming, and electrical engineering.
Instruction was provided "in the same way that science and mathematics are
developed: in the context of problems for students to solve" (The Advocates
literature). Theory building from observations made in experiments was a central
teaching, learning strategy used in the school.
Mathematics & Sciences Magnet required student participation in group
research projects each year which was to culminate in a major individual project in
the Senior year. The scientific method was heavily relied on and focused upon in
the design of this research.
The Advocates augmented the costs of computer facilities and equipment and
M&S Magnet’s extensive laboratories. Foundations, corporate and private sources,
and state and federal grants were solicited to help in offsetting the costs of the
programs.
The staff at Mathematics & Sciences Magnet was comprised of 16 full-time
employees and one part-time. The administration was made up entirely of one
position, the principal. There was one school secretary. There were 11 full-time
teachers, four of whom had been at the school since its opening, and one part-time
teacher. There was one College/Summer Opportunities Coordinator, and one
guidance counselor (who headed what was known as the "Counseling Center.") One
full-time teacher was African American; the other teachers were White, one of which
was British. The guidance counselor was African American, and the college
coordinator was White. The school secretary was African American.
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The school was located on the second floor of a 25-year old brown brick
building. The school district rented the space from the state vocational-technical
school that shared the site and was situated on a community college campus.
Although it was located in the heart of the city, its proximity to a large central city
park made it seem elsewhere. The noise of the street traffic was the only intrusion,
and once inside the large building with its massive weighted doors, hollow
stairwells, and no windows, even that intrusion subsided.
Although the mild spring Mississippi River winds blew the muted sounds of
Jazzfest across the city park to beckon my truancy, I persisted in my quest to
Mathematics & Sciences Magnet. There were some lingering smokers (both
adolescent and non-adolescent) outside the vocational-technical building enjoying the
70ish degree weather with its unusually low humidity. A couple of them directed
me up the wide gray stairs that led to the second floor where the school occupied its
space. The doors to the stairwell sounded like the finality of the jail-cell door slams
I had heard in such movies as Shawshank Redemption and Dead Man Walking: such
are the acoustics often found in state buildings. The second floor opened up to a
brightly lit large space filled with the laughter and vivacious voices of adolescent
boys and girls some of which directed me to the school’s office.
The office was humming with clerical clamor. The xerox machine was being
fruitful and multiplying; the phones were resounding their impatience; a laser printer
joined with its melodious ebb and flow. The room itself (approximately 40’ x 40')
appeared to have been originally designed to function other than in its present
capacity. Some school district carpentry such as a long cabinet indigenous to most
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school offices (that are the first of many walls that build the caste system found in
public education) and a long work space along a far wall complete with multiple
storage and stash spaces and compartments had been added to assist the space in
adapting to its probably-not-intended purpose. There were several notices tacked to
the wall that designated some space for something. One in particular that caught my
attention was the Office Depot list on which teachers indicated supplies they
needed.'3 Some ’’temporary" room dividers that were about five feet tall and
covered in gray carpet "walled" off a 8’ x 8’ section on three sides in the rear of the
room to serve as the principal’s office. I could tell right away that she must have an
open-door policy.
The principal’s "office" seemed to be her own work space. It was not neat.
There were various piles of papers, each of which seemed to have a particular
purpose. There was a desk with its own work "space" and a computer. There was a
2-drawer metal gray filing cabinet beside her desk. The entire room was carpeted
(gray), not just the principal’s space. There were two small photographs framed and
on her desk surrounded by scattered pens and pencils, paper clips, tape, a calendar,
a computer disk holder, a pencil sharpener, and a box of Kleenex. She had a lowbacked. upholstered (gray) rolling chair.
I got several indications that the teachers experienced a great deal of
satisfaction in working at Mathematics & Sciences Magnet. Teacher turn-over was

13Having been a secondary public school teacher myself, I immediately had some
appreciation of the Office Depot list. Once I ran out of staples, and since it was
about a week before payday, I couldn't buy any, so my ninth-grade students showed
me how to make "self-stapling" papers. That Office Depot list told me that the
teachers in this school had to worry neither about buying nor making staples.
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not high. The working relationships appeared congenial and basically conflict-free.
One teacher did indicate she was leaving because she had been unhappy not so much
with the environment as with the demands the position made on her personal time.
(See Appendix J for the Mathematics & Sciences Magnet Teacher Job Description.)
Another teacher voiced opposition to the school’s schedule (See Table 5.6 below)
because of no designated planning period and a somewhat extended day ("with no
extended pay"), but was not unhappy with the school environment.
I never fell conflict among the staff during the course of my stay. I did see
it, however, during the faculty meeting I attended. It was not personal conflict, so
much as professional disagreements that were being adamantly defended. One
much-debated topic was the implementation of an intense research methods "course"
that focused largely on writing and presentation. One faction thought the curriculum
should be content-based, that is integrated with the already existing coursework.
Another faction supported the "quick and dirty" approach, that is that an outside
person be hired to do an intense 3-week session, that although it would be
interrupting class time, it would pay off in the quality of work students would
ultimately produce. Each side argued fervently in support of its approach.
Table 5.6
Mathematics & Sciences Magnet Daily Schedule
Activity

Time

Announcements/All School Meeting
and First Period, A .M .

8:15-9:08

(table con’d.)
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Activity

Time

Second Period, A .M .

9:11-9:55

Third Period, A .M .

9:50-10:44

Lunch/Teacher Planning

10:44-1:00

Announcements/All School Meeting
and First Period, P.M .

1:00-1:56

Second Period, P.M .

1:56-2:41

Third Period, P.M .

2:44-3:30

Note: Alternates among 3-day blocks
One student (Sam) characterized the environment as
peaceful, safe . . . better than a regular school. . . only about three fights
a year. . . if there are that many. . . . Mostly we come here to learn.
Nobody wants to deal with any o’ that mess.
Although the curriculum was demanding, other students echoed these sentiments
choosing words such as "nurturing," "caring," "fun," and "not boring-even
exciting." Discipline problems were few.
I got the sense that some even considered the school a haven.
(Approximately 2%-3% of the students were "homeless," and in spite of what in my
opinion were incredible odds against them, they flourished under the demands of the
curriculum.) The students informed me about their coming early and staying late
and their weekends spent working with teachers at M&S Magnet. A majority of the
students (200) had attended the four-week summer program at M&S Magnet,
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basically an enrichment and/or extension of the academic year program, in 1995.
About the same number indicated they would be attending in 1996.
Personal and Professional Identities
A White woman in her 50s with tousled short golden hair wearing little
make-up, no jewelry except a watch, strapped Birkenstockish sandals, a short-sleeve
pull-over, and a gypsy-like skirt, Sandy first greeted me between bites of her tuna
salad and celery sticks in her "office." Apologizing for eating her lunch in front of
me and cursing the printer that was refusing to yield the amended agenda for the
day’s faculty meeting that was supposed to have started five minutes previously, she
exhibited a playful energy. She laughed and mentioned something about the "system
shit" as she tried to send an already overdue list of some kind to the central office.
In a gush of her vivaciousness, I began my adventure at Mathematics & Science
Magnet.
Sandy, the first and only principal of M&S Magnet, was an outspoken
woman with a good sense of humor. (I was immediately comfortable with her.)
She had a total of 11 years in teaching experience and three years in administrative
experience. Although she had served as the Executive Assistant to the (former)
Superintendent in the Metropolitan School District, she did not include those
experiences among her administrative ones. In spite of the extensive cut in pay from
the executive assistant position, she had actively sought this principalship. She had
never held a teaching position in the Metropolitan School District. She held a
middle school certification as well as an administrative one.
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Originally from Ohio, she had received her M A T from Harvard in 1968, but
had come to "this seductive city" 26 years ago, and now considered it home. (She
lived not too far away from the school.) She was in the final stages of completing
her coursework toward her Ph.D. in educational leadership at a nearby university.
She was uncertain about the future. "I would like four more years in this
position, but then I don’t honestly know." She was divorced and the mother of two
adult sons and contemplating moving in with a partner she had been involved with
for a while. She socialized with her faculty for the most part (in fact all but one
teacher who had made it clear that she did not want to share her personal life with
the others). "We have a practice of going to a neighborhood bar on Fridays. The
faculty began it, but invited me." She also indicated that they usually shared lunch
together on Tuesdays and Thursdays. (On those days the culinary arts students in
the vocational-technical school prepared meals and sold them for what seemed to be
quite a bargain.)
On the first two days at Mathematics & Sciences Magnet, I observed Sandy’s
leadership at work. I followed her around, trying not to disturb her, but could not
keep myself from asking questions; although sometimes it was not necessary since
she seemed to anticipate what I was about to ask. In Table 5.7 I highlight the first
afternoon session I spent with Sandy at M&S Magnet.
Table 5.7
Principal’s Schedule: Day One, Mathematics & Sciences Magnet

11:00 In office, printing, preparing for upcoming faculty meeting; sending
correspondence to central office
(table con’d.)
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Time Activity

11:10 Faculty Meeting
1:00

All-School Meeting, Daily Announcements

1:30

Talked with me, handled about 10 minor interruptions

3:00

Met with student & parent over discipline issue (fight)

3:30 Bus Duty
3:45

Phone call to "bus barn" to determine why a bus had not arrived

3:50

More talk with me

4:00

Approached by and spoke with three faculty members who supported her
decision not to suspend the student for fighting

4:15 More talk with me, paperwork, answered e-mail
4:20 Tried to repair copy machine for teacher
4:30 Consulted with one of her advisees regarding his independent project
4:45 Went to Office Depot for supplies
5:45 Personal phone call
6:00

Introduced me to 4-5 teachers who were preparing for next day’s
lesson

6:45 Left for home

About Leadership
The leadership characteristics that Sandy had reported were most important in
terms of her own style of leadership at Mathematics & Sciences Magnet included
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(a) collaboration, (b) risk-taking, (c) instructional focus, and (d) introspection/self
reflection. She elaborated:
The teachers and I make this a school—If I dropped dead today, they would
carry on in the same direction. . . . It is important to be able to move outside
the confines of state and local guidelines to build a good school. One has to
learn how to pick which meetings to miss (or go to, be seen, and then
disappear), which reports to BS and which people to include. Sometimes I
feel like I ’m in eastern Europe, avoiding being publicly honest while
maintaining my personal and professional honesty. . . . I think little matters
more than ensuring and enabling teachers to do high quality preparation and
collaboration. My teachers have hq administrative responsibilities, but I do
stress their need to devote themselves to good, effective teaching. . . .
Sometimes I think how well you know yourself is the most important quality
to have.
What I observed at school corroborated what Sandy had said. I saw some real
collaboration at work during my first day at M&S Magnet. The faculty meeting was
definitely collaborative, led by no one, with most of the decisions that were made
done on a consensual basis. Even the agenda had been contributed to by faculty
members through e-mail and written notices; Sandy had merely done the clerical
work of putting the whole thing together and printing it. (See Appendix J
Mathematics & Sciences Magnet Faculty Meeting Documentation.) The circular
seating arrangement reinforced that there was no head decision maker. Sandy was
one among the faculty. I saw no hesitancy on the part of any one to disagree with
her simply because she was the principal. She was an excellent facilitator in that she
directed the group to push through the agenda from end-of-the-year field trips to new
course proposals for next year to the 1996 Summer School Program to the proposal
for a Student Senate, but allowed the teachers’ voices to be the driving force of the
decision making process.
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Sandy stressed the need for collaboration among students as well. During the
faculty meeting discussion regarding the upcoming summer program school program,
Sandy said,
I really think it should be collaborative. . . . Children begin to leant
collaboration by doing it, by discovering its power. . . . We have the
freedom [in the program] to do what we want. . . . but I don’t want it to be
just a jump start on school.
I saw evidence of this philosophy shortly after the faculty meeting. As the afternoon
students had arrived at school, they filled the large open space in the center of the
two corridors that make up the school’s space. Every day, prior to the beginning of
the morning classes and again before the afternoon classes, Sandy held an "All
School Meeting." She would indicate that is was time for the meeting to begin by
holding up her hand. Some students would become quiet and hold up their hand as
well; other students would just stop talking. Sandy made several announcements
regarding end-of-the-year field trips, a Saturday competition sponsored by the
NAACP, and some deadlines regarding payments and paper work. She offered some
words of encouragement for those students completing their independent projects.
She asked faculty to make any announcements they had. One included a reminder
from the physics teacher about tutoring, and the college coordinator mentioned some
deadlines and asked some students to see her immediately after the meeting. She
asked if any students had announcements or comments. One group of students raised
questions concerning radios with head phones on an end-of-the-year trip. Sandy
responded, "I’ll give it some thought, and let you know." Once it was apparent
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there were no more announcements. Sandy reminded the students that it was Day
Three (in reference to the schedule rotation), "Let's get to work!"
The students I interviewed were an additional source of corroborating Sandy’s
comments and my own observations. I spoke with five students: Katy, an African
American. 16, and a Junior at M&S Magnet; Coretta, 14. an African American, and
in the ninth grade: Sam, 14, an African American, and in the ninth grade; Sherrilyn,
15 ("but would be 16 in August"!), an African American, and a Junior; and Zimele,
17, an African American, and a Junior. (Both Sherrilyn and Zimele were part of the
original class that had begun M&S Magnet.)
Several of the students I interviewed indicated that they felt the school was
run largely due to the collaborative efforts of Ms. P., the faculty, and the students.
We share in determining the vision for this school. Our voices are heard.
(Sherrilyn)
The students’ voice is very important. That makes for a positive attitude.
We feel very comfortable in speaking out at the All-School Meeting. We are
listened to and sometimes make a difference. (Sam)
Ms. P. listens to us. She want us to give her our opinion. After all, we go
to the school. . . . She takes our opinion. . . . Sometimes she go with it,
sometime she don’t. But the bottom line is that she keeps students in mind.
(Katy)
What students say can change things. At first all the students on levels 3 &
4“ were going to have to pay full-price for the field trip. But we said we
didn't think that was fair. She listened to us, thought about it, and changed

“The various levels in the school indicated how a student had fared in his/her
behavior. Each 9 weeks (each grading term) a level was assigned to each student
based on whether or not s/he had received a disciplinary warning. Level 4 students
had received no disciplinary slips. Level 3 students could receive no more than 1
slip and it could be for no major infractions. Students who had been on level 4
and/or level 3 for the entire year were eligible to go on the end-of-the-year field trip.
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her mind. Level 4 gets to go for free now and level 3 has to pay $10.00.
(Coretta)
It was from the students’ comments that I learned more about Sandy’s
risk-taking rather than from what teachers had to say. Katy explained:
Ms. P. is a risk-taker sometimes. She took a risk by establishing the
Counseling Center, but it has paid off. We know more about going to work
and to college because of that.
Sherrilyn said emphatically that Sandy was a risk-taker.
Wg are the biggest risk. I mean the combination of all these students, and
she’s in charge. That’s very risky if you ask me.
Coretta made a reference to a personal risk that Sandy had taken:
She took this girl in off the street and let her live with her. That girl was
crazy. She coulda’ done anything.
I gathered evidence from the faculty meeting in which I actually saw Sandy
defending a risk she was about to take. Item #7 on the faculty meeting agenda to be
discussed was a student senate proposal. That discussion grew somewhat contested.
I know we’re pressed for time, but I do want to get to item #7, the Student
Senate Proposal. I want to do something with the community. I want to
implement some real shared decision making with the students. It would
mean that the senate would be out of class to meet maybe at the most every
other month . . . . I know what you’re thinking, me, too. They want to have
those bull-shit elections. I don’t want to do that either because they’re just
popularity contests. (Sandy)
Why don't we just say, "Today is the election" with no forewarning, no
campaigning? (L ., Teacher 1)
Hmm. You know I do realize it’s fun for them, but we don’t have time, and
really it goes against the mission of our work. I guess maybe we’re jumping
ahead. Let’s talk about how you feel about a student senate to begin with.
(Sandy)
First of all, don’t call it a senate--that’s a law making body. (L..
Teacher 1)
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I want somebody else to sit in this seat to know what it feels like to make
tough decisions. I want them to know to be prepared. (Sandy)
I don’t think you want to do this-too much power, an explosion could be the
end result. (J., Teacher 2)
I can see how that might be a danger, but we really should prepare these
students to take place in a democracy, to learn real decision making
opportunities. They would not be able to vote per se and "overrule," but
they would have a voice and be representative o f the student body-a liaison
like, yet learning the ropes for future reference. (Sandy)
I think it’s going to create some hard feelings among the students. 1 agree
that they do need to know how a democracy works, but not at the expense of
other students. Can we rely on them to make critical judgment regarding
other students’ situations? (A ., Teacher 3)
Let me make myself clear. They cannot vote! (Sandy)
Two other teachers who had not been heard from before voiced support of the
student senate. Sandy concludes,
I can see we’re a long way from consensus on this issue as well
[referring to the proposed research methods/communication course].
I really want to add though that students need a forum, peers they can express
anger, sadness, whatever to. We’re kidding ourselves if we think they tell us
everything. (T ., Teacher 4)
One final item was brought up which was further evidence of Sandy’s
risk-taking. Too, I saw her rely on the introspection/self-reflection that she
contemplated may be the most important leadership characteristic of all.
Before we go, can you tell us what you are going to do about Aeishanna? [a
student who provoked a fight earlier in the week] (J., Teacher 2)
I’m still undecided. I guess I ’ll decide by 3:00 this afternoon [when she and
her mother come to the school]. (Sandy)
You mean you are considering not expelling her? She ambushed a student
from behind! (A ., Teacher 3)
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You're assuming I ’m going to keep Aeishanna. (Sandy)
You expelled the Brown sisters [for fighting] earlier in the year. What kind of
message is that going to send to the other students? (A ., Teacher 3)
You have to get rid of her. (J., Teacher 2)
If we expel her now, what is the result? You know she’ll just be on the
streets, not to mention she’ll be set up to fail next year. We already know
she won’t be back next year. Shouldn’t we try to salvage the rest of this year
for her? The bottom line is we are the last people who care if she’s
expelled. (Sandy)
What about if we just give her F’s until the end of the year, but let her stay
at school? (J., Teacher 2)
Why don’t we just shoot her? But then what we will have left to do when
one of them brings a gun to school and shoots one of us? As I said earlier, I
still haven’t decided and I still have until 3:00 to think about it. (Sandy)
The faculty meeting adjourned shortly thereafter.
There were multiple strands of evidence that supported Sandy’s claim
that the school’s instructional focus was one of her most important leadership
characteristics. The mission statement of the school focused upon the importance of
its instructional purpose. (See Table 5.8.)
Table 5.8
Mission Statement: Mathematics & Sciences Magnet

The mission of the Mathematics & Sciences Magnet High School is to
prepare young people who have a broad range of abilities and are
traditionally under represented in science and mathematics fields, to live
productive lives in applied mathemadcs and science.
This w ill be
accomplished by using innovative, hands-on teaching strategies that build
self-esteem and enable our students to develop their potential to think
critically, creatively, and to access, evaluate and use information.
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The importance Sandy placed on instructional focus was evident as well in the
student handbook, documentation that was a direct result of her leadership. The
student handbook referred to the student body as a "community of learners," a
reminder to its audience of the school’s purpose.
Several students offered evidence toward Sandy’s claim regarding
instructional focus.
I think Ms. P. thinks everybody should be prepared as if they were going to
college. Now whether they go or not is not as important, but at least they’ll
be ready. (Zimele)
Although Ms. P. is the principal, she’s really one of our teachers, too. She
exposes us to a lot of things, always explaining, trying to allow us to
understand what the outside world is really about, about how we can be the
best we can be. . . . She will come into classrooms to speak to a teacher or
another student, but get so interested and so involved in the lesson or the
experiment, she’ll stay. . . . Sometimes if a teacher’s out and the "sub" is
late, she’ll teach the class. (Sherrilyn)
I see her in classrooms pretty regularly. She may just be browsing, but
sometime she’ll help with the lesson. (Sam)
The teachers I spoke with offered some evidence as well. One teacher whom
I spoke with at length, Jim, a White physics teacher who had a Ph.D. and looked to
be in his 50s, (who had also been deemed by two students as their favorite teacher)
had been at M&S Magnet since its inception, thus, had experienced Sandy’s entire
school administrative career.
Being in the classes so often keeps her in touch. It also wears her out!
[Laughs heartily] But she wouldn’t have it any other way. . . . Other
principals I ’ve worked with stay in their offices pushin’ the papers. I guess
maybe if Sandy would do that, she’d get outta’ here way before 7:00 & 8:00
at night. But then who would keep me company? [Another hearty laugh]
(Jim)
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"The further away I get from the classroom, the sillier my job is." said Sandy
in response to my question about her own style o f leadership in general. She told
me that often she wished that she were still in the classroom, yet she felt a very real
responsibility to do everything she could to ensure the success of the school.
"Besides, with my lack of science and math background, I couldn’t get a [teaching]
job here!" She told me that the microcosm of the classroom was so seductive
because a teacher could see the difference she or he was making in the lives of
students. "Often times I wonder what difference can I possibly be making attending
central office meetings all the time?"
Her vision for the school was "democracy." She wanted to give as much as
possible to the students so that they could "go out and change all the mess my
generation has created." She told me, "I see this school as a community of learners.
Some are big and get paid, and some are smaller." These comments brought up the
subject of Aeishanna. Sandy lamented, "I don’t want her to lose the opportunity of
growing up and doing better, and I think this may be her last chance at that."
The subject of Aeishanna led to the topic of conflict resolution. Sandy was
very proud of the Counseling Center that she had acquired funding for and began the
1995-96 school year. Headed by a psychologist, the center often sponsored lunch
time, before school, after school, and weekend programs ranging from topics that
covered racial tension, sexual issues, drug abuse, and teenage violence. Sandy said
that the number of student conflicts was not as high as it had been during the first
two years of the school’s operation. Her philosophy was pro-active. She had
acquired funding for a three-day seminar for ninth grade students that included
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workshops by an organization that specialized in teaching conflict resolution skills
built especially around issues of race, gender, sexual orientation, and religious
affiliation (or non-affiliation).
In regard to conflict among the adults at M&S Magnet, Sandy assured me
there was some, but she could not reason as to why. One teacher (A. who voiced
opposition to the proposed student senate and wanted retribution for Aeishanna) who
had been at the school for two years clearly did not agree with Sandy’s leadership
approach. She had requested and received a transfer to another high school within
the Metropolitan School District. Another teacher (J. who shared A .’s position
concerning the proposed student senate and Aeishanna) had gone so far as to file a
grievance against Sandy regarding the way the school day was scheduled. Her
grievance had been denied.

Summary
Sandy was an energetic, caring leader. It seemed from every source from
which I gathered evidence that Sandy was always pushing herself, making personal
sacrifices for a cause in which it was clear that she truly believed. She worked long
late hours, brought her "work" home with her (many times literally in the form of
students) and had taken this position at one-half the salary of her previous position.
The characteristics that she had identified as being the most important in
terms of her own style of leadership, collaboration, risk-taking, instructional focus,
and self-reflection, were evident from my interviews with her, my interviews with
teachers and students, documentation, and my own observations. (See Table 5.9.
Methodological Triangulation. Sandy: Mathematics & Sciences Magnet.) She was
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the only administrator of the school, but clearly she did not feel she was its only
leader. If taking risks meant making the teachers’ jobs easier or more productive,
she took them. If taking risks meant making the quality of students’ lives better, she
took them. Because of her self-reflective nature, she was always learning and
growing as a leader no matter what endeavor she had undertaken, risky or not. She
was clearly an instructional leader, someone who was not willing to let go of her
contact with students in the classroom (for not entirely unselfish reasons, but which
cost her in terms of her own time, yet kept her in touch with the microcosmic
developments within the macrocosm itself). She clearly had the respect of the
faculty, staff, and students alike in her school. Sandy was an ever-evolving leader
who embraced personally for herself her own philosophy of life-long learning. She
was a reflective practitioner.
Jocelyn
Leadership Setting: City High School
Jocelyn was the principal of City High School which was located in a
metropolitan center in Louisiana. City High School had a 9-12 grade configuration
with a student population of 1100. City was a traditional public high school
complete with multiple extracurricular offerings including athletic and non-athletic
organizations. There were about 70 faculty members, half of whom had a master’s
degree or higher. The faculty represented two ethnicities: 65% European American
and 35% African American. On the staff were two rotating full-time security
officers (who was an off-duty city police officer.) There was a ten person custodial
staff as well as a four-person clerical staff. The majority of the students (99%) who
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attended City High were African American. The school drew its students from
predominantly African American middle schools in various parts of the school
district.
The school was located right off of a busy interstate highway. A large 30
something-year old complex. City High sprawled an entire city block and was
situated in a busy downtown area near several state office buildings and a public
elementary school. The school and its campus were an refuge in the middle of
urban blight with a small farm behind the tennis courts, its landscaped flower beds,
freshly-painted buildings, and large shade trees that covered a litter-free campus. In
spite of the towering chain-link fence, I felt compelled to enter the school to see
more.
The school was arranged like a Holiday Inn. It was comprised of multiple
two-story buildings in which the classrooms opened to the outside. There were large
covered verandas to protect students from the elements when they changed classes.
Also there were large covered piazzas which connected each building. There were
tennis courts (although in need of some repair) and garden spots with cement picnic
tables and benches which conjured up childhood recollections of family vacations
back in the 1960’s. Various painted and sculpted lions, the school’s mascot,
glittered in gold and red, the school’s colors, throughout the complex.
The considerable cardinal double doors offered me an air-conditioned haven
from the heat and humidity of the Louisiana "spring" day. A lengthwise crimson
counter that I had grown to expect familiarly greeted me. The office measured
about 80’ x 50’ with corridors off to each side. It was bright, littered with sofas that
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coaxed me to recline. There were green plants, some fresh flowers, a drinking
fountain, and more lions. Hanging on the wall was a large clock; some painted,
sketched, and photographed lions; and a glass registry displaying the names and titles
of the principal, assistant principal, assistant principal of instruction, secretary,
cafeteria manager, custodian, the PTA president, and the total school enrollment
(1167).
The principal’s office was down a corridor a small distance from the large
main office. The corridor lead into the office of the school’s executive secretary
(actually the principal's assistant), which opened to the principal’s office itself from
which emanated an appealing woodsy perfumed scent. The office was grand. It had
high ceilings and looked much like an old government building of the 30’s or 40’s.
The high windows had gorgeous custom-made drapes with a muted gold and crimson
pattern.13 The office was carpeted and had a big beautiful mahogany desk. There
was a comfortable leather chair directly across from the big desk. There was a long
cabinet with storage space underneath. It was covered with plants, baskets, flowers,
knick-knacks, photographs, some small glass and wood-carved lions, and a computer
monitor.

There was a refinished antique wooden 3-drawer filing cabinet next to the

desk. There was a TV situated on a comer shelf mounted on the wall. Also
mounted on the wall were prints, photographs, framed certificates "in appreciation
of," and numerous engraved plaques that had been awarded to the school and/or the
principal.

I3These drapes, like the other ones throughout the office complex, were put in by
Jocelyn according to her secretary. They really muted the starkness of the centraloffice issued, yellowing Venetian blinds.
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In one comer there was a large walk-in storage closet, and in the other, there
was a small "hair bathroom. In the bathroom, there were guest soaps, potpourri,
lace-trimmed hand towels, plants, and a full-length mirror. There were personal
toiletries in the medicine cabinet.
Personal and Professional Identities.
Jocelyn had short dark auburn hair. She wore glasses. She usually dressed
comfortably, yet always professional. She wore lightly applied make-up. Her nails
were manicured. She wore some jewelry, usually earrings, a watch, her wedding
rings, and maybe a bracelet. Her smile was dazzling. Jocelyn had the sweetest,
kindest sounding voice I have every heard (other my own grandmother’s). She
seemed to be a spiritual force that flowed from place to place.
She was a medium-built African American woman in her 50s who had been
married to the same man for almost 30 years. Her husband was also a principal in
the district at a nearby middle school. They had two grown daughters. Jocelyn and
her husband lived near the school, in the same neighborhood where many of the
teachers and students in the school lived as well.
She had received her Master’s degree at an historically Black university in the
city. She had additional hours there as well as in various educational administration
and supervision courses (+ 30). She had been an adjunct professor at the large state
university nearby. She taught a course to aspiring principals ("The Principalship")16
She served on numerous civic club committees (e.g., Rotary, Teen Court). She had

:6She actually had been recruited for this position by the head of the educational foundations
department. When I asked him why he chose her. he replied that "her reputation as a strong
school leader" was the main reason.
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been a classroom teacher for 16 years, teaching English, social studies, and library
science. Jocelyn indicated that she had no intention of seeking another position in
education; she reported she was content and found the work that she was doing at
City to be rewarding. When she does leave the position, she indicated that she
would like to travel and do some volunteer work.
Jocelyn’s spirituality was very important to her. She was an active member
in the Baptist church she attended. In fact it was her faith that led her to accept the
principal’s position at City High School three years earlier. She told me:
M y first thought to come here was, "You must be out of your mind to leave
City Middle Magnet School and to come here!"17 But I just prayed about it
and said, "Lord, you have to show me the way and let me do your will."
After th at. . . different things said, "Go." It’s been wonderful ever since.
Jocelyn usually arrived at City High around 7:00 A .M . People began asking
her questions then, and did not stop until she left (which she often did, only to come
back later). In Table 5.10 I highlight Jocelyn’s schedule from my first day at CHS.
Table 5.10
Principal’s Schedule: Day One, City High School

7:00

Arrived at school, went to office, began to prioritize day
(table con’d.)

l7City High School has had an extremely negative image throughout the area.
The students and faculty and staff told me that due to its inner-city location and its
largely populated African American inner-city students, the rest of the community
often expects that no good can come from the school. Also, they reported that when
something negative does occur, the press immediately highlights it as another reason
to claim that City High is a den of iniquity. Although I went in with my own share
of apprehensions based entirely on the media’s portrayal, I found that City did not
live up to its ill-conceived reputation, but actually refitted it.
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Time Activity

7:15

Greeted me, made introductions

7:20

Offered assistance to individuals waiting in the office; checked to make
certain everyone had been helped

7:25

Spontaneous discussion with teachers

7:30

Discussion w/assistant principal about graduation

7:35

Over the intercom, read the announcement, said the Pledge o f Allegiance,
offered moment of silent meditation

7:40

Approached by teachers w/questions about graduation/baccalaureate
arrangements

7:45

Consulted w/API about Awards Day, and voting machines for upcoming
election

7:50

Approached by ROTC Colonel about ROTC banquet

7:55

Discussion w/dance team sponsor about summer camp

8:00

Called on radio (walkie-talkie) by Custodian about air conditioning
problem

8:05

Called guidance counselor to see if diplomas had arrived, requested list of
seniors who were on "shaky ground"

8:10

Gave duplicate set of keys to custodian who had locked his away accidentally;
shared a story with him about the numerous times she had done that herself

8:15

Spoke to student who was in search of Ms. A. (school secretary)
("I’m so proud of you, sweetheart. You are on the right track.
You’ve really turned yourself around. Come back, honey, when Ms. A. is
here.")

(table con’d.)
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Time Activity

8:20

Asked graduation coordinator about ordering an appreciation plaque for one
student helper and certificates for others, general discussion of caps & gowns,
senior debt, gift certificates for valedictorian & salutatorian, etc.

8:35

Checked on afternoon basketball game ticket sales

8:40

Made phone calls

8:45

Answered phone ("City High")-talked to man about video taping graduation
and baccalaureate (wanted assurances of quality)

8:55

Spoke to prospective employer about student’s GPA

9:00

Met with seniors who were on "shaky ground"

9:25

Classroom observation

10:20 Phone call to other district principal who wanted to borrow some of City’s
equipment for his school’s graduation. (Upon learning the superintendent
would be attending this graduation, Jocelyn, laughing, told this other
principal, "Tell him where you got the stuff, and get me some points!")
10:30 Phone conference w/parent
10:40 Conversation w/Ms. A ., secretary
10:45 Approached student who had come into the office ("What’s your name, baby?
I think you’re in trouble gradewise. I want you to come in here and talk to
me.")
10:50 Approached another student who was trying to get permission from the school
secretary to go to her car to get money for the afternoonbasketball game
("It’s all over this school that you’ve brought money to school. $200.00. I
know you got a lot of money after your mom’s death. You don’t need to
talk about that. You don't need $200.00 at school. That’s not their business,
not the kind of thing you talk about. You must start listening, D. That's
what your mom would want.")

(table con'd.)
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Time Activity

11:00 Approached senior girl who was trying to speak to the secretary about getting
her money back for the basketball ticket (said she was feeling sick and didn’t
want to go) (Jocelyn: "I’m not worried about your going to the basketball
game. You are in danger of failing. More importantly, you need to stay
here and go to class, especially 7th hour geometry. If your geometry teacher
would stay here at night, you need to be here, too. Did you already call your
mama? Call her back, I want to talk to her. [To girl’s mother] Mrs. B. ?
Hey this is Jocelyn W ., how you doing? Good. Listen T. is in danger of
failing geometry and won’t graduate. Could you bring her back for 7th hour
geometry? She really needs to be here. . . . I tell you what Mrs. B., I ’m
gonna’ mother her and the tooth here. I ’m gonna’ give her some medicine.
A ll right. Thank you. Bye-bye." Senior girl: "I’m not staying here."
Jocelyn: "You gonna’ disobey me and your mom? [Girl cries.] Go into the
clinic and put your head down and I ’ll be in there in a minute." [handed her
a Kleenex])
11:10 Spoke w/secretary about someone who came to pay a check that had been
returned from the bank
11:15 Student sent to Jocelyn by assistant principal because of the length of her
shorts. ("You only have on a t-shirt. What if I just wore my top? You’d be
telling everybody about how I was dressed. You'd be going home to tell
your mama. ’You shoulda seen how Mrs. W. was dressed today!’ Can you
call home? Did you pay to go to the basketball game? O.K. good. Don’t
go back to class until you get some more clothes.")
11:25 Went to check on senior girl with the toothache
11:35 Received phone calls concerning civic committee work.
11:45 Talked to me.
12:00 Approached by API w/questions about Teacher Appreciation Luncheon menu
(lasagna vs. seafood) and plates (real vs. paper) and utensils (stainless vs.
plastic)
12:10 Met with Dr. Martin Luther King Center representatives about a job/health
fair they were having at City on Saturday

(table con’d.)
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Time Activity

12:30 Consoled student who was upset because the class valedictorian had
received her cap and gown, yet she had not (thought it was because
Jocelyn was a friend of the valedictorian’s mother)
12:35 Met with individuals regarding meeting Fire Marshall requirements
12:45 Met with custodian about light switches that had been shorting out
12:50 Placed small decorative baskets around open deodorizers throughout the main
and adjacent offices
1:00

Phone cails-Teacher Appreciation Luncheon, student who needed
tutoring

1:15

Met with two students to discuss with them a peer-tutoring proposal

1:25

Paid teacher for box of fig preserves to take to her nephew in California
(where Jocelyn was going for the weekend)

1:35

Evaluation conference with teacher

1:55

Left school to attend principals’ meeting at central office

About .Leadership
Jocelyn reported that caring, instructional focus, and trust were the leadership
characteristics that she felt were most important in terms of her own leadership style.
Their importance was evident from my own observations and my formal and
informal interviews with teachers, students, and staff.
Jocelyn had an ever-present air of caring about her. She always inquired
about others' welfare, staying apprised of the various personal situations of adults
and children alike. She welcomed others into City High much like I imagined she
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would welcome others into her home. She seemed genuinely concerned about
making others comfortable within the school’s setting.
I interviewed eight students in a focus group regarding Jocelyn's leadership.
There were two students from ninth grade, tenth grade, eleventh grade, and twelfth
grade, all African American. Shandra was a 15-year old girl in the ninth grade.
Renee was also 15, a girl, and in the ninth grade. Leon was a 15-year old boy in
the tenth grade. Garod was a 16-year old boy in the tenth grade. Theresa was 16, a
girl, and in the eleventh grade. Kimi was a 17-year old girl in the eleventh grade.
Kenyeon was a 17-year old senior girl, and Gabari was a 17-year old senior boy.
All belonged to extracurricular organizations, some were even club leaders, and all
had grade point averages greater than 2.0. About caring as reflected in Jocelyn’s
leadership, they reported:
The bottom line is that she do care about the students in this school. (Garod)
She care about us. (Shandra)
She cares about turning the negative attention City gets around and making
people to realize that this school is no different from (other schools in the
district). (Kenyeon)
She do care about plants and stuff. She’s always got some project going on
to make things look better around here. (Leon)
I interviewed several teachers as well. They included: Anne, a White female
math teacher with children in the public system who had moved from Virginia two
years earlier; John, an alumnus of City High School, an African American chemistry
teacher who also coached and had been at CHS for two years: Melvin, an African
American history teacher who had been at CHS for 12 years; Cynthia, a young
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energetic African American economics teacher and dance team sponsor who had
been a CHS for two years; Althea, a middle-aged White English teacher who had
been at City for nine years; "Coach," an elderly African American man who had
been teaching math at CHS since 1960; Carolyn, an African American English
teacher who had been at CHS for seven years; and Judy, a 30 something African
American woman who taught English and had been at CHS for four years.
Some of these teachers were informative about aspects of caring among
Jocelyn's ways of leading.
Mrs. W. is worried about the right things—passing, behaving, growing. . . .
Her being a past educator, she understands that in order to teach these kids
you have to reach them . . . . She’s about the kids. . . . The students pride is
growing. Our reputation is getting better. She’s the foundation of that.
(Cynthia)
[Jocelyn is] on their side. . . . They [the students] need someone with a
mothering influence-a woman is more likely to do that. They still need it in
high school. . . . About us as well. My child is in kindergarten and she
didn’t start school until after Labor Day. Ms. W. helped me with a "sub" and
told me to stay home until she went to school. (Anne)
She has innate qualities as a leader. Great rapport, honest, sincere, genuine,
heartwarming. . . qualities that make her the great, a role model that women
can look up to. . . . She is a support with personal and professional issues,
great listener. . . . She’s here for the students. Concerned with what’s best
for the students. . . . Making this a safe and beautiful school for the students
has been her main target. . . . Not just a job for her, it’s a lifestyle working
with kids. (Carolyn)
[Jocelyn] does social work as needed. She talks to students. . . . She
provides time for them, brings in students and makes them aware and allows
them to help. (Judy)
The instructional focus of City High School was outlined in the
Student/Teacher handbook. This documentation provided clear evidence about what
Jocelyn had meant when she labeled instructional focus as one of the most important
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components of her leadership. The mission statement of CHS is an example of her
instructional focus.

MISSION STATEMENT
We, the faculty and administration of City High School, believe that
this Institution exists to serve the individual needs of the students in this
community. We share many of the same ideals and concerns as other
schools. However, we believe that the socio-economic conditions of our
immediate community and characteristics of our particular student body
warrant special consideration. We look upon these conditions as a unique
challenge. Education is an ongoing process, and we are only a part of that
process. Parents, religious organizations, celebrity role models, peer
groups, and the media play vital roles in our students' development.
Therefore, we must consider these factors when planning and personalizing
programs; divising [sic] methods; and creating techniques for educating our
students. It is our belief that the primary purpose of our school is to
prepare students to meet the challenges of life in the American society.
We believe it is our responsibility to provide a curriculum which is
comprehensive and flexible enough to meet the varied abilities and diverse
needs of the individual students. We believe that a thorough knowledge of
the basic skills (reading, writing, and mathematics) facilitates the
acquisition of skills in academic, vocational, and artistic pursuits; therefore,
it is our responsibility to emphasize these fundamentals. We further
believe that all students can learn to their maximum ability when
humanistic conditions prevail, and through instruction and commitment, we
will meet the challenge of educating our students.

While the students had little to say about the instructional focus o f
Jocelyn's leadership, the teachers were more informative.
[Jocelyn J supported the all day Black history program designed to get the
whole school involved. It took a lot of juggling schedule wise, and some
teachers were probably pissed-off because it interrupted their classes. . . but
she knew it was important to their learning. . . . And, you know, actually,
most of the students that participated were the "worst" students, you know
what I mean? But this really gave them the opportunity for once to be the
'best." (Cynthia)
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[Jocelyn|'s sent me to four workshops alone this year. They were great for
me. I have a lot to learn. The networking was very positive, too. I was
able to bring back so many ideas, and I did. But then I also started asking
for more stuff [such as graphing calculators] that she works hard to try and
provide. (Anne)
She’s a walker. . . always visiting classrooms, but not intimidating.
Supportive. Lets you know when you’re doing a good job. Gives feedback
about room for improvement. . . . Her approach makes you feel good about
yourself. . . .She works closely with the API. She assesses what needs to be
done to meet students’ needs. (Carolyn)
She sends us to 2-3 workshops a year. They’ve helped me a lot. She works
pretty close with Albemarle [a local corporation] to give some money for
supplies that has helped my teaching. (John)
Lets teachers have their autonomy. She respects professionalism. (Judy)
She’s interested in having us be creative in the classroom. (Cynthia)
It seemed that Jocelyn had a profound respect for teachers. They did have a
great deal of autonomy; however, that was not a license to be an inadequate teacher.
She shared with me the remediation plans of some faculty members, and maintained
that everyone needed to be helped occasionally, and that she was willing to do that
with one exception-not at the students’ expense.
Trust was the third leadership component that Jocelyn reported as being most
important in her leadership. Students were adamant in the fact that Mrs. W. did not
trust them. When we began the focus group and I told the students that I wanted to
talk to them about Mrs. W .’s leadership, one student responded, "You want me to
close the door?" The other students and I laughed, but she closed the door anyway.
As one student reported,
She tries to get school back on track, but we don't necessarily agree with
how she does it. (Kenyeon)
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There's no fun. We don’t have enough social activities, pep rallies. It’s a
negative environment. (Kimi)
We supposed to learn socialization skills, but if we don’t socialize, how’s that
gonna' happen? (Garod)
We not gonna’ have nothin’ to brag about. What I ’m gonna’ say? ’We
switched classes. We had some nice flower beds. ’ We can’t tell about
dances or nothin’ ’cause we don’t get to have none! We got to do more stuff
in middle school. (Leon)
She treats us like babies, can’t trust us. Treats us like a dog on a chain.
(Shandra)
You know every year, you gonna’ get some bad students, but that’s not the
majority. Deal with them, but don't punish us all ’cause some don’t know
how to act. . . . I don’t want to "dis" Mrs. W . 'cause she’s my neighbor and
all. and I think she’s doing a basically good job. you know. But she should
trust us more. (Gabari)
After they had clearly stated that they did not think Jocelyn trusted them enough to
have dances and more assemblies. I asked them to comment on why they thought
that was so. Conferring like game show contestants on Family Feud, they
considered my question. Finally the voices of the seniors proclaimed that the
general consensus was that Mrs. W. and others did not consider the neighborhood
around the school to be safe at night, a notion with which they did not necessarily
agree, partly, so it seemed because they defined "safe" a little differently.
You never hear anything good about City, it’s always bad. If there’s a
gunshot heard near City, you see it on the news five or six times in one day.
(Kenyeon)
A media thing, that’s right. They might have a shooting or something, but
that can happen anywhere. (Gabari)
There was a shoot out after school down the street not too long ago. (Renee)
So. There’s also drugs and alcohol around. There’s decent and not-sodecent. You have the world here. (Kimi)
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One teacher. Cynthia, summarized the students’ attitude at City.
Students respect her. They gripe about her "structure," but then they like
that safe structure.
The teachers I interviewed indicated that Jocelyn did trust them a great deal.
In fact, she even relied on her trust in the entire staff to do their jobs in carrying out
her leadership of City. Also, she wanted (and expected) them to trust her. Many
teachers talked about her open-door policy. She trusted that teachers and staff would
come to her to keep her informed; she relied on their collaboration. She earned
their trust by addressing problems and supporting their needs. Perhaps the strongest
evidence I gathered regarding trust in Jocelyn’s leadership was in the teachers’
lounge. There were no hushed voices about the principal; conversations did not
change when Jocelyn entered the lounge, rather she was brought in with "Mrs. W .,
what do you think?" Several faculty members indicated that they were extremely
satisfied at City, and they attributed that largely to Jocelyn’s trust.
In spite of the fact that the students did not think that Jocelyn trusted them,
they had some positive things to say about her leadership in general. They
especially thought that she was doing an effective job in combatting the historically
bad reputation that City had. Her campus beautification projects, her alliances with
local businesses, churches, and civic organizations, and her frequent invitations to
local politicians and celebrities to school events were examples of tangible efforts on
her part that the students cited. Also, she was trying to instill school pride among
the students by offering more diverse clubs and organizations to meet the interests
and needs of more students.
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In general, teachers were very complimentary of the job Jocelyn was doing as
the leader of City High.
She's done tons around here. She has people moving and making all kinds of
improvements. . . . She's fair. She doesn’t play favorites. Everyone’s
important. . . . Wants teachers to be about educating students. (Cynthia)
[She’s] a joy to work with. (Anne)
The students perceive that she’s genuine, that she’s concerned about their
welfare and well-being. . . . She’s committed to making this school safe. . . .
Unity, bonding, warmth . . . characterize her leadership. (Carolyn)
It’s very great to be a teacher here. . . . The environment is open, laid back,
feeling of home. (John)
She's gracious, casual . . . [concerned about] school pride from within,
aware of everything. . . . Handles student situations on a compassionate
level. . . . Closest, warmest faculty I ’ve worked with in 16 years. We enjoy
each other, and [it’s] fostered by the administration. (Judy)
Perhaps one of the strongest pieces of evidence that showed what Jocelyn’s
leadership was about was the Principal’s Message (reproduced as follows) that
appeared in the front of the Student/Parent Handbook. I recognized the words as
belonging to her and I heard her sweet, kind voice as I read through them.
Summary
Jocelyn’s leadership is most accurately characterized as caring, especially
caring about students and City High School itself. It seemed that in everything she
did. the effect it would have on the students who were presently attending City as
well as its future students was uppermost in her mind. Her pride in her work was
reflected in the school pride she had begun to instill in students, faculty, and
community alike.
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PRINCIPAL’S MESSAGE
Welcome to City High School where "Everybody is Somebody!" Your
avenue for success at City is called "The City Wav!" The City Way
involves you. the teachers, the administrators, and your parents. The City
Way demands commitment, dedication, and single-mindedness to drive
toward excellence on the part of each group.
For you. excellence is achieved through daily attendance, self
motivation, self discipline and a cooperative spirit. This means that you
accept the responsibility for your own learning. Your teachers will assist
by directing your learning process and encouraging you at every
opportunity.
My job is that of the principal-teacher. I am assisted by two assistant
principal-teachers. Together we provide leadership for your educational
experiences.
Finally, your parents provide the most vital link in your chain of
educational experiences. It is essential that your parents monitor your
progress and provide an environment that is conducive to greater
achievements. Parents are encouraged to participate in every aspect of
your educational process in include the reinforcement of the City Way’s
rules of personal conduct.
In conclusion, be aware that your mind is an awesome power that can
transform your life. Let us at City assist you with the transformation!

She was genuinely concerned about the personal lives of her students and
staff. She had an appreciation for teachers’ individual responsibilities and was a
support person for them. She showed appreciation to everyone—custodial staff,
clerical staff, students, teachers, central office personnel. Her kindness was
celebrated.
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The staff and faculty appeared to be close. Although Jocelyn reported that
she did not socialize with the faculty, she in fact did. She attended church with
some of them, and her many appreciation gestures were social in nature (e.g.,
luncheons, bar-b-ques, fish fries, baby showers). Some of the faculty even
attributed the collegiality among themselves to Jocelyn's leadership. Everyone
seemed to genuinely like Jocelyn as well as admire and respect her.
In an attempt to paint a picture of Jocelyn’s leadership, 1 have triangulated
several data collection techniques. Those techniques take my perspective, the
perspectives of others, Jocelyn’s self-perception, and a few documents to offer a
description o f how she is leading City High School. (See Table 5.11.)
Billie
Leadership Setting: Prairieview High School
Billie was the principal of Prairieview High School, which lay in a rural town
situated among chemical plants and crawfish farms and located along the western
shores of the meandering Mississippi River. Prairieview High had a 9-12 grade
configuration with a total student population of 750 and was divided about evenly
between the number of White students (52%) and the number of Black students
(48%). Prairieview was a traditional high school divided into seven class periods a
day with two lunch shifts. It offered several extracurricular activities, athletic as
well as not-athletic.
The racial make-up of the faculty represented that of the students. There was
a total of 55 teachers, divided evenly along gender lines. There were four to five
special education teaching assistants, a clerical staff of three, and a custodial staff of
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three. There was one assistant principal in charge of discipline, and another in
charge of instruction (API).
The school was located on the outskirts of town, past the ferry landing, the
public library, the National Guard Armory, the civic center, the hospital, and a dairy
farm. The building was fairly new, imposing on what must have once been a big
meadow used for grazing cattle. The modem starkness was anachronistically placed
amid the pastoral setting. The school complex was large.

The carpeted, graffiti-

free one-story building was ten years old and had relatively recent technology for a
school: TV in every classroom in which Channel One appeared daily, large
computer lab, on-line capacity on library computers, and well-equipped science and
math laboratories. (The business that had adopted PHS in the Adopt-A-School
program was Dow Chemical.)
Inside the school smelled of chalk and dust-mop oil. The office was placed
in the center of the school. It had two doors, an "In" and an "Out" which opened
into the hall. There were two windows so that one could see what was going on in
the office without ever having gone in. The main office was approximately 20’ X
20’ in size with smaller offices (about 8’ X 8’) off to the side. Everyone was
greeted in the office by a long, butterscotch formica topped counter.
Billie’s office was one of those offices off to the side. She had a desk, a
rolling chair, two dining-table-like chairs in front of her desk, a withering plant in
the comer, a bookshelf with some personal knick-knacks, and a small, separate
computer work station directly behind her desk. She had a large window dressed
with a mini-blind that mostly stayed up and looked out over the faculty parking lot
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and main highway . There were books and papers everywhere. There were a
couple of cardboard boxes with books, papers, guidelines, etc. haphazardly placed.
The office had a "just moved in, but not settled" look about it; it still appeared to be
in the unpacking phase, but was not the case since Billie moved into this office two
years ago at the start of her principalship at PHS.
My initial impressions of the school environment were mixed. The quiet
outside more or less had lulled me into an expectation of a quiet inside. While I
found the halls to be virtually noise free (even during class changes), there was an
uneasiness I sensed much like I had experienced standing on my porch in the gentle
breeze that preceeded Hurricane Andrew. My intuition was not unfounded. The
faculty and staff were cordial, but not friendly with Billie as well as among
themselves.
There were many hushed conversations in the teachers’ lounge, in hallways,
and in the women’s restroom. While in the teachers’ lounge one day, a group of
teachers on their planning period was conversing with one of the clerical staff over a
large vegetable tray and bowls of snack mix on the table. The teacher asked the
secretary, "Where’s Billie?" The secretary rolled her eyes, and said she went to get
the mail, "I think." Then the teachers began to speculate as to where she "really"
was.
On another day in the teachers’ lounge during the first lunch shift, the Teen
Spirit Club was sponsoring a lunch in appreciation of all the teachers at PHS. The
meal consisted of Popeye's fried chicken and side orders that club members or their
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parents had made at home then brought to school. The sponsor of the Teen Spirit
Club announced.
One boy's mama called me this morning to say, "If the tortillas aren’t good,
it’s not my fault ’cause my son made ’em."
There was laughter at this, and then the chit-chat switched to discourse with sexual
undertones. No one seemed uncomfortable. The laughter continued and built to a
climax. This occurred when the chicken supply diminished. Apparently, according
to the Teen Spirit Club sponsor, another teacher had sneaked into the lounge during
the laughter and commotion and stolen an entire box of the fried chicken. The good
time ended, and people got angry, especially those who had not yet eaten.
At this point there began to be verbal speculations as to who would have
stolen the chicken. Also there was an assessment of who had eaten and how many
pieces. People begin whispering to each other and suspiciously cutting their eyes at
others. (I was reminded of Orwell’s Animal Farm.) The lunch bell sounded, and
everyone scattered not wanting to face those teachers on the second lunch shift.
Teachers offered me their take on this and other controversies at PHS.
Marion, a 30 something White algebra and geometry teacher at the school for six
years, said:
That (chicken incident) was nothing. That shit goes on around here all the
time. You oughta’ see the faculty meetings, uglv. . . . These people are so
disrespectful. . . . I thought it [the environment] was bad when Dr. X.
(former principal) was here, but with Billie, it has gotten worse. People
don’t respect her. they are unhappy, and their unhappiness shows in these
explosions against each other.
Belinda, a young White chemistry teacher who had been at Prairieview for
three years, said:
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Not everybody is held accountable the same way, depends on what color you
are and who you friends with on the school board.
Helen, a middle-aged African American woman who had been teaching
algebra at PHS for 21 years and whose own three children attended PHS. said:
It [environment] changes. Relaxed to some point. Not a lot o f tension like
in the news at other schools. Something’s missing. I don’t know what it is.
Even though we’re integrated, we seem separated. Kids been together a long
time, but still separated.
Mrs. Norman, a substitute hired to take the place of the home
economics teacher who had become ill suddenly during the school year, told me
about an incident that nearly made her leave and not come back to PHS.
I had sent a girl to the science lab to borrow some towels to clean up a big
mess spilled in the kitchen. All our towels were in the laundry way out in
the gym, so I ask A. to just run across to Mrs. O .’s ’cause I knew she had
some. Not only would she not give A. the towels, she told her to "Tell Mrs.
Norman to carry her fat White ass to the dryer and get her own towels."
Nothing happened. Not one thing has been done about that, and if weren’t
for leavin’ all these girls hanging with no home ec. teacher, I wouldn’t be
here ’cause my "White fat ass" don’t need this job.
If Billie had been bothered by the extent of the conflict among the staff
(which far exceeded any that students reported or that I saw among them), she gave
no indication.
When I asked students about the school environment, they reported several of
the faculty/staff conflicts and how they had been shared with students during class
time. Ashley, an 18 year old White senior girl who was a cheerleader, a student
council officer, and an office worker had this to say:
I don't like to come to school. There are things that make it stressful. . . .
My chemistry teacher comes in screamin’ every day about some fight she got
into with M r. H. [assistant principal] or how somebody’s messin’w/her.
Well. I ’d like to mess w/her. Look how she’s messin’ w/us. Takin’ up our
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class time to bitch and gripe, we don’t care about that. We got to leam
chemistry. We not gonna’ be ready for college. . . . She’s always screamin'
"This schools gonna’ lose the best science teacher they ever had if they don’t
quit messin’ with me." What I say? Can we please lose her?
Francesca, a 17 year old African American senior girl who was a
cheerleader, the student council president, and an office worker had this to say:
Boring [environment]. No one participates in school activity. . . . In some
classes, you leam, others, teachers say, "I’m tellin’ you this. Get it or too
bad.". . . I wish I could ’a been exposed to more, more clubs and
organizations like Youth Legislature and a Governor’s Ball. . . .
Not enough different kinds of classes offered either. I mean, say you don’t
want to take French, well, that’s all there is.
Traditional, teacher-directed instruction seemed to be the norm (although I
did observe an exciting Chemistry class in which they were tie-dying t-shirts). I saw
as well as heard about worksheets, workbooks, textbook work, lectures, and notes on
overhead transparencies. I looked through the copy requests daily, and saw mostly
teacher-made hand-written objective tests.
At PHS there was a steady flow of students in and out of the assistant
principal's office. Discipline problems seemed to be the result of a variety of
offenses. These offenses included: excessive tardiness, showing disrespect to
teachers, gum chewing, lack of preparation for class, and failure to comply with a
teacher’s disciplinary action.
Personal and Professional Identities
Billie was in her 40s. She had soft, curly brown hair, cut short. She was
tall and thin. She was always dressed in a suit or in a dress with a jacket and wore
heels. She wore a moderate amount of make-up and jewelry. She had a really nice
smile and a wonderful personality. She was White, a wife, a mother of an eight
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year old daughter and a 15 year old son (who attended PHS), a native of
Prairieview, and a community leader.
She had a Master's degree with 30 additional hours. She was certified in
business education, business and office education, cooperative office education,
English, supervision of child welfare and attendance, supervision of student teaching,
computer literacy, supervision of instruction, and administration. She had been at
PHS for 16 years. 14 as a business education teacher, and two as the principal. She
had administered the district summer school for four years. She had never taught
outside of the Prairieview public school district.
Originally Billie’s intention was to remain as the principal of Prairieview
High (according to Phase One results and the first three days I spent at PHS). She
shared with me many long-range plans for re-mapping the school’s instructional
focus and for refining a student conflict resolution program that had been started this
school year. However, during the second week in May (the week I was in the
school), the school board did not renew her two year contract. It appeared that
Billie had decided to resign from the position because of the extent to which the job
was impeding her family life. Even the local paper did a story with headlines that
read, "J. cites family, resigns as principal at PHS.") However, it was evident that
Billie was being allowed to resign. If she had not resigned, the board simply would
not have renewed her contract.
She told me that her contract would end on June 30, and that she and one of
the supervisors of instruction would then look at her options. One option that she
did not have for financial reasons was to leave paid employment altogether. She
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said she would consider an administrative position at the middle-school level, an
assistant principalship at the high school level, or would even return to the classroom
as a teacher at any school in the district, PHS included.
On my first day at Prairieview High School, I observed Billie by following
her throughout her day. Her schedule is outlined in Table 5.12.
Table 5.12
Principal’s Schedule: Day One, Prairieview High School.

Time Activity

7:00

Arrived at school, unpacked work she had taken home over the weekend

7:05

Greeted clerical staff and teachers as they signed in at main office,
introduced me

7:15

Spoke with guidance counselor about her schedule

7:20

Informal talk in main office

7:25

Got cup of coffee from teachers’ lounge

7:30

Hall duty as students come into building, brief chit-chat with teachers as they
go to their classrooms, greeted students, praised on Prom behavior and attire

7:35

Returned to her office, talked to me

7:45

Morning announcements over intercom

7:50

Answered questions of clerical staff, teachers

8:00

General discussion with me

10:30 Went to post office, school board office

(table con’d.)
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Time Activity

11:30 Returned phone calls regarding concessions, spring football game
11:40

Helped in main office while part of clerical staff went to lunch

12:35 Hall duty as students return from afternoon recess
12:40 Ate lunch in her office (sandwich from home), talked with me
1:00

Conference w/teacher concerning evaluation

1:15

Conference w/API concerning final exams

1:30

Conference with both assistant principals concerning end-of-year
schedule

1:50

Visit from central office personnel, her immediate supervisor-friendly chit
chat, discussion about textbooks, staff development

2:10

Discussion with me

2:20

Afternoon announcements over intercom

2:30

Hall duty as students leave school

2:35

Talked with teachers in the hall

2:45

Met with guidance counselor

3:00

More paper work and phone calls

3:30

More general talk with me

4:00

Left for home

About Leadership
The leadership characteristics that Billie had reported were most important in
terms of her own style of leadership at Prairieview High were (a) vision/goal setting,
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(b) instructional focus, and (c) nurturing staff/students. The importance Billie placed
on vision/goal setting and instructional focus was evident from my own observations
and my formal and informal interviews with teachers, students, and staff. There
seemed to be some conflict as to the importance that she self-reported regarding
nurturing staff/students in her leadership and what I learned from my own
observations and from talking to others.
The vision Billie had for the school was directly tied to its instructional focus.
Her vision was impressive. One of her intentions was to pilot a program beginning
with the incoming ninth grade class for block scheduling on alternated days and to
assign them to a team of teachers who would progress with them throughout their
four year stay at PHS. Her hope was that eventually all students would be mentored
through community-like class situations that relied on large team-taught concepts, in
this program, she intended to include a self-esteem program that would also grow
with the changing needs of the student. Basically, her vision was to educate the
whole child or adolescent.
To prepare staff for this change, which many seemed reluctant to get excited
about. Billie implemented an intensive staff development campaign. With additional
funds she had obtained from grant writing and local underwriters, she had been able
to send every teacher on the staff to schools throughout the nation that had
implemented similar programs.
I have to say that the one good thing she’s been able to do are these field
trips she’s sent us on to other schools. I think we’ve got some problems we
need to take care of first before we can implement any of those ideas.
(Marion)
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She talks a good game. Her intentions are sincere. She’s got some great
ideas. . . . She just doesn't follow through. She lives in a dream world. She
doesn't want to admit that anything is her fault. . . . Her ideas are great, she
just doesn't have the leadership skills to carry them through. (Dee)
This applied algebra course is one example of the vision Billie has for this
school. This course is teaching math to kids who didn’t think they could
leam math. It’s hands on, and to tell you the truth, I think: they are learning
more about algebra than the "regular" classes. They can tell me ’why’ in
their own words. (Helen)
This vision she has is just a buncha’ crap. . . . The whole idea of integrated
planning is great, but there’s no leadership to show us how to do it. . . . We
went on site visits and sure it’s productive, but that stuff won’t work here.
(Belinda)
Billie had implemented an action plan with long-term as well as short-term
objectives in expanding the vision of PHS. A committee of teachers had volunteered
to come in during the summer to help the administration in formulating action plans
which were based on a district-wide mission.

MISSION STATEMENT
The mission of the Prairieview School System is to strive to develop
life-long learners who are contributing members of the community by
implementing programs to train school-based staff in assisting students in
the development of decision-making skills and self-discipline; providing on
going staff development and support for teachers in creating relevant,
actively engaging learning activities; and engaging parents and the
community in the support and activities o f the school.

The students were informative regarding vision/goal setting in Billie’s
leadership. Rachel, a quiet African American girl said:
They give you papers and ask for your suggestions about issues to make you
feel like you’ve had some input in formulating the vision of this school, but if
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it’s not what the faculty wants, they just ignore it. but always go back and
claim, "We gave you a chance to have your say-so."
Francesca added:
Mrs. J. has sometimes listened to us and did what we wanted. We got to
have a senior lock-in in the gym and she stayed with us. We wanted to have
some senior dress-up days and she let us. Now maybe they’ll have ’em next
year—and they’ll have us to thank for that!
And Ashley said in regard to Billie’s vision/goal setting:
Mrs. J. doesn’t know what she’s doin’ .
When I asked the students about the instructional focus of the school, they
were quite critical. However, they did not blame Billie for that. Rather they found
fault with the teachers who they thought for the most part were unwilling to create
innovative lessons. In fact the senior girls talked about how much they had enjoyed
Billie’s classes when she had been their business English teacher. The general
consensus among them was that she had been a much better teacher than a principal.
When I asked for an explanation, they said:
Well, she has the ability to be a good leader. I just don’t think teachers give
her as much respect as they would a man. Some teachers feel above her.
(Francesca)
When I had her class, we used to talk about stuff-the whole class-about what
was wrong with the school and stuff. She would listen and give us good
advice, I thought. But now, she doesn’t have time to talk. She still cares,
but she’s never in her office. . . . I f you need to talk to somebody, somebody
should be there. (Ashley)
In general the students did feel that she cared about them and about the
school, but had "little time to actually show it" (with the exception of the lock-in;
the Prom; and her attendance at all basketball and football games, and programs and
banquets of every school organization all held at night!).
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Although Billie had indicated that she considered nurturing staff and students
to be one of her most important leadership characteristics, she would have been more
on target in selecting caring. Even teachers who thought she was an ineffective
leader said they thought she really cared about the school and about its students.
They did not necessarily feel that she cared about them as much. They definitely did
not feel nurtured, and I collected little evidence except for some of the students’
comments to support her claim regarding nurturing. I did see and hear how very
much she cared about the success of PHS and its students.
In my conversations with Billie, I heard the ambivalence she felt regarding
her own leadership.
I try to emphasize in my leadership for people to be happy. I want a happy
school. I want people to want to come to work with me. I try to be positive
and to care and not to be swayed by my own personal stuff. . . . Teachers
may see me as soft. . . . Coming to school is not a chore. I despise power
plays and fights with teachers. . . . But I think they should get on the child’s
level. I don’t ask them to do anything I haven’t already done as a teacher. .
. . I don’t think discipline is punishment. Kids have to buy in to what you
are. . . . I do want to support teachers, but I think we should work with
students, not just kick them out. . . . The hardest part is dealing with the
teachers. Kids and parents are not the problem. . . . Transition to another
philosophy is the problem. Some come to draw the paycheck. . . . I get
along with the faculty and staff. There’s not one person I can’t work with. .
. . I consider myself a resource. I don’t think anyone doesn’t like me. . . .
I ’m in transition, especially with discipline. Teachers don’t appreciate my
style of discipline. Teachers are still learning my philosophy. One-third of
the teachers really want to be punitive. I say to them "Grow up.". . .My
philosophy is probably not popular. Teachers need to talk to kids. Many
don’t know how to. Some teachers want to police these kids to death. We’re
picking these fights with them. To what degree are we educating them? . . .
I would like teachers to become more autonomous, to write new courses. I
don't know how to get them to that point. . . . Adults are not accepting of
individuals’ situations. Jealousy, I guess. Everyone knows everybody’s
business-hard to be flexible. I feel caught in the middle.
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Summary
I genuinely liked Billie. She had a warm personality. In spite of the fact that
none of the teachers thought she was doing a good job as the school principal, most
of them liked. Some had known her all of their lives. Most had respected her
immensely as a teacher. Students liked her and respected her to a certain extent.
The general consensus was that she genuinely cared about her work as an educator.
She was an ineffectual principal from all indications. However, she seemed
to be in the midst of much ineffectiveness that had been present at Prairieview High
School prior to her role as its principal. There was some deeply-embedded racial
tension among faculty and staff. There was little pride in the school among the
students. (Ail of the students had told me they would not send their own children to
PHS.) The faculty was so enmeshed in its own misery that it would have to be
unraveled first in order to begin instructional innovation (and renovation). And the
central office was very reluctant to allow any principal to function autonomously.
In other circumstances. Billie could be a successful leader. Although she
indicated otherwise, perhaps she will leave Prairieview to realize her true potential as
an educational leader.
In an attempt to paint a picture (however bleak it may be) of Billie’s
leadership, I have triangulated several data collection techniques. Those techniques
combine my own as well as others’ perspectives regarding the leadership of
Prairieview High School. (See Table 5.13)
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CHAPTER SIX: SEARCHING FOR A CULTURE OF FEMALE LEADERSHIP:
SINGLE-CASE AND CROSS-CASE ANALYSES
Single-Case Analyses
Marla’s Leadership
Domain Analyses. I began to try to understand the interpretations o f Marla’s
leadership through domain analysis. I chose to look at leadership as a domain as a
starting point, so that I could begin to figure out where to go next. The domain
analysis is illustrated in Appendix K.
Constructing a domain of the various characteristics important to Marla’s
leadership style proved to be a good place to start at the time what seemed to be
a search for a needle in a haystack. Next I took all the included terms of this initial
domain then looked at each one of them as individual cultural dom ains. This
allowed me to identify the elements present among Marla’s leadership at Elm Grove
School. However, to understand how they were related, I needed to explore the
taxonomy within which those elements were situated.
Taxonomic Analysis. In the taxonomic analysis of Marla’s leadership, I
examined the relationships among her leadership characteristics. From that
taxonomic analysis came a schematic representation of Marla’s leadership which is
outlined below.

MARLA’S LEADERSHIP

(is a pan of)
1. Vision/goal setting
1.1. Collaboration
1.1.1. Campus action plans
1.1.2. Motivational/incentive programs
1.1.3. Job shadowing
1.1.4. Staff development
159
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1.1.5. Mission statement
2. Honesty
3. Caring
3.1. Nurturing staff and students
3.1.1. Focus on students
3.1.1.1. Chaperoning field trips
3.1.1.2. Talking w/parents
3.1.1.3. Candy to kids
3.1.1.4. Playing games w/students
3.1.2. Nurturing staff
3.1.2.1. Familiarity w/staffs personal lives
3.1.2.2. Appreciation gestures
3.1.2.3. Participating in faculty socials
3.1.3. Physical plant maintenance
3.1.3.1. Landscaped flower beds
3.1.3.2. Freshly painted buildings
3.1.3.3. Mowed grass
3.1.3.4. Graffiti-free restrooms
3.1.3.5. Potpourri scent
3.1.3.6. Litter-free campus
3.1.4. Verbal praise
3.1.5. Personal inquiry
3.2. Resource for teachers
3.2.1. Disciplinarian
3.2.2. Money manager
3.2.3. Instructional evaluator
3.3. Listening
3.4. Sense of humor
4. Communication
4.1. Daily memos
4.2. Student newsletters
4.3. Parent newsletters
4.4. Bulletin board notices
4.5. Personal communication in classrooras/halls/lounge
4.6. Office conferences
4.7. Faculty meetings
4.8. Monthly calendars
4.9. Weekly updates
4.10 E-mail
4.11 Fax
4.12 Phone
5. Authority
5.1. Position of power
5.2. "Aura of business"
5.3. Staff/teacher evaluation
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5.3.1. Professional growth plans
5.3.2. Teacher portfolios
5.3.3. Classroom observations
5.3.4. Written evaluations
5.4.5. Evaluation conferences
5.4. Assessing students
5.5. Making decisions
6. Self-confidence
7. Risk taking
7.1. Ostrich farming
7.2. Field trips
Componential Analysis. The last analysis I did on Marla’s leadership
juxtaposed each cultural category in various cultural domains along dimensions of
contrast. Paradigms M .l. through M .7. illustrate the findings of these analyses.
The first column contains the members of a domain. The row of spaces opposite it
contains the attributes associated with it. Each column of attributes represents a
dimension of contrast, that is, any dimension of meaning on which some or all the
cultural categories contrast.

CULTURAL
D O M A IN

DIMENSIONS OF CONTRAST

CULTURAL
CATEGORY
Paradigm M .l.

AU TH O R ITY

Personal

position power
"aura of business"

X
X

teacher evaluation
student assessment
making decisions

Position

X
X
X
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Paradigm M.2.
VISION/GOAL SETTING

Targets students

Targets teachers

collaboration

X

campus action plans

X

motivational/incentive
programs

X

job shadowing

X

X

staff development

X
X

mission statement

Paradigm M .3 .
Staff

Students

X

X

X

appreciation
gestures

X

X

candy to
students

X

NURTURING

Tangible

physical plant
maintenance

Intangible

X
X

field trips

X

faculty socials

X

X

verbal praise

X

X

X

personal inquiry

X

X

X
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Paradigm M .4.
COMMUNICATION

Verbal

Non
verbal

Formal

Informal

T

X

X

s

daily memos

X

student
newsletters

X

X

X

parent
newsletters

X

X

X

bulletin board
notices

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

personal
conversation

X

office
conferences

X

X

X

X

faculty
meetings

X

X

X

X

monthly
calendar

X

X

X

X

weekly
update

X

X

X

X

Note: T. =Targets teachers and/staff, S. =Targets students

Paradigm M .5 .

RISK TAKING

School related

field trips

X

ostrich farming

Personal

X
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Paradigm M .6.
PHYSICAL PLANT
MAINTENANCE

Marla

Custodial
Staff

landscaped
flower beds

X

painted
buildings

X

mowed
grass

X

graffiti-free
restrooms

X

potpourri
scent

X

litter-free
campus

X

working play
ground equipment

X

Note: "Marla" and "Custodial staff" categorize who actually performs the
related tasks.
Paradigm M .7 .

M ARLA’S LEADERSHIP

PM

M

vision/goal setting

X

X

honesty

X

caring

X

communication

X

authority

X
X

nurturing

X

staff evaluation

X

X

Note: P M = A postmodern interpretation, M = A modem interpretation
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Cultural Themes. From these dimensions of contrast, I was able to
begin to see some cultural themes emerging from Marla’s leadership. Her leadership
was largely focused on caring, with priority awarded to students rather to faculty and
staff. While instructional focus was important, she gave it no greater priority than
the emotional and psychological foci of students’ development.
Teachers had limited autonomy in the school. Marla relied on her position
power to support most of her authority. Even if some faculty/staff disagreed with
her philosophy, Marla was able to maintain it because of the authority she carried as
principal.
The students perceived the school environment as basically conflict-free.
Teachers felt underlying conflict, but could not provide tangible examples. A large
part of the school’s staff conflict had little to do with Marla’s leadership, and more
to do with clashing personalities. In essence, to be a student at Elm Grove School
seemed to be a slightly more satisfying than to be a teacher.
Sandy’s Leadership
Domain Analyses. The first domain analysis was of Sandy’s leadership itself.
I selected the included terms based upon Phase One data, Sandy’s interview, my
observations, student interviews, teacher interviews, and documentation. The
domain analyses for Sandy are illustrated in Appendix L. In those domains, I
converted the included terms of Domain S .l. into cultural domains themselves. I
also include some cultural domains I found along the way that I had not provided as
included terms in the initial domain I constructed on Sandy’s leadership. To
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understand their relationships, I looked at the taxonomy within which those elements
were situated.
Taxonomic Analyses. I discovered two taxonomies among the semantic
relationships of the domains of Sandy’s leadership. One was based on is a part of.
and the other was based on is a result of. A schematic representation of these
taxonomic analyses might look cyclical because of the way they built on and relied
upon each other. The taxonomies, Taxonomy S .l. and Taxonomy S.2., are outlined
below.
Taxonomy S .l.
SANDY’S LEADERSHIP
(is a pan of)
1. Collaboration
1.1. Faculty meetings
1.2. Decision making
1.3. Field trip planning
1.4. Summer school preparation
1.5. Discipline deliberation
1.6. Team teaching
1.7. Independent projects
2. Risk-taking
2.1. Ditching central office meetings
2.2. Honesty
2.3. Taking students into your home
2.4. Home visits
2.5. Confronting the "isms"
2.6. Taking a stand in violation of policy
3. Competence
3.1. Communication
3.1.1. All school meetings
3.1.2. Faculty meetings
3.1.3. Personal conversations
3.1.4. Parent newsletter
3.1.5. Bulletin board notices
3.1.6. Mission statement
3.1.7. Student handbook
3.2. Knowledge of subject matter
3.3. Teacher expertise
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4. Nurturing staff and students
4.1. Verbal praise
4.2. Personal inquiry
4.3. Level assignments
4.4. Field trips
4.5. Instructional focus
4.5.1. Mentoring students
4.5.2. Serving as a substitute teacher
4.5.3. Assisting in classroom teaching
4.5.4. Directing independent projects
4.5.5. Mission statement
4.6. Respect
4.7. Honesty
4.8. Trust
6. Teacher satisfaction
6.1. Low turn over
6.2. Congenial work environment
6.3. Shared decision making
6.4. Resource allocation
6.4.1. Office Depot list
6.4.2. Fund Allocation
6.4.3. Substitute teaching
6.4.4. Central office liaison
6.4.5. Disciplinarian
6.5. Few student discipline problems
6.6. Enthusiastic learners

Taxonomy S.2.
SANDY’S LEADERSHIP
1. Community/cultural awareness
1.1. Parental support
2.1. Support of local businesses, churches
3.1. Students’ perceptions of school ownership
2. Teacher satisfaction
2.1. Low turn over
2.2. Congenial work environment
2.3. Shared decision making
2.4. Resource allocation
2.5. Few student discipline problems
2.6. Enthusiastic learners
3. Introspection
3.1. Violating policy
3.2. Risk-taking
3.3. Conflict
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Componential Analysis. In the final single-case analysis of Sandy’s
leadership I looked at each cultural category in selected domains along dimensions of
contrast. Paradigms S .l. through S.7. illustrate the findings of these analyses.
Paradigm S .l.

RISK-TAKING

Professional

Ditching central
office meetings

X

Honesty

X

Personal

X

Taking students
into your home

X

Home visits

X

Confronting the
"isms"

X

Taking a stand in
violation of policy

X

Paradigm S.2.
INSTRUCTIONAL FOCUS

Tangible

Intangible

S

Mentoring students

X

X

Serving as a
substitute teacher

X

Assisting in
classroom teaching

X

X

Directing
Independent Projects

X

X

Mission Statement

X

T

X
X

X

Note: T=targets teachers, S=targets students
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Paradigm S.3.

NonVerbal

Formal

InFormal

s

T

COM M UNICATION

Verbal

All-school meetings

X

X

Faculty meetings

X

X

X

Personal
conversations

X

X

X

X

X
X

Parent
newsletter

X

X

Bulletin board
notices

X

Mission
statement

X

X

X

Student
handbook

X

X

X

X

X

Note: T = targets teachers, S = targets students
Paradigm S.4.

•

Tangible

Intangible

NURTURING

Staff

Students

Verbal praise

X

X

X

Personal inquiry

X

X

X
X

Level assignments

X

Field trips

X

X

Instructional Focus

X

X

Respect

X

X

X

Honesty

X

X

X

Trust

X

X

X
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Paradigm S.5.

INNO VATIO N

Individual

Honesty

X

Group

NonInstructional

Instructional

X

X

X

All-school
meetings
Collaborative
decision
making

X

X

X

X

X

Flexible
scheduling

X

X

X

Course
offerings

X

X

X

Teaching
techniques

X

Paradigm S.6.

RESOURCE
ALLOCATION

Instructional

Office Depot
list

X

Fund
allocation

X

Substitute
teaching

X

NonInstructional

Tangible

Intangible

X
X

X
X

Central office
liaison

X

X

Disciplinarian

X

X
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Paradigm S.7.
SANDY'S LEADERSHIP

PM

Collaboration

X

Risk-taking

X

Introspection

X

Instructional focus

X

Communication

X

Community/cultural awareness

X

Competence

X

Innovation

X

Nurturing

X

Sandy as a resource

X

Teacher satisfaction

X

M

X

Note: P M = A postmodern interpretation, M = A modem interpretation

Cultural Themes. A recurrent theme that kept appearing across the domain,
taxonomic, and componential analyses of Sandy’s leadership was that of
empowerment. The leadership characteristics that seemed to be most indicative of
her daily experiences included her as an empowerer to students and teachers alike so
that they could perform their best. And it seemed that the high teacher and student
satisfaction motivated Sandy to be even more of a resource, a mentor, a
communicator, a liaison, and a teacher; essentially her leadership empowered
teachers who empowered students who motivated Sandy to stay up nights longer and
to work harder to empower teachers to empower students . . . and thus on and on
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and on. The culture surrounding Sandy’s leadership existed within an ambience of
respect, trust, and honesty by and for teachers, students, and staff. Experiencing her
leadership was exhilarating and motivating.
Jocelyn’s Leadership
Domain Analyses. I began to explore the culture surrounding Jocelyn’s
leadership by doing a domain analysis of the characteristics identified as most
important in her leadership style. I selected the included terms based upon Phase One
data, Jocelyn's interview, my observations, student interviews, teacher interviews,
and documentation. This is Domain J .l. in Appendix M . Also in Appendix M are
Domains J.2. through J. 15. In those domains, I likewise converted the included
terms of Domain J. 1. into cultural domains. In order to understand how all these
terms were related, I began to explore the taxonomy within which they were
situated.
Taxonomic Analysis. In the taxonomic analysis of Jocelyn’s leadership, I
examined the relationships among her leadership characteristics. From that
taxonomic analysis came a schematic representation of Jocelyn’s leadership which is
outlined below.

JOCELYN’S LEADERSHIP
(is a pan of )
1. Caring
1.1. Communication style
1.2. Demeanor
1.3. Long hours
1.4. Community service
1.5. Faith/spirituality
1.6. Public relations
1.7. Nurturing staff & students
1.7.1. Genuine concern
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

1.7.2. Communication
1.7.3. Gestures of appreciation
1.7.4. Resources
1.7.5. Physical plant maintenance
1.7.6. Personal inquiry
1.7.7. Sharing confidentialities
1.8. Building school pride
Instructional focus
2.1. Student/parent handbook
2.2. Academic assemblies
2.3. Cultural/community awareness
2.4. Staff development
2.5. Teacher autonomy
2.6. Desire for creative teaching
2.7. Being a resource
Trust
3.1. Teacher autonomy
3.2. Honesty
3.3. Respect
3.4. Being informed
3.5. Being a resource
Collaboration
4.1. Scheduling activities
4.2. Some decision making
4.3. Teacher/staff evaluations
4.4. Some discipline
4.5. Event planning
Communication
5.1. Intercom announcements
5.2. Daily memos
5.3. Informal conversations
5.4. Confidential talks
5.5. Evaluation conferences
5.6. Student/parent handbook
5.7. School newspaper
5.8. Bulletin board notices
5.9. Notes in "mail" boxes
Community/cultural awareness
6.1. Public relations
1.6.1. Service organization memberships
1.6.2. Various committee memberships
1.6.3. Invitations to media to visit
1.6.4. Invitations to "celebrities" to visit
1.6.5. Hosting community events
1.6.6. Ties w/ area universities
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6.2. Ties to religious community
6.3. Communication
6.4. Respect for others
7. School environment
7.1. Safe
7.2. Peaceful
7.3. Litter-free
7.4. Beautiful
7.5. Well-kept
7.6. Inviting
7.7. Teacher/staff collegiality
7.8. Happy
7.9. Efficient
7.10.Student/teacher/stafF pride
8. Staff development
8.1. Faculty meetings
8.2. In-services
8.3. Workshops/seminars
8.4. Instructional support
9. Teacher autonomy
9.1. Trust
9.2. Respect for professionalism
9.3. Communication style
9.4. Competence
10. Vision/goal setting
10.1. Combatting negative images
10.2. Building student self-esteem
10.3. Promoting pride
10.4. Student/parent handbook
10.5. School environment
10.6. School art work
Componential Analysis. The final single-case strand of analyses I did to
interpret Jocelyn’s leadership contrasted each cultural category in selected cultural
domains across binary dimensions. Paradigms J.l. through J.8. illustrate the
findings of these analyses.
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Paradigm J .l.
CARING

About students

About teachers/staff

communication style

X

X

demeanor

X

X

long hours

X

X

community service

X

X

faith/spirituality

X

X

public relations

X

X

nurturing staff/students

X

X

building school pride

X

X

Paradigm J.2.

INSTRUCTIONAL
FOCUS

Targets
Teachers

Intangible

Targets
Students

Tangible

Student/Parent
handbooks

X

X

Academic
Assemblies

X

X

Cultural/community
awareness

X

X

Staff
development

X

X

Teacher
autonomy

X

X

Desire for
creative teaching

X

X
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Paradigm J.3.
Among
administration

COLLABORATION

Between administration
& teachers/staff
X

School activities
Decision-making

X

Teacher/staff
evaluations

X

Discipline

X

X

X
X

Event planning

Paradigm J.4.

NURTURING

Teachers/Staff

Students

Genuine concern

X

X

Communication

X

X

X

X

Gestures
of appreciation

X

X

X

X

Being a
resource

X

X

X

X

Physical plant
maintenance

X

X

X

Personal
inquiry

X

X

X

X

X

Sharing
confidentialities

Tangible

Intangible
X
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Domain J.5.

COMMUNICATION

Verbal

Intercom
announcements

X

NonVerbal

Formal

X

Daily
memos

Informal

T

s

X

X

X

X

X
X

Conversations

X

X

Confidential
talks

X

X

Evaluation
conferences

X

X
X

X

X

Student/parent
handbook

X

X

X

School
newspaper

X

X

X

Bulletin board
notices

X

X

X

Notes in
"mail" boxes

X

X

X

Note: T=targets teachers, S = targets students
Domain J.6.

VISION/GOAL SETTING

In-School Focus

Community Focus
X

Combatting negative images
Building student self-esteem

X

X

Promoting pride

X

X

Student/parent handbook

X

X

School environment

X

School artwork

X

X
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Paradigm J.7.

ENERGY HARNESSING

Teachers/staff

Students

motivation

X

X

incentives

X

X

gestures of appreciation

X

X

kindness

X

X

respect

X

X

expectations

X

X

role modeling

X

X

Paradigm J.8.
M

JOCELYN'S LEADERSHIP

PM

Caring

X

Instructional focus

X

Collaboration

X

Communication

X

Community/cultural awareness

X

Energy harnessing

X

X

Public relations

X

X

Nurturing

X

School environment

X

Teacher autonomy

X

X

Note: P M = A postmodern interpretation, M = A modem interpretation
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Cultural Themes. Pride was the underlying theme in Jocelyn’s leadership—
pride in one’s culture and community, pride in one’s work, pride in one’s self. Her
leadership focused on rekindling a suppressed pride at City High School and its
community. CHS had undeservedly earned a negative history because of
stereotypical prejudices. Jocelyn was working hard to eliminate the contagion of
bias, targeting internal and external factors simultaneously.
Jocelyn’s leadership accentuated positive attributes of students, staff, teachers,
and community. Everyone felt her sincerity. No job was too small or too large for
this woman. Her leadership was about creating opportunities for students to be
proud of themselves (and in spite of the fact that they felt they did not have enough
dances!), and they were proud of themselves and their school. Jocelyn s leadership
required students at City High School to self-reflect, the first step toward fulfilling
their not only their academic, but life-long potential.
Billie’s Leadership
Domain Analyses. I began to understand the interpretations of Billie’s
leadership style by first examining her leadership itself as a cultural domain. Its
included terms were the leadership characteristics I saw emerge from the Phase One
data, my conversations with Billie, the formal and informal teacher/staff/student
interviews I had conducted, and the observations I had made while at Prairieview
High School. Domain B .l. represents the analysis I did using Billie’s leadership as
the cover term. Domains B.2.-B. 11. are the ones that emerged later. (These
domain analyses are illustrated in Appendix N .) However, in order to understand
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how they were related, I needed to explore the taxonomy within which those
elements were situated.
Taxonomic Analysis. In the taxonomic analysis of Billie’s leadership, I first
examined the relationships among the included terms in the leadership domain
(Domain B .I.). From that taxonomic analysis came an expanded version which
included other domains. The schematic representation of the final taxonomic
analysis of Billie’s leadership is outlined below.

B ILLIE ’S LEADERSHIP
(is..a-panjaf)
1. Caring
1.1. Disciplinary approach
1.1.1. "Convert to teachable moment"
1.2. Long hours
1.3. Parental role
1.4. Teacher/staff friendships
1.5. Educational philosophy
1.6. Listening to students’ voices
1.7. Instructional focus
1.7.1. Staff development
1.7.1.1. School site visits
1.7.1.2. Required participation
1.7.1.3. In-services
1.7.1.4. Workshops/seminars
1.7.1.5. Conferences
1.7.1.6. Teacher sharing
1.7.1.6.1. Some team teaching
1.7.1.7. University coursework
1.7.1.7.1. Primarily educational administration
1.7.2. Vision/goal setting
1.7.2.1. Instructional focus
1.7.2.2. Student growth & development
1.7.2.3. Conflict resolution among students
1.7.3.1. Peer remediation
1.7.2.4. Technology
1.7.2.5. Parental involvement
1.7.2.6. Vocational preparation
1.7.3. Resource allocation
1.7.3.1. Funds
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1.7.3.2. Supplies
1.7.3.3. Technology
1.7.4. Traditional teaching & assessment methods
1.8. Previous teaching position
Communication
2.1. Morning announcements
2.2. Afternoon announcements
2.3. Parent newsletters
2.4. Evaluation conferences
2.5. "Edicts" of non-compliance
2.6. Faculty meetings
2.7. Conversation
2.8. Individual room-to-room intercom
2.9. School district observation form
2.10. Personal inquiry
2.11.. Superficial exchange
Accountability
3.1. Sign-in sheets
3.2. Weekly lesson plans
3.3. Quarterly grade distributions
3.4. Parent contact evidence
3.5. Student remediation evidence
3.6. Louisiana Effective Schools program
3.7. Extracurricular attendance surveying
3.8. Teacher evaluations
3.9. Classroom observations
Conflict
4.1. T eacher/staff/administration
4.2. Teacher/student
4.3. Teacher/teacher
4.4. Principal/central office
School environment
6.1. Physical plant maintenance
6.1.1. Clean restrooms
6.1.2. Minimal graffiti
6.1.3. Some campus litter
6.1.4. Neglectful lawn maintenance
6.2. "Modern"
6.3. Transitional
6.4. Unhappy
6.5. "Explosive"
6.6. "Relaxed"
6.7. Racial tension
6.8. "Boring"
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Componendal Analysis. The final single-case analysis on Billie's leadership
was a contrast of some of its characteristics. I contrasted each cultural category in
selected cultural domains along some binary dimensions. I illustrate those findings
in Paradigms B .l. through B.6. below.

Paradigm B .l.
Informal

T

s

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

COMMUNICATION

Verbal

morning
announcements
afternoon
announcements
parent
newsletters
evaluation
conferences

Non
verbal

X
X

"edicts" of
noncompliance

X

Formal

X

X
X

X

X

X

conversation

X

X

X

X

faculty
meetings

X

X

X

X

room-to-office
intercom

X

X

X

school district
observation form

X

X

X

X

personal
inquiry

X

X

X

superficial
exchange

X

X

X

X

Note: T. =Targets teachers and/staff, S. = Targets students
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Paradigm B.2.
VISION/GOAL SH ITIN G

Targets
students

instructional focus

X

student growth & development

X

conflict resolution among students

X

technology

X

staff development

X

parental involvement

X

vocational preparation

X

Targets
teachers/staff

Paradigm B.3.

CARING

About students

About teachers

Disciplinary approach

X

X

Long hours

X

Parental role

X

Teacher/staff friendships

X

Educational philosophy

X

Students' voices

X

Instructional focus

X

Vision/goal setting

X

Staff development

X

Previous teaching position

X

Resource allocation

X

X
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Paradigm B.4.
In
tangible

p

AP

ACCOUNTABILITY

Tangible

sign-in sheets

X

weekly lesson plans

X

X

quarterly grade distributions

X

X

parental contact

X

X

X

student remediation

X

X

X

Effective Schools program

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

extracurricular attendance
teacher evaluations

X

classroom observations

Note: P=held accountable by principal, AP=held accountable by
assistant principal

Paradigm B.5.
SCHOOL ENVIRONM ENT

Student(s)
Perspective

physical plant maintenance
"modem"

X
X

X
X

transitional
unhappy

Teacher(s)
Perspective

X

X

"explosive"

X

"relaxed"

X

"boring"

X
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Paradigm B.6.
BILLIE'S LEADERSHIP

PM

Caring

X

Instructional focus

X

Vision/goal setting

X

Communication

X

(rtutfauil

X

X

(lad M n /iaff)

X

Accountability
Conflict Resolution b u ta u i

X

Resource allocation

X
X

School environment
Staff development

M

X

X

Note: PM=Postmodem interpretation, M =M odem interpretation

Cultural Themes. Spradley (1979) wrote that a cultural theme of an
ethnography might be like the moral of the story. Billie’s story offers several
possibilities, such as, "Never become a principal in a school in which you were a
teacher." "You can’t go home again," or "If you don’t know what you’re doing,
fake it." In Billie’s own criteria, "I just want to have a happy school," she was less
than successful. She was not happy. Teachers and staff persons were not happy.
The central office was not happy. Students were not happy.
She represented a tragic character. Although she did not die in the end of the
story, her leadership, nevertheless, did. Possibly her tragic flaw was disorganization
that spread from the unpacked boxes that created her never-really-settled or, as was
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so often mentioned, her transitional leadership. She had not transferred her
classroom leadership skills to the principalship. Her own identity was still that of a
classroom teacher, rather than that of a school teacher. In her attempt to remain
nurturing to students as she had done within her own classroom, she neglected to
nurture the teachers and staff of PHS. She undermined her own vision.
Cross-case Analyses
Componential Analysis
In determining a culture of female leadership, it is important to compare and
contrast the elements across the individual cultures I have begun to examine through
single-case analysis techniques. The paradigms I have generated in this
componential analysis identify cultural categories examined in the domain analyses
across Marla’s, Sandy’s, Jocelyn’s, and Billie’s leadership styles. Too, they illustrate
how the women’s leadership styles vary across domains according to dimensions of
contrast. These paradigms show how included terms in the overall domain of
leadership vary in importance from one woman's leadership practices to the next.
Paradigm A .I.

COMMUNICATION

Marla

Sandy

Jocelyn

Billie

Verbal

X

X

X

X

Nonverbal

X

X

X

X

Formal

X

X

X

X

Informal

X

X

X

X

Teacher/staff

X

X

X

X

Student

X

X

X

X
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Paradigm A.2.

CULTURAL CATEGORIES
OF LEADERSHIP

Marla

Sandy

Jocelyn

Billie

Vision/goal setting

X

X

X

X

Honesty

X

X

Caring

X

X

X

X

Communication

X

X

X

X

Authority

X

X

X

X

Self-confidence

X

Risk-taking

X

X

Nurturing

X

X

Physical plant maintenance

X

Staff evaluation

X

X

X
X

X

Collaboration

X

X

Instructional focus

X

X

Introspection

X

Community/cultural awareness

X

X

X

X

Competence

X

Innovation

X

Resource allocation

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Trust

X

Public relations
School environment

X

Staff development

X

Teacher autonomy

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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Paradigm A.2. Continued.

CULTURAL CATEGORIES
OF LEADERSHIP

Marla

Sandy

Jocelyn

Energy harnessing

X

X

X

Accountability

X

X

X

X

Conflict resolution

X

X

X

X(s)

Billie

Paradigm A.3.
COM M UNICATION

Marla

Sandy

Jocelyn

Billie

Verbal

X

X

X

X

Nonverbal

X

X

X

X

Formal

X

X

X

X

Informal

X

X

X

X

Teacher/staff

X

X

X

X

Student

X

X

X

X

Paradigm A.4.
NURTURING

Marla

Sandy

Jocelyn

Teachers/staff

X

X

X

Students

X

X

X

Tangible

X

X

X

Intangible

X

X

X

Billie

X

X
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Paradigm A.5.
VISION/GOAL SETTING

Marla

Sandy

Jocelyn

Billie

Targets students

X

X

X

X

Targets teachers/staff

X

X

X

In school focus

X

X

X

Community focus

X

X

X

X

Paradigm A .6.

AUTHORITY

Marla

Sandy

Jocelyn

Billie

Position power

>

<

<

<

Personal power

<

>

>

n/a

Note: > = greater than, < =less than
Paradigm A .7.

INSTRUCTIONAL FOCUS

Marla

Sandy

Jocelyn

Billie

Targets students

X

X

X

X

Targets teachers/staff

X

X

X

Tangible

X

X

X

X

Intangible

X

X

X

X

RISK TAKING

Marla

Sandy

Jocelyn

School related/professional

X

X

Personal

X

X

Paradigm A .8.
Billie
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Paradigm A.9.

LEADERSHIP

Marla

Sandy

Jocelyn

Billie

Caring

H

H

H

H

Physical plant maintenance

H

N/A

H

L

Staff/teacher evaluation

H

L

L

H

Collaboration

L

H

H

L

Self-reflection/introspection

H

H

H

L

Community/cultural awareness

H

H

H

H

Competence

H

H

H

H

Innovation

L

H

H

L

Teacher satisfaction

L

H

H

0

Trust

L

H

H

0

Energy harnessing

L

H

H

0

Public relations

H

H

H

H

School environment

H

H

H

L
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Paradigm A.9. Continued.

LEADERSHIP

Marla

Sandy

Jocelyn

Billie

Teacher autonomy

H

H

H

L

Accountability

H

H

H

H

Conflict resolution

L

H

H

H(s)

Note: H = A n important part of leadership
practice,
L=Plays a part in leadership practice,
but not a priority
0=Plays little to no part in leadership
practice
N /A =not applicable

Paradigm A. 10.

RESOURCE ALLOCATION

Marla

Sandy

Jocelyn

Billie

Instructional

X

X

X

X

Noninstructional

X

X

X

X

Targets teachers/staff

X

X

X

X

Targets students

X

X

X

X
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Paradigm A. 11. looks at the three characteristics each principal
reported as being most important in terms of her own leadership practices.

Paradigm A . 11.

SELF-REPORTED
MOST IMPORTANT
CHARACTERISTICS
OF LEADERSHIP

Marla

vision/goal setting

X

caring

X

honesty

X

Sandy

Jocelyn

X
X

collaboration

X

risk taking

X

instructional focus

X

self-reflection

X

X

nurturing staff
& students
trust

Billie

X

X
X

Cultural Themes
The cultural themes that emerged from looking at the interpretations
of Maria's, Sandy's, Jocelyn's, and Billie's leadership styles provided the
direction for my search of a culture of female leadership. Marla's leadership
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was about caring for students. She did care about the teachers and staff at Elm
Grove School as well, but students were her priority. With the exception of what
seemed to be a personal relationship with the school secretary, Mrs. Livingston, she
seemed to care about teachers and staff persons because of the importance she
assigned to caring about and nurturing the whole student—academically, emotionally,
psychologically. The authority afforded Marla came about primarily because of
position power. There were those who disagreed with her philosophy, but, because
she was the principal, those individuals acquiesced to her direction. The
environment in the school was stress-free, and it was productive for students in that
they met the goals of the school-to get "caught up" and return to their places in a
regular education setting. While it was productive for some teachers in that they
experienced satisfaction and fulfillment in their work, for others, this was not the
case.
The cultural theme recurring within Sandy’s leadership was empowerment.
The ultimate goal of Mathematics & Sciences Magnet was to support the unique will
of each boy and girl to develop as self-regulating and self-realizing individuals within
a democratic setting. One way to ensure that the vision was realized was by role
modeling, essentially being self-regulating and self-realizing adults. The philosophy
of Sandy’s leadership was based upon collaborative resourcefulness. She was an
"equal opportunity" nurturer. She knew that to neglect the nurturance of faculty and
staff was to neglect the nurturance of students. Her own words summarized the
culture that surrounded her leadership the best, "We are all learners, some are big . .
. and some are small."
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Pride was the cultural theme of Jocelyn’s leadership. She clearly had pride in
herself and in the work that she did, and modeled that for others. Jocelyn’s self
pride spread like a contagion. The teachers and the staff persons were all very
proud of the work they did at City High School. Student pride was evident. They
all talked about their brothers and sisters and mothers and fathers and grandmothers
and grandfathers and aunts and uncles who shared in the cultural tradition of City
High and future generations who would become a part of City.
Jocelyn used energy harnessing to instill "the City Way" among students and
staff and faculty. Because she had expectations of success in herself and others,
those expectations were realized. Jocelyn met the needs of nurturance to the entire
community with City High. There was great fulfillment among the individuals
there, no matter what their role. Because Jocelyn told individuals they were
successful, because she expected them to be successful, they were, and so was City
High School itself.
Although Billie seemed to genuinely care about the students at Prairieview
High, it was not enough. She was too focused on the students to the point of being
neglectful. Another moral of Billie's story might have been that she "couldn’t see
the forest for the trees." She, like others in the district, was not trusting (and
probably with good cause). The culture of her leadership was centered around
tragedy. Her potential to be an empowering leader was there; she just had been
unable to realize it.
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CHAPTER SEVEN: SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS
Introduction
Purpose
This study evolved because educational leadership theory is lacking in regard
to how it is that women principals lead high schools. There were several purposes
of this research. One purpose was to add the voices of women to the understanding
of leadership, specifically in regard to the leadership of high schools. Another
purpose was to provide a way of looking at educational leadership in terms of gender
and other components that go beyond the frameworks of organizational research. A
third purpose was to contribute to the scholarship related to females that is being
generated in regard to educational administration that will contribute to a greater
understanding of female leadership in general and at the secondary school level
specifically.
Components of Educational Leadership Theory
Characteristics that have been traditionally applied to women (e.g., caring,
nurturing, collaborative) have not been among the valued components of school
leadership theory. The components valued among leadership theory have come from
the modem literature on management and corporate structuring, that is,
characteristics that have traditionally been assigned to men (e.g., aggressiveness,
efficiency, authority). This body of literature comprises the dominant way of
looking at. teaching about, and putting into practice leadership theory, theory that
my research and others* (Blackmore, 1989; Cooper, 1995; Dillard, 1995; Lomotey,
1989; Shakeshaft. 1987; ) contends is bound by its roots in modernity to perpetuate
195
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the White male. Eurocentric, ruling class status quo. While some scholars in their
work on women in educational administration refer to this theory as patriarchal,
sexist, or androcentric. I choose to label it as "modem." because of its oppressive
ideology that extends to all marginalized people.
Modem leadership theory is the quintessential theory that is guiding school
administration. This theory advocates that successful school leaders look like
successful corporate leaders. This theory advocates that successful school leaders
look like middle to upper class White males. This theory came about by assuming
that those individuals in leadership positions defined what it is that leaders should do.
Few women and people of color have been able to enter the field of educational
administration because we did not look like potential leaders, that is White and male.
However Affirmative Action ensured some administrative positions for
women and people of color anyway. While women and people of color have gained
and are gaining in these positions, their contributions to leadership theory have
largely gone unrecognized. For the most part the dominant theory concerning school
leadership is still based upon organizational research that comes from the era referred
to as the "theory movement." This literature originating in the 1950s and 1960s
dichotomizes leadership between the needs of the organization and the concerns of
the individual. This leadership theory includes aggressiveness, authority, competitive
drive, formal modes of communication, coercion, control, and rationality among its
components of school leadership.
After almost 50 years of situating educational leadership among organizational
theories, what is emerging now are challenges to the exclusivity of organizational
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theorists to define leadership. I chose to categorize these approaches as postmodern
because not only are traditional leadership theories being questioned, but also are the
notions of modernity (triangular formations of power and knowledge of a privileged
Eurocentric culture) upon which these theories are based.
Components of leadership I identified among postmodern literature include
nurturance, collaboration, support, trust, caring, respect, and connectedness. These
characteristics have traditionally been applied to women, whereas the components of
modern leadership have typically been applied to men, juxtaposing modem
leadership as power over and postmodern as power with. (See Appendix A and
Appendix B for a list of modem and postmodern leadership characteristics and for
how I determined that list from the literature I reviewed.)
Looking At Leadership
Although alternate theories to organizational research are emerging, they are
not enough to challenge organizational research as the way to look at leadership in
terms of practice, theory, or training. Aspiring principals are exposed to the
leadership of school administrators primarily through graduate school courses on
leadership. The textbook that is overwhelmingly used in those classes is Hoy and
Miskel’s Educational Administration: Theory. Research, and Practice (1991). The
research presented in this textbook relies primarily on looking at schools through an
organizational perspective. Hoy and Miskel (1991) rely primarily on five theories or
concepts to teach leadership: Social Systems Model (Getzels & Guba, 1954, 1955,
1957), Leader Behavior Description Questionnaire (Hemphill & Coons, 1950, 1957),
Organizational Climate Description Questionnaire (Halpin. 1957; 1966), Theory of
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Leadership Effectiveness (Fiedler, 1967), and Theory of Human Motivation and
Self-Actualization (Maslow, 1968, 1970).'* These theories or concepts come from
research primarily regarding White males. The authors, all male, assume that the
experiences of males and females are the same, and thus research on males is
appropriate for generalizing to female experience (Shakeshaft, 1987). These studies,
like others located within what I call modern leadership theory,19 consider the male
perspective to be the universal perspective. The samples used in these studies were
primarily male.20 The studies were conducted in masculine worlds (corporate and
military settings). And these studies are written with sexist language, employing
masculine pronouns. The result is that "[leadership effectiveness has evolved from
a consciousness that prizes the drive to compete, to win, to beat everyone else"
(Shakeshaft, 1987, p. 161).

''Although she does not refer to Hoy & Miskel (1991), C. Shakeshaft highlights
these theories/concepts in her discussion of androcentric bias (Shakeshaft. 1987). I
determined that Hoy & Miskel (1991), published only five years ago, is the most
utilized textbook in university leadership courses through informal polling of
educational administration professors and publishing companies.
19I could cite more specific studies, but in looking at those studies, say, for
instance, more current ones on school leadership, I discovered that the underlying
premise is based on one or more of these five studies that Shakeshaft (1987) has
labeled as androcentric. In essence, we may be looking at an androcentric
momentum.
“During a required graduate course on organizational research, one of my
classmates asked the professor about these all-male samples (specifically Fiedler and
Getzels and Guba). My professor defended the generalizability of these studies by
explaining that when these studies were conducted, school leadership positions were
almost exclusively filled by men. Someone else then asked why we were still
looking at this research since more and more women are filling administrative
positions. Dr. X. defended his curriculum by maintaining that these studies were
"grounded in theory" and were considered to be The Bible of educational leadership.
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The effect that these studies of Biblical proportion had on the women who
have made it into positions of official leadership in schools is that their success is
measured in terms that are uncharacteristic of the female experience. Subsequendy
if women fail to meet the standards of "effective leadership," then they are not
considered to be successful leaders.
There seems to be a reluctance to look at school leadership, especially high
school leadership, from a female perspective. That is basically how and why my
research came about. By looking at women in the high school principalship and
hearing about and becoming a part of their daily experiences, essentially by
recording the culture(s) of female leadership, we can expand educational leadership
theory and practice and hopefully re-define educational leadership in terms of schools
rather than corporations.
Brief Review of Results/Findings
Phase One
My research was conducted in two phases. In Phase One, I began to broadly
examine issues of female leadership. I designed Phase One within a quantitative
framework, relying on a researcher constructed questionnaire. (See Appendix C.)
With the first part of the questionnaire, I gathered personal, professional, and
community information on 44 female high school principals in both urban and rural
settings in Louisiana. With the second part. I began to see the values these women
placed on various leadership characteristics that I had drawn from both modem and
postmodern literature. From the information these women provided I was able to
begin to address three of the questions with which I had started my study.
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Question One. What are leadership characteristics of women in high school
principalships? Like other feminists (Shakeshaft, M iller, Gilligan. Noddings,
Schmuck, Hurty and many others), I believe that it is impossible to separate the
public and private worlds that we live in. Therefore, in seeking to understand how
these women lead high schools, I needed to know about their professional and
personal identities, the communities they lived in, and what it was about their own
leadership that they valued.
From the responses to the questionnaire, I began to learn about 44 women
who were leading high schools. I saw the faces of African-American women and
White women, one Latina and one woman who reported her ethnicity as Spanish. I
saw women who were in their thirties, forties, fifties, and sixties. I saw married
women, divorced women, separated and widowed women. I saw women who had
never been married and one who was living with a partner, but was not married to
him or her. Thirty-six of these women were mothers, 17 of who had sent or were
sending their own children to the schools they were leading. Some of the women
were native to their communities. Some had been bom outside the community, but
now considered themselves to be a part of its membership. A few had labeled
themselves as transient. A majority reported that they socialized with their faculty
members outside of school.
These women encompassed a diversity of experiences. The majority of them
held a master’s degree with additional graduate work as well. They averaged 19
years of teaching experience and ten years of administrative experience. Although
most women had taught before in the school district that employed them as
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principals, few of them had taught in the same school. More than half of them had
been English or social studies teachers. Overwhelmingly they reported that they
were the first female to serve as principal of the school. The majority indicated that
they had no intentions of leaving the school for another educational position or for
any other reason before retirement.
They were in large schools, small schools, and middle-sized schools. They
had mostly African-American and White students in traditional, vocational,
alternative, and magnet schools with varying grade configurations.
Some had assistant principals. Some had large faculties, others small. They were a
very diverse group of women.
The self-reported values on different leadership characteristics I had
determined from the literature began to enlighten me as to the styles of the
respondents. Communication was the most recurring leadership characteristic
categorized as most important in the principals’ leadership styles. Instructional
Focus. Collaboration. Vision/Goal Setting, and Nurturing Staff and Students
followed to comprise a list of the top five most cited as most important to these
women's ways of leading high schools. Among those characteristics, all are highly
valued among what I label as postmodern leadership components. Only
communication and vision/goal setting are highly valued among modem leadership.
Question Two- Do women high school principals have common leadership
characteristics? What I found in Phase One supports what the postmodern literature
that is beginning to emerge is saying about leadership characteristics belonging to a
female culture. It appears from the information I gathered in Phase One that women
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do share some leadership characteristics. Many had similar personal and
professional traits. Some of the contexts in which their leadership occurred were
similar. In regard to the values they placed on various components within their own
leadership, the majority reported those components that are highly valued within the
postmodern literature. Time and again the women indicated they shared similar
leadership characteristics regarding communication, vision/goal setting, nurturing
staff and students, collaboration, caring, and instructional focus. Leadership
characteristics they indicated they placed little to no value on included
aggressiveness, authority, competitive drive, and staff evaluation.
j& fc S tia ilT h r e e .

Do female high principals bring components to leadership

that have not been defined before among leadership theory?
According to postmodern theory, collaborative relationships are important to
women’s ways of leading. Also, the focus of women principals tends to be in the
direction of teaching and learning, nurturing, and community building. Essentially
women leaders tend to operate under an ethos of care, often blurring the line that
separates their public and private selves. The women in Phase One indicated to
some extent that these notions held true for them as well. In the margins of several
questionnaires, these women went beyond responding to the items printed on the
survey. What they shared with me I had not seen in any of my leadership
coursework or encountered in most of the traditional theory about how to lead
schools. They talked about the importance of honesty, honesty with others, with
students, with themselves. They showed a sense of humor. They shared some of
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their frustrations. More than half of them requested a copy of my findings. These
women were leaders I had not seen in Hoy and Miskel (1991) (but should have).
Question Four. How do female high school principals interpret Jtheir own
leadership? From the information I received from the women in Phase One, I
concluded that these women viewed their leadership as an extension of their
classroom teaching. Many of the characteristics they had indicated they valued as
very important centered around an instructional focus. Several respondents
connected the characteristics nurturing staff and students and instructional focus in
the open-ended items, in their notes in the margins, and with marks along the list I
had provided of leadership characteristics (with arrows and marks such as * * * and
!!).
Phase Two
I designed Phase Two within a qualitative framework, specifically an
ethnographic one. I selected four women who were high school principals, and I
spent a week in their schools. I observed them. I followed them. I talked to them.
I got to know them. I talked with their faculty members and some of their other
staff. I got to know some of their students. I came away from the total four week
experience awed, overwhelmed, rejuvenated, impressed, and depressed. I invested a
great deal of myself in trying to understand the culture within which their leadership
was situated.
While the women I surveyed in Phase One provided me with a broad
understanding of the various leadership characteristics they employed, they were
unable to offer me a critical understanding of their daily lived experiences, that is.
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their culture. (Unfortunately because of the nature of objective data gathering,
sometimes a researcher has to forsake depth for breadth.) The four women I
ethnographically studied in the second phase of my research were able and did
provide me with a deeper understanding of female leadership at the high school
level. This understanding grew as I addressed the two questions I had designed for
Phase Two.
Question One. What is the culture that surrounds the daily lived experiences
of female high school principals?

From my experiences in Phase Two I was able to

concur with feminist claims (Ferguson, 1984; Gilligan, 1982; Noddings, 1984;
Shakeshaft, 1987) that there does appear to be a culture of female leadership. By
female culture I mean
"a distinctive sensibility, a style of life, set of values, as well as
activities, relationships, and cognitive and emotional predilections that are
present among women" (Lenz & Myerhoff, 1985, p. 7).
What Marla, Sandy, Jocelyn, and Billie taught me is that learning is a cultural norm
within that leadership. In a culture of female leadership learning is the focus, that
is, adults learning and as well as non-adults. Learning in a female culture is about
developing as a self-realizing and self-regulating individual. It is about supporting
the unique will of each individual in his or her development. It is about nurturance.
I saw what seemed to be a chain of caretaking in this female culture of
leadership. It was not about delegation. One individual could not fulfill his or her
potential (whether that was teaching math or cutting the grass or preparing food) in
isolation. Nurturing others created a momentum of caring that was necessary for
learning to take place. The principal nurtures the staff and teachers and students.
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The staff and teachers nurture the principal and the students. The students nurture
the principal and the staff and teachers. It is almost as if once this nurturing
momentum gets started, a school becomes a contained energy force that transforms
the triangular structure of school hierarchy into a big round ball, like a the Sun.
Flm Grove, Mathematics & Sciences Magnet, and City High were suns.
Prairieview was becoming a black hole. Marla, Sandy, and Jocelyn kept the
momentum going by nurturing students and staff. And in return they were
nourished. Billie, on the other hand, nurtured only students much as she had done
as a classroom teacher. She was not nurturing to her teachers and staff, and people
were not happy in her school.
Sandy, Marla, and Jocelyn are examples of how they had used their
knowledge of a female culture of leadership to succeed in spite of what they had
learned about what school leadership ought to be. Billie is an example of how in
spite of her competence, caring, and dedication to making a difference in the lives of
students, she was not able to succeed because of the traditional concept of school
leadership, how she thought she was supposed to lead and thus by which she
measured her success.
Billie was trying to imitate the male leader before her. She had kept his
office (even to the point of never having unpacked her things to replace his). She
dressed like he did—a feminine suit and tie. She kept his policies. She even kept his
faculty meeting agendas. She was trying to be a man in a job that needed her to be
a woman. She sabotaged her own vision for the school that was centered around
caring for students and promoting their instructional program by neglecting those
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individuals who had the power to help her realize not only her vision for the school
and its students but her leadership as well.
According to research that has been done on organizations, women are more
conscious of their behavior in a male dominated setting (Shakeshaft, 1987). Marla’s
faculty was entirely female. Sandy’s and Jocelyn’s were predominantly female.
Billie had a large number of male faculty members (equal in number to female
members). It seems she calculated every move that she made. And she was really
in search of some comfortable identity somewhere between maintaining her old
friendly teacher personna and adopting an authoritarian male facade. She failed on
both accounts, and alienated herself, not because of her leadership, but because of a
foreign leadership and a foreign language that she was not able to reconcile with her
own predilections.
What did I learn about female culture from these women? I learned that it is
powerful ("power-with-ful"); it is nurturing; it operates within an ethos of care; it is
about collaboration; it is about diversity; it is about democracy; it is about learning
about how to learn. I also learned (especially from Billie) that it does not coexist
within the culture of traditional leadership, that is masculine leadership. Some of the
norms of a female culture are not just unlike those advocated by modem leadership
theory, they are antithetical to its purpose, which I see as social Darwinism.
Qug§tiQ.n_Jw.Q. How are female high principals perceived as leaders by their
faculties and students? While individual perceptions vary somewhat, I think I can
make some generalizations about how the faculties as a group perceive these women
and how their students as a group perceive them.
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Marla’s faculty had a great deal of respect for her. They perceived her as a
source to their teaching, and they felt that she cared about them. They were keenly
aware of her authority as the principal and some adhered to hg£ policies and
philosophy because of the hierarchical nature of their relationship. They genuinely
liked her and felt they could trust her.
Marla’s students perceived her as Super Woman, almost. They felt the care
she had for them. They reported a good relationship with her. She nurtured them,
yet maintained her authority (personal and position). The students at Elm Grove
School were learning. They reported that they would leave Elm Grove with much
greater self-esteem and as a more competent student, and they attributed much of
their success to Marla's leadership.
Sandy’s faculty members were her co-workers in just about every sense of the
word. They perceived her as a really democratic school leader, one who sincerely
wanted and needed their contribution and cooperation to make the school realize the
vision collectively they had established for the school.
The students at Sandy’s school perceived her as a mentor, as a teacher, as a
"Jill-of-all-trades." They reported on the various tasks she performed and
commented frequently on her versatility. They perceived her to be nurturing and
sincere. They thought she was honest and an integral part of Mathematics and
Sciences Magnet.
Jocelyn's faculty members perceived a collegial relationship with her. They
often went to her for advice, and she to them. They perceived her high expectations
for them, and they transferred them to the students in their classrooms. They were
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all proud of the fact that they worked for Jocelyn at City High. Their respect and
admiration for her and her style of leadership was evident.
Jocelyn’s students reminded me of children who speak about their parents.
They were disgruntled somewhat at her restrictions on them (no dances, etc.), but
acquiesced to the fact that they were placed on the students for their own good.
They perceived her as strong, as committed, as proud. They acknowledged that her
personal characteristics were transforming the school itself and they were glad to be
a part of it.
Billie’s faculty and staff perceived her as incapable and unorganized. They
reported that her vision for the school was something that they could and that they
had all embraced, but they felt that basically she was overwhelmed with the job.
They reported that she had changed a great deal since leaving the classroom and
were saddened that they had lost such a good teacher to such an ineffectual principal.
Billie’s students wanted her back as a teacher. They perceived her as a
caring, nurturing listener who, once having become a principal, could no longer give
them the support that she once had. They felt she was overwhelmed with the job
and unhappy.
Conclusions
I felt frustration in trying to describe this culture because all I had to rely on
were words that had patriarchally constructed meanings. In my desire to convey the
passion of these women. I could not find words. For example, I wanted to say that
these women had a great deal of authority. But then I felt the need to qualify that
word, eliminating its modem context of power and oppression in organizational
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theory. That is not the authority I wanted to describe.

A word I did find to

alleviate this frustration was "gynergy." "Gynergy" is a feminist construction bora
out of frustration such as my own of trying to talk about a female culture but being
forced to use a male vocabulary. "Gynergy" (pronounced with a soft "g") describes
the "woman power/spirit/strength" that proceeds from a feminist collective
consciousness (Trebilcott, 1992). It is like spirit, but not possessed by a woman so
much as shared among women. Like a traveler who first sees mountains and streams
she has only seen in books or magazines, I was struck by the awesomeness o f seeing
a female culture of leadership. And I was so glad I found "gynergy," because that
describes the female culture of school leadership.
Implications of Findings
Practice
Female leadership practices (or what may be called postmodern leadership
practices or gynergetic leadership practices until female is no longer considered a
dirty word) are about empowerment. Female leadership is leadership that w ill more
democratically prepare children and adolescents because of its inclusive nature.
Female leadership is leadership that better promotes (than does traditional leadership)
a democratic vision of public education.
In this research I saw three women successfully leading schools. Their
leadership was successful in that the students were learning, the teachers were happy,
and all participants were progressing toward self-actualization. By looking at the
culture that surrounds their practice, the practice of others may be informed and,
possibly, reformed. For example if Billie had seen the successes of Marla, Sandy,
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and Jocelyn, she may have been able to trust her own intuition about leading and
been able to put into practice her caring philosophy. There are no doubt other
Billies (and Billys) whose leadership potential could be realized by examining
Marla's. Sandy’s, and Jocelyn’s ways of leading.
The culture of female leadership does not extend only to women. In fact,
this research makes a point for integrating the culture of female leadership with what
has traditionally been considered the universal culture of school leadership (e.g., the
male culture). Female leadership is about what leadership provides the best
opportunities for learning. It is somewhat puzzling that it is not included already in
leadership theory if that theory is really about the education of children and
adolescents (which I propose it is not). What this research implies about practice is,
like the theory, it is lacking in the perspective of women (and people of color). This
research challenges its heretofore inadmissibility.
There are numerous implications of this study’s findings that affect various
dimensions of practice: training, hiring, and the behavior of high school principals.
School principals are first introduced to the notions of leadership through their
administrative training, primarily through university coursework at the graduate
level. Leadership theory is presented overwhelmingly through the lens of
organizational research, research that excludes the experiences of women and people
of color, research that perpetuates schools as corporations and learning as a product
to sell. What this study shows is that this theory with its modem notions and
patriarchal language is inadequate as the preparation of aspiring leaders for schools
of a postmodern era. In regard to training, this study’s implications include:
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(1) Female or postmodern leadership should be included in the literature that
is used to train aspiring principals.
(2) There is not one successful formula for school leadership; therefore,
educational administration programs should stop pretending there is one
and promote the leadership characteristics highly valued among female
leadership such as nurturing and collaboration.
(3) Aspiring principals should be taught more about nurturing and its effects
on staff as well as students.
In regard to hiring, this study’s implications include:
(1) School boards and superintendents should revise their hiring criteria and
look for individuals who can provide environments for students to learn;
they should stop assuming that a White male applicant is always the best
person for the job.
(2) More classroom teachers should be hired to be high school principals (as
opposed to individuals whose school experience has gravitated primarily
around athletics).
(3) More individuals who are sensitive to and appreciative of a school
community’s culture(s) and who will work to implement that(those)
culture(s) within his or her leadership should be recruited and hired.
(4) Those who hire principals should actively recruit female educators to
aspire to school leadership.
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(5) Hiring an individual to be principal of the same school in which s/he has
been employed as a teacher is stressful and can be non-productive even
for a highly skilled and talented educator.
(6) Outdated notions about women not being able to "handle" high school
students are false and not a valid argument against hiring women as high
school principals.
In regard to behavior, this study’s implications include:
(1) Female (or postmodern) leadership lends itself to more instructional foci,
allowing the principal to spend more time as an instructional leader as
opposed to a manager, thereby transforming the business of schooling
into the art of learning.
(2) High school principals should engage more in female leadership practices;
they allow students to see participatory or democratic community building
as a model to follow.
(3) High school principals should know more about nurturing and its effects
on staff as well as students.
(4) Female high school principals should not adopt nor should they be
expected to adopt a White male persona.
Theory
Dominant leadership theory (what I call modern leadership theory because of
its "agendized" nature) is lacking. It excludes the experiences of anyone who does
not represent the patriarchal Eurocentric ruling class culture. It is beyond neglectful;
it is abusive. Billie’s failed leadership is an example of that.
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The practice of school leadership will not be reformed until the theory is
revised. This research is about revision, looking at school leadership and generating
theory that takes into account a real universal perspective, that is all and every kind
of individual. As we approach the twenty-first century, it is time to re-examine our
democratic vision. It is time to recognize and include all "others" who have been
excluded heretofore. In democratically re-examining and re-defining school
leadership, it is time to look at women and people of color as I do in this research.
It is time to take note of the following implications of this study regarding theory:
(1) Leadership should be redefined to allow for multiple interpretations in its
various contexts.
(2) Leadership theory has contributed to the White male domination of
educational administration.
(3) Organizational theory should be retired (thus, Hoy & Miskel [19911) as
the quintessential theory of school leadership to become part of an
educational history course.
(4) Collaboration and nurturing (as well as other elements of female
leadership) should be central in developing additional literature that will
bring about postmodern ways of looking at school leadership.
(5) The gender neutrality of leadership theory is contrived to maintain our
thinking about school leadership in terms of the "great [White] man," and
as long as we keep using it as the standard by which we measure
effective school leadership, women and people of color will continue a
futile fight and girls and children of color will not see their leadership potential.
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Suggestions for Further Study
The lack of literature about women in school leadership positions alone
warrants more research. But the fact that research on educational leadership largely
ignores issues of status, gender, and race, and, in fact, discourages diversity and
equity warrants more-much, much more-consideration. The debates and challenges
to the dominant paradigm in educational administration have barely begun. More
research should contribute to introducing questions about the validity of theory
developed without considering women’s experiences.
Imperative to a greater understanding of female leadership is further study.
We need to continue to examine the experiences of other women like Marla, Sandy,
Jocelyn, and Billie, and make those experiences a part of the leadership training of
aspiring principals. If postmodern leadership theory is to become a viable alternative
to the theory movement of the 1950’s and 1960’s, it needs to generate much more
support. In essence, I recommend more research like my own be done as well as
some of the following suggestions:
(1) Replicate Phase One of my research using a national and perhaps
international sample.
(2) Collect more case studies of women’s practice.
(3) Critically examine the syllabi and curricula of educational leadership
programs.
(4) Interview Hoy, Miskel, Getzels, Guba, Halpin, Fiedler, Hemphill, and
Coons.
(5) Look in depth at communication styles within female leadership.
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(6) Critically examine the relationship of a practitioner of female leadership
with the central office and the community at large. Do a contrast with a
practitioner of traditional leadership.
(7) Do a longitudinal study on a cohort of high school students who attended
a school led by a practitioner of female leadership and a cohort of high
school students who attended a school headed by a practitioner of
traditional leadership.
(8) Do a study of male high school principals who engage in female
leadership practices (if there are any) and situate their experiences within
the challenge to traditional leadership.
These suggestions warrant consideration as we further explore women in
educational leadership in general and women in the role of high school principals
specifically. With further research regarding the culture of female leadership,
women who lead high schools will no longer be a missing element in leadership
theory but a critical one as they should be.
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APPENDIX A:
COMPONENTS OF LEADERSHIP ACROSS LITERATURE
(Emerging Categories in Order o f Frequency)

M ODERN LEA D ERSH IP

POSTM O D ER N LEADERSHIP

V ision

V ision/ Collaboration

Manager/Authority’

Em otional Energy

Interpersonal Skills

Caring

Instructional Leadership

C om m unication/Environm ent/
H um an Relations

Com m unication
Innovation/Risk Taking
Supervision
E nergy Harnessing
Know ledge/Com petence
Instruction
Collaboration
Com m unity Building
and Awareness

Staff D evelopm ent
Support

Race, Culture, G ender
Consciousness/

Self-confidence

Introspection

Professional G row th

Em pow erm ent/M orality
M entoring/
T eacher Leadership

Resource Allocation

Collegiality/
Commitment

Public Relations
M orality

Evaluation
Evaluation
Competence
Energy
Authority
School Climate
Delegation
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APPENDIX B:
FROM THE LITERATURE TO THE QUESTIONNAIRE

C om plete review
o f literature

S o rte d lite r a tu r e th a t d isc u sse d c h a ra c te ristic s /
co m p o n en ts o f e d u c a tio n a l le ad e rsh ip (in clu d in g
theoretical, practical, modern, postm odern, women in
educational leadership in general, high school principal
in general, w o m en high school principals specifically)

U s e d in d e x c a rd s to u til iz e , t h a t is e n u m e ra te
characteristics / components discussed in each study and
reco rd ed them . For example:
Hurty, K .S. (1995)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

em otional energy
nu rtu red growth
recip ro cal talk
pond ered m utuality
collaborative change

C ut up th e cards so that 1 unit = 1 characteristic or
com ponent
F or exam ple:
em otional energy
nurtured growth
reciprocal talk
pondered mutuality
collaborative change

S o r te d b y p la c in g s im ila r o n e s
to g e th e r , m a k in g b ro a d i n it ia l
categories
CARING
F o r exam ple
nurtured
growth

-►

Sorted again by re-examining
and re-categorizing until I felt
c a te g o rie s c o u ld n o t be
collapsed any further
(thus, Appendix A)

P ut categories on Part B o f survey, but re-named som e for sake
o f clarity
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APPENDIX C:
PHASE ONE INSTRUMENT

PRIN C IPA L QUESTIONNAIRE
1.

2.

Describe yourself ethnically.
African-A m erican
A slan-A m erican
Caucasian
L atina
N ative A m erican
O ther______________
_Prefer n o t to describe myself
Y our age is:
U n der 30
30-39
40-49

10. This adm inistrative position is t h e
you've ever applied fo r.
1st
_____ 3 rd
_____ 4 th +
2nd

11. O ther adm inistrative positions you've applied
for include: (Check all th a t apply.)
assistan t p rin cip al
m iddle/jr. h igh p rin cip al
central office supervisor
superintendent

50-59
60-69
“7 0 +

12. O th er adm inistrative positions you've held
include: (Check all th a t apply.)
assistant p rin cip al
m iddle/jr. high p rin cip al
central office su p erv iso r
superintendent

3. Your highest education level is:

Bachelor's
Master's + 3 0
Ed.D.

one

Master's
Ed. Specialist
____ Ph.D.

4. How many years of teaching experience
do you have?_____________________

13. A re you th e
fem ale p rincipal a t this high
school?
1st
2nd
3d
4th or m o re _____ n o t su re

5. How many years of administrative experience

do you have?_____________________
14. Did you actively seek th e principalship you
now hold?
yes
_____ no

6. What are your areas of certification?
E lem entary

English

Math
____ Middle School
Science
____ Social Studies
Supervision
____ Administration
Other______________________

15. Do you plan to rem ain in th is position
indefinitely?
yes
_____ no

7. A t which university(ies) did you receive
your adm inistrative train in g ? (Include location
and th e dates you atten d ed .)

16. Do you plan to seek an o th er adm inistrative
position in th e fu tu re?
yes
no(If "no," goto #17.)
16a. I f "yes," w hat p o sitio n ® ?

8. H ave you ta u g h t in th e sam e school in which
you a re now principal?
yes
no. o f years
no
17. A re you presently w orking tow ard an
advanced degree beyond th e m aster's level?
yes
no(If "no," goto #18.)

9. H ave you tau g h t in th e d istrict in which
you a re now principal?
_no. o f years
no
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18. Do you p lan to leave education before
you reach retirem ent age?
yes
no (If "no," go to #19.)

24. A re there assistant principals a t y o u r school?
yes
_____ 1
2
3
no

18a. I f "yes," to do w hat?

25. How many faculty m em bers a re a t your
school?
less th an 10 ______20-29
40-49
10-19
30-39
50+

19. W hat is y o u r m arital status?
married
never been m arried
separated
divorced
living w ith a p a rtn e r, but not m arried
widowed

25. Do you socialize w ith an y of y o u r faculty
m em bers outside of school?
yes
no (If "no," go to #27.)
25a. I f "yes," explain.

20. How m any children do you have?
0
_____ 3-4
_____ 5 +
1-2
20a. I f you have children, what are their
ages?

27. Do you consider yourself:
a native of the school's com munity
bom outside, but now a community member
transient to th e com m unity

20b. Does/did your child/children attend
your school?
yes
_____ no
21.

Is your school: (Check all th a t apply.)
su b u rb an
ru ral
u rb an
traditional
magnet
vocational/alternative (Please explain.)

22. A pproxim ately how m any students atten d
your school?
less than 300
_____700-899
300-499
900-1099
_____1100+
500-599
23. Use percentages to indicate the ethnic
make-up of your student body.
African-A m erican students
White students
Latino students
Asian-American students
Native A m erican students
O ther_____________________________
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23. In tenns of your own leadership, please assign a value to th e following items according to how
im portant they a re by placing a check in the columns beside each item . Feel free to w rite in the
margins or on th e back of th e questionnaire concerning an y of the item s o r any thoughts you have
regarding leadership in general.

ITEM

VERY
IM PO RTA N T

SO M EW H A T
IM PO RTA N T

NOT
IM PORTANT

accountability
aggressiveness
authority
caring
collaboration an d shared decision making
communication
community/cultural aw areness
competence
competitive drive
conflict resolution
energy harnessing
honesty
innovation
instructional focus
introspection/self-reflection
intuition
money managem ent/budgeting
morality
nurturing staff a n d students
physical plant m aintenance
| public relations
| punctuality
| resource allocation
1 risk taking
| school environment
| self-confidence
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ITEM

VERY
IM PORTANT

SOM EW HAT
IM PORTANT

NOT
|
IM PORTANT |

sta ff developm ent
stafT evaluation
supervision o f instruction
teacher autonom y
tru st
vision/goal setting

j other

29. O u t of th e item s th a t you ranked as M O ST IM PORTANT, please list th e th ree items th a t you feel
a re th e m ost im p o rtan t of all in term s of y o u r own leadership style. (Please feel free to offer any
explanation as well.)
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APPENDIX D:
INTERVIEW FORMS

P R IN C IP A L IN T E R V IE W F O R M
IN T R O D U C T IO N
1. T ell m e a little b it ab o u t y o u rself-h o w you got here, w hy y o u ’re here,
etc.
2 . W hy do you co m e here everyday?
L E A D E R S H IP ; V IS IO N /G O A L S E T T IN G
1. H ow do you lo o k a t leadership in general?
2 . C an you d escrib e y o u r o w n style o f leadership w ithin the co n tex t o f y o u r
school? H ow did th is style o f leadership com e ab o u t-fo rm al training,
m entoring, w hat?
3 . W hat is y o u r v isio n /g o al fo r this school?
4 . H ow im portant is y o u r ro le o r the ro le o f any principal in m eeting the
goals o f the school?
5 . In w hat areas h a v e goals been form ulated (e .g ., academics, clim ate,
institutional)?
6. H ow were they form ulated? A re they w ritten down? M ay I h av e a copy?
7 . H ow are they m easured an d b y whom?
8. A re they im p o rta n t in th e daily operation o f y o u r school? H ow ?
9. W hat have b een som e o f y o u r school’s less effective w ays o f dealing w ith
goal formulation?
E N E R G Y H A R N E S S IN G
1. D o you attem pt to affect the behavior o f staff members w ho are n ot
necessarily in line w ith th e school’s goals? How?
2. W hat are som e effectiv e strategies and som e not-so-effective strategies
you’ve used?
C O M M U N IC A T IO N /F A C IL IT A T IO N
1. H ow do you facilitate com m unication w /faculty & staff? w /students?
w /parents? w /th e com m unity?

238
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2. W hat is the m ost useful/least useful mode o f com munication?
3. H ow do you receive feedback/comm unication from faculty & staff? from
students? from parents? from the community?
4 . A re these modes sufficient? W hy/why not?
5. D o you have any ideas fo r improving communication in general? W hat
has been im plem ented u nder y o u r administration com munication-wise?

INSTRUCTIONAL FOCUS
1. W hat are the procedures fo r curriculum planning a t your school? W ho is
involved? H ow is this differen t from w hat was being done p rio r to your
adm inistration?
2. H ow effective are the procedures for curriculum planning?
3. H ow is the evaluation o f achievem ent handled? W ho is involved in this
process? H ow effective is it?
4. H ow often are you in classroom s? In w hat capacity are you there (e .g .,
evaluator, instructor, aide)?
5. W hat kind o f instruction goes on in your school (e .g ., teacher-centered,
student-centered, collaborative)?
6. H ow is instruction evaluated by you, teachers, students, school district,
parents, com munity?
7. W ould you consider the instructional focus at your school to be
innovative? How ? C an you give examples?

CARING
1. D o you consider yourself to be a support person for faculty & staff o r
students? I f so, in w hat w ay(s)?
2. A re you fam iliar w ith the personal or private lives o f teachers and
students?
3. H ow fam iliar are your teachers and/or students with your ow n personal
life?
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4. Do you see teachers o r students aw ay from school such as at the grocery
store, tie m all, o r the post office?
5. Do you call teachers by their 1st names?
6. Do you socialize outside o f school with teachers? How?
7. Have you ever visited the home o f a student? Why?
L A G N IA P P E
1. Is risk-taking im portant to you? G ive an example.
2. W hat is accountability? W ho holds you accountable?
3. V h a t does authority m ean in terms o f y o u r own leadership?
4. Describe the school environm ent here.
5. Do your students and teachers and parents trust you? H ow do you know?
Do you crust them ? W hy?
6. W ould yo u say y o u r teachers have a g reat deal o f autonomy? W hy o r
how so?
7. Is there sta ff developm ent here? W hat kind?
8. A re you a resource to teachers, students, and staff? Can you give an
example?
9. H ow self-confident are you?
10. Is m orality im portant to you? Why?
11. Do you ever make decisions based on intuition? Can you give an
example?
12. How do you resolve conflict in your school?
13. W hat is authority? Do you have it? Explain.
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S T U D E N T IN T E R V IE W F O R M
IN T R O D U C T IO N
1. Tell me a little b it about y o u rself-h o w you got here, why y o u ’re here,
etc.
2. W hat are y o u r plans fo r the future?
L E A D E R S H IP ; V IS IO N /G O A L S E T T IN G
1. H ow w ould you define leadership?
2. Can you describe y o u r prin cip al’s style o f leadership?
3. Do you know if your school has goals?
4. Do you know w hat these goals are? H ow do you know? A re they
written dow n som ew here?
5. Should goal setting an d /o r vision be more im portant in y o u r school?
W ould you like to see students have more o f a voice in setting goals o r
determ ining y o u r school’s vision?
E N E R G Y H A R N E S S IN G
1. A re there teachers o r students w ho clearly have a different philosophy
about school an d /o r ab o u t how th is school should b e ru n from y o u r principal?
How does the principal deal w ith that?
2. I f you w ere a teacher, w ould you want to w o rk w ith your principal, say,
even teach a t this school?
3. H ow 'i n touch* is the principal with w hat goes on here? D oes she know
the students? D oes she know th e teachers? Is she aw are o f th e 'issues* that
are on the m inds o f students and even teachers maybe? Can you give an
example?
C O M M U N IC A T IO N /F A C IL IT A T IO N
1. How does y o u r principal com m unicate w /students? w /parents? w /the
community?
2. W hat have been som e o f th e m ost useful/least useful ways y o u r principal
has used to com m unicate?
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3. D o students offer feedback to the principal? How? Is this feedback
successful o r productive?
4. D o you have any ideas for improving com m unication in general?
IN S T R U C T IO N A L F O C U S
1. W hat are the different kinds o f instruction that go on here a t y o u r school
(e.g ., lectures, centers, groups, labs)?
2. W hat is being taught? F or example, tell m e about the m ost interesting
lesson o r u n it o r chapter in science (or history o r math or E nglish or
w hatever they w ant to talk about).
3. H ow are grades assigned? Are grades based primarily on tests, p ro jects,
what?
4. H ow often do you see the principal in classrooms? In w h at capacity is
she there (e.g ., evaluator, instructor, aide)?
5. H ow is instruction evaluated? F o r exam ple, does som eone periodically
come in to evaluate your teachers? I f so, w ho does this?
6. W ould you consider w hat goes on in y o u r classes to be innovative?
How? Can you give examples?

CARING
1. Do you consider your principal to b e a support person fo r th e teachers o r
students? I f so, in w hat way(s)?
2. In your opinion, is your principal fam ilia r w ith the personal o r private
lives o f teachers and students? Specifically, w hat about yours?
3. A re teachers and/or students fam iliar w ith w ith your p rin cip al’s personal
life? Do you know anything about your principal outside o f school?
4. Do you see any o f y our teachers or y o u r principal away fro m school such
as at the grocery store, the mall, or the p o st office?
5. Do you call your principal by her 1st name?

6. H ave you ever visited your principal’s home? W hat about an y o f y o u r
teachers’? I f yes, why?
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LAGNIAPPE
1. Is your principal a risk-taker? If yes, please give an exam ple.
2 . D oes your principal have authority? Explain.
3. Describe the sch o o l environm ent here.
4. Do your teachers, your principal, and your classm ates trust you? H ow do
you know? Do you tru st them? Give me an exam ple.
5. W ould you say teachers in this school have a great deal o f autonom y o r
freedom to do w h at they want? Why o r how so?
6. W ould you co n sid er your principal to be a resource to teachers, students,
and staff? Can you give an example?
7. H ow self-confident are you? How self-confident is yo u r principal? How
do you know?
8. Is m orality im p o rtan t to you? Why? Is m orality im portant to your
principal? W hat m akes you think so?
9. H ow is conflict in your school resolved?
10. I f you had children, w ould you w ant them to attend this school?
W hy/why not?
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T E A C H E R IN T E R V IE W F O R M
IN T R O D U C T IO N
1. Tell m e a little b it about y o u rself-h o w you g ot here, why y o u ’re here,
etc.
2. W hy do you co m e here everyday?
L E A D E R S H IP ; V IS IO N /G O A L S E T T IN G
1. H ow do you lo o k a t leadership in general?
2. C an you describe your principal’s style o f leadership w ithin the context o f
your school?
3. A re there goals a t this school? (If no, skip to
C O M M U N IC A T IO N /FA C IL IT A T IO N .)
4. A re these goals w ritten? Do you have a copy o f them?
5. In w hat areas h av e goals been formulated (e .g ., academ ics, clim ate,
insdtudonal)?
6. H ow w ere they form ulated?
7. H ow are they m easured and by whom?
8. A re they im portant in the daily operation o f y o u r school? H ow ?
9. Should goal setting and/or vision be m ore im portant in your school?
W ould you like to se e teachers have more o f a voice in setting goals o r
determ ining your sch o o l’s vision?
E N E R G Y H A R N E S S IN G
1. T o y o u r know ledge, does your principal attem pt to affect the behavior o f
staff m em bers w ho a re n o t necessarily in line w ith the school's goals? How?
2. W hat are som e effective strategies and som e not-so-effective strategies
that have been used?
C O M M U N IC A T IO N /F A C IL IT A T IO N
1. H ow does y o u r principal facilitate com m unication w/faculcy & staff?
w /students? w /parents? w /the community?
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2. W hat have been som e o f the m ost useful/least useful m odes o f
com m unication use by your principal?
3. Do teachers/students offer feedback to the principal? How ? Is this
feedback successful o r productive?
4. Do you have any ideas for im proving com m unication in general? W hat
has been im plem ented under yo u r principal’s adm inistration com m unicationw ise that w as not in place during the previous adm inistration?

INSTRUCTIONAL FOCUS
1. W hat are the procedures fo r curriculum planning a t y o u r school? W ho is
involved? H ow is this different from w hat w as being done p rio r to prio r to
the current principal’s adm inistration?
2 . H ow effective are the procedures fo r curriculum p la n n in g?
3. H ow is the evaluation o f achievem ent handled? W ho is involved in this
process? H ow effective is it?
4. H ow often is your principal in classroom s? In w hat capacity is she there
(e .g ., evaluator, instructor, aide)?
5. W hat kind o f instruction goes o n in y o u r school (e .g ., teacher-centered,
student-centered, collaborative)?
6. H ow is instruction evaluated?
7. W ould you consider the instructional focus at y o u r school to be
innovative? H ow? C an you give examples?
C A R IN G
1. Do you consider your principal to be a support person for faculty & staff
o r students? I f so, in w hat way(s)?
2 . In your opinion, is your principal fam iliar w ith the personal o r private
lives o f teachers and students?
3. A re teachers and/or students fam iliar w ith w ith y o u r principal’s personal
life?
4. Do you see teachers, your principal, or students aw ay from school such as
at the grocery store, the mall, o r the p o st office?
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5. Do you call your principal fay h er 1st name?
6. Do you socialize outside o f school w ith your principal? How?
7 . H ave you ever visited the home o f a student? W hy?

LAGNIAPPE
1. Is risk-taking im portant to you? G ive an exam ple. Is y o u r principal a
risk-taker?
2. W hat is accountability? Who holds you accountable?
3. W hat does authority mean in term s o f your principal’s leadership?
4 . D escribe the school environment here.
5. Do your students and colleagues (other teachers and principal) trust you?
H ow do you know? Do you trust them ? Why?
6. W ould you say teachers in this school have a great deal o f autonomy?
W hy o r how so?
7 . Is there staff developm ent here? W hat kind?
8. W ould you consider your principal to be a resource to teachers, students,
and staff? Can you give an example?
9 . H ow self-confident are you? H ow self-confident is y o u r principal? H ow
do you know?
10. Is m orality im portant to you? W hy? Is m orality im portant to your
principal? W hat makes you think so?
11. Do you ever m ake decisions in y o u r classroom based on intuition? Can
you give an example?
12. H ow is conflict in your school resolved?
13. Do your own children attend y o u r school? W ould you w ant them to
attend? W hy/w hy not?
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APPENDIX E:
U S T OF DEFINITIO NS
metropolitan: a city determined by the United States Office of Management and
Budget to be a social and economic hub o f a METROPOLITAN statistical
area
urban fringe: the closely-settled area bordering a METROPOLITAN core city with
a minimum population o f 2,500 inhabitants or with a population density o f at
least 1,000 per square mile
city/town: an area that is not a METROPOLITAN core city or URBAN FRINGE
with a population o f 2,500 inhabitants or with a population density of at least
1,000 per square mile
rural: an area with less than 2,500 inhabitants, and/or population density o f less
than 1,000 per square mile
(according to the Louisiana Department of Education, Bureau o f School
Accountability)
major discipline problems: violations of not only the school code, but civil law as
well
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LIVINGSJOfj SCHOOLS PARISH PLAN
SCHOOL
Goal: Involve parenl(s) and the community In school activities.
Objective: Faculty, staff and administration of
participation.

School will organize and Implement activities that involve parent and community

Category: Category A

ACTION STEPS

N>

1. Select room parents to help with class
room activities and Involve parents In
special programs/fundraising activities.

PRIMARY PERSON(S)
RESPONSIBLE

TIMELINE

RESOURCES NEEDED/COMMENTS

Homeroom Teachers and
Administration

95-96
school year

Thanksgiving/Christmas Parent Dinner
(Meals)
Louisiana Food Week (Meals)
Bi-Monthly parent Luncheon
Santa's secret Shop - parent
Volunteers needed

00

2. Involve adopters in school programs by
Identifying needs and participation in
special programs.

Administration/Department
Heads

95 - 96
school year

Thanksgiving and Christmas Food
Baskets and gifts for needy
families of Pine Ridge School

3. Invite parents of Alternative Education
and Non-categoricat Preschool students
lo an annual/bi-annual orientation.

Secondary Teachers
Preschool Teachers

Aug., 95
Jan., 96

Funds lor printing orientation packets
Funds for refreshments

4. Conduct parent/teacher conferences to
disseminate interim and report cards
every 4 1/2 weeks (Alternative
Education Students).

Alternative Education
Teachers

95-96
school year

Funds for printing information
packets for parents

$
3
z

a
R
>T1
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LIVINGSTON SCHOOLS PARISH PLANS
CATEGORY A (CONTINUED)

ACTION STEPS

PRIMARY PERSON(S)
RESPONSIBLE

TIMELINE

RESOURCES NEEDED/COMMENTS

95-96
school year

Funds for printing newsletters

5. Provide parents with information that
clearly indicates:
a. what will be covered for a particular
week
b special assignments

Teachers

6. Utilize local talents within the community
in the areas of their expertise.

Department Heads

95-96
school year

Wood products, Craft supplies,
Art supplies

7. Develop an informative newsletter to be
disseminated once a month.

Chaney, Jackson, Veals
and Staff

Monthly

Funds for copying, computer and
ink cartridges

8 Disseminate an informative classroom
newsletter as needed.

Teachers

95-96
school year

Typewriter Ribbons and loner for
printer

9. Participate in the Foster Grandparent
Program

Mandart, Morel and
Administration

95-96
school year

Funds for recognition of service

10. Plan and implement SAPE* activities
involving faculty, students, parents
and community.

SAPE' Chairperson and
Committee

95-96
school year

Funds for Red Ribbon Week Activities
Funds for National Smoke-Out Day
Activities

11 Involve parents as chaperones on field
trips and annual Secondary Department
school trip.

Teachers

95-96
school year

Resources needed vary according
to the type of trip
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LIVINGSTOty SCHOOLS PARISH PLAN
Goal: To enhance learning.
Objective: To develop and implement motivational/incentive programs for students.
Category: Category B

ACTION STEPS

1. Implement an incentive program that
rewards students for their achievements:
(a) Special Education Students

PRIMARY PERSON(S)
RESPONSIBLE

Secondary Special Education
Teachers/Paraeducators

TIMELINE

RESOURCES NEEDED/COMMENTS

Weekly

Funds to cover expense of purchasing
awards
Lunch away from school

Monthly
(b) Alternative Education Students

(c) Preschool students

2. Plan and implement an Award's Day Program.

Secondary Teachers and
Paraeducators

Monthly

Monthly

Funds to cover expense of purchasing
awards
McDonald's free french fries card
Lunch away from school

Preschool Teachers
and Paraeducators

Daily

Funds to cover expenses for awards

Award's Day
Committee

May 96

Recommendations from Teacher';
Funds to purchase awards,
refreshments and to cover the costs of
printed materials

o
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LIVINGSTON SCHOOLS PARISH PLAN
Goal: To enhance learning.
Objective: To provide students the opportunity to experience the world ol work.
Category: Category 8

ACTION STEPS

PRIMARY PERSON(S)
RESPONSIBLE

TIMELINE

RESOURCES NEEDED/COMMENTS

1. Contact perspective training sites.

Chaney, Hickman,
Mandarl

Fall 95

Teacher Input

2. Designate students to their training sites
by utilizing Job matching Inventories.

Special Education
Teachers

Fall 95

Teacher Input

3. Participate in the parish Special
Education Community Based Vocational
Program.

Chaney, Hickman, Mandart,
Jackson, Crochet, Glascock,
Sibley, Thomas, Williams

Daily

Parish school buses
Certified Drivers
Funds to purchase supplies needed
at training sites

4. Conduct parent inservice on
opportunities for competitive employment.

Brannan, Hickman

Spring 96

Contact various organizations
Funds to purchase supplies and
printed materials

8
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LIVINGSTON SCHOOLS PARISH PLANS
Goal: To enhance learning.
Objective: Continue to expand the Alternative Education Program for At Risk Students.
Category: Category B

ACTION STEPS

PRIMARY PERSON(S)
RESPONSIBLE

TIMELINE

RESOURCES NEEDED/COMMENTS

1. Include Peer Facilitation as an elective
course for one Camegie unit of credit.

S. Brannan, McCon

95-96
school year

Prior approval from B.E.S.E. Board
Funds to purchase curriculum materials

2. Implement C.O.P.E. Course (Challenging
Outdoor Personal Experience) as a part of
Peer Facilitation class.

Secondary Department
Administration

Fall 95
Spring 96

Funds to cover meals, transportation,
awards, cooking equipment, misc.
expenses

3. Include Art I as an elective course for
one Camegie unit credit.

E. McCon

95-96
school year

Special waiver from the B.E.S.E. Board
Funds to cover art curriculum supplies
Funds to provide stipend for resources
consultants

4. Include Basic Skills Application
as an elective course for one Carnegie
unit credit.

D. Cook

95-96
school year

Prior approval from B.E.S.E. Board
Funds to purchase curriculum materials

5.

Katzenmeyer
Williams

95-96
school year

Funds to cover admission and
transportation to various theatrical
events

Provide enrichment activities that
enhance the Literature Based Reading
Program.
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LIVINGSTON SCHOOLS PARISH PLAN
Goal: To enhance learning.
Objective: To provide students the opportunity to explore various careers in the community.
Category: Category B

PRIMARY PERSON(S)
RESPONSIBLE

TIMELINE

RESOURCES NEEDED/COMMENTS

1. Participate In community based activities.

Davis, Garcia, JacKson.
Morel and Veals

95-96
school year

Funds to cover transportation
Funds to purchase curriculum materials
Teacher plannlng/Lesson plans

2. Invite community helpers to meet with
students.

Davis, Garcia, JacKson,
Morel and Veals

95-96
school year

Funds (or recognition of service

3. Plan and Implement a Career's Day
program.

Davis, Garcia, Jackson,
Morel and Veals

Spring 1996

Fund to cover expenses for awards

ACTION STEPS

£
u>
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LIVINGSTON SCHOOLS PARISH PLAN
Goal: Improve classroom instruction.
Objective: Develop and implement tutorial programs for students.
Category: Category C

ACTION STEPS

PRIMARY PERSON(S)
RESPONSIBLE

TIMELINE

RESOURCES NEEDED/COMMENTS

1. Expand the computer software library
to provide a wider selection of educational
material for IBM, Apple and Macintosh
computers.

Garza

95-96
school year

Funds to cover cost of purchasing
software
Teacher Input

2. Utilize the computer as an educational
tool for reinforcing and drilling
educational objectives within the class
room.

Classroom Teachers

95-96
school year

Teacher planning
Lesson plans

3. Incorporate computer centered leisure
time activities within the classroom.

Classroom Teachers

95-96
school year

Teacher planning
Lesson plans

4. Develop and Implement a 'Big Buddy*
program utilizing the alternative
education students.

Brannan, McCon

Weekly or
Daily

Teacher input
Funds for recognition of service

5. Implement the Whole Language
approach in the elementary/preschool
classes.

Davis, Garcia, Jackson,
Morel and Veals

Bi-monthly

Funds to buy materials and supplies
to carry out the activities

•£»
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LIVINGSTON SCHOOLS PARISH PLAN
Goal: Improve classroom Instruction
Objective: To develop a systemalic plan that allows lor consistency in discipling students that decreases out-of-school suspensions.
Category: Category C
PRIMARY PERSON(S)
RESPONSIBLE

TIMELINE

RESOURCES NEEDED/COMMENTS

1 Establish:
a. Discipline Team Ior handling
student infractions

Kalzenmeyer, Garza

Aug., 95

Teacher input

2. The Team will develop a continuum to
handle student infractions which include:
a. Discipline notices
b. Tardy slips
c Check In/Check Out slips
d Parental notification forms
e Lunch Detention
f. After-school detention
g Saturday detention
h. In-School suspension

Chaney. Kalzenmeyer,
Foxworth, Pickett

Aug., 95

Funds to cover cost of printed
forms/materials
Funds to pay personnel for after-school
and Saturday detention

ACTION STEPS

LA
Ul
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LIVINGSTON SCHOOLS PARISH PLAN
Goal: Improve classroom instruction
Objective: Faculty will participate in professional growth and staff development activities.
Category: Category C
PRIMARY PERSON(S)
RESPONSIBLE

TIMELINE

RESOURCES NEEDED/COMMENTS

1. Develop individual Teachers' Professional
Growth Plans that can be Implemented in
their classrooms.

Each classroom teacher

O c t, 95

Teacher input

2 Meet monthly for faculty inservice meetings.

Garza and Committee
Chairpersons

Monthly

The agenda for each meeting is planned
in advance wilh the various committee
chairpersons

3 Attend workshops and other classes!
schools.

Teachers

95-96
school year

Administrative and teacher input

4. Invite consultants to meet with Faculty

Kalzenmeyer, Davis

Once each
semester

Funds to pay consulting fees and
materials
Faculty Input

Glascock
Katzenmeyer
Garza

95-96
school year
Bi-annually
Monthly
D e c , 95

May
Katzenmeyer
Secondary Department
Garza

Fall 95
Daily
Monthly
Monthly

ACTION STEPS

5 Implement activities that enhance
faculty moral:
a. Secret Pals
b Birthday Club
c 12 Days Before Christmas
vacation
d Teacher of Ihe Year Reception
e Coffee Club
f Secondary Birthdays
g Thank you Notes

to

L/l
ON

LIVINGSTON SCHOOLS PARISH PLANS
CATEGORY C (CONTINUED)

ACTION STEPS

PRIMARY PERSON(S)
RESPONSIBLE

TIMELINE

h. Preschool Kris Kringle

Preschool Department

Dec , 95

Classroom Teachers,
Paraeducators

Monthly

6 Read professional journals and utilize
educational software.

RESOURCES NEEDED/COMMENTS

Funds lo purchase magazines/journals
and software

N)
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LIVINGSTON SCHOOLS PARISH PLANS
Goal: Increase classroom inslruclion
Objective: Faculty will participate in menlorship program
Category: Category C

ACTION STEPS

t

Develop a Menlorship program (hat
will include:
a. weekly meelings/discussions
b teacher training
c. teaching strategies
d. instructional support

PRIMARY PERSON(S)
RESPONSIBLE

Teachers

TIMELINE

RESOURCES NEEDED/COMMENTS

95-96
school year

Stipend for mentor teacher

OO

APPENDIX G:
M ISSION STATEMENT OF TH E ADVOCATES
By conventional thinking, only students who regularly test at top levels, and
accumulate the highest grade averages, can choose careers in science and
mathematics. This view overlooks many students who in their earlier years have
been fascinated by various aspects of science and mathematics, but find, as they
enter their teenage years, that these subjects are presented too abstractly and dryly to
catch their interest and devotion. These students switch to other fields, and are lost
forever to the science and mathematics professions.
When we lament our failure to create a technically capable work force to
attract modem industries to our city, we are ignoring this lost group of students who
have the intellect and the ability to be scientists and mathematicians, but whose
learning patterns or opportunities have excluded them. The Mathematics and
Sciences Magnet High School provides a specialized science and mathematics
program for students with a broad range of ability and academic record.
We, The Advocates, the developers of Mathematics and Sciences Magnet
High School believe that these students can be recaptured by a new focus. Activitybased learning using apparatus and discovery methods can lead to the natural
discovery of concepts. Ability to work in group and individual research projects can
bring the excitement and satisfaction of "doing" science and mathematics. Providing
this type o f extensive equipment and resource-based learning is expensive--and
beyond our usual allocations of materials and supplies for Metropolitan Public
Schools. The results, however, w ill benefit students by increasing their life options
and self-esteem. The results w ill meet economic needs of the community by
increasing our specialized workforce as well as the number o f students who are able
to continue their education past high school.
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APPENDIX H:
M ATHEM ATICS & SCIENCES MAGNET STUDENT APPLICATIO N
PACKET AND ADMISSIONS CONTRACT

jP P jp l
§2^

Ptecse print
a n d use ink!

STUDENT APPLICATIO N

Mathematics and Sciences Magnet High School has been

established to develop students with a p titu d e aijd e n th u s ^ m icr sc ie n c e
and/or mathematics whether or not they have demonstrated academic talent.
Even those students who feel that they have an in te re s t and a need'to know
about sc ie n c e and mathematics or who think they could develop an interest in these subjects,
should feel free to apply. The amount and type of school work will be d iffe re n t a t '
Students are expected to come everv dav. on time, and to participate in all dass activities. Those
who are accepted will work harder, but enjoy their work. •
Student Information:

[Q w c k O re l

Q

m de

Q

feerete

W h s c yocr a m o c i e *

h»gn S e e d yo u

to rttn g ro d * (Co KO f fc S o e n c * & M c3 i KJL. k t y o krr« /r« tStoa{

Student's family information:

Please tell us about you: •
TeS us about w h at yo u lik e to do m your tree tune, and gfre eosiples.

A p p C cd io n co n tin u e d on o th er side
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Tell us something about yourself that makes you very proud. Talk about anything you've
done or some special quality you have. And, you can brag!

How much TV do you watch in the evenings? (Be honest!)
What are your favorite programs?

Have you ever taken p art in any special school programs, or summer programs? Tell us .
about them and w hy you participated.

W hat is th e m o s t im p o rta n t goal you
hope to a ch ie v e in life?
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Are there particular aspects of math'or sdence that you associate with this student? For
example, you might remember her/his interest or
'

Using the following scale, please circle the number which best applies to the student you are
recommending: 5=trnly outstanding, ^ s u p e rior, 3=above average, 2=*verage, l=below
average. Feel free to say more to fee right of each statement
5 ^ 3 2 1

E dtibits a great deal of cnaosigs a d o a lot o f questions.

54321

G o e a t e s a lot of ideas o r so m ia s to problems.

5 4 3 2 1

T< w i l B n g t n B t > r i d a ; a i i g i n ) m I'M11 k

5 4 3 21

C an elaborate ideas.

<p » e n l.-l t f n»

5 4 3 21

Is a good observer.

5 4 3 2 1

r J n m V y -T * p r r-frW rv t,

54321
54321

'la u m q o id d y andrmms w tatskarn rti.

5 4 3 2 1

C m

»

rrr^ L

p a t t e r n s a r r r i a t i r m d ^ T n n h w r v a r ir m s n r W r r w i r n jlw T iT -

n et y » iii»* * w r y g i* g r E g e d m p r i i l i ^ n c n r g A j g S ^

5 43 21

Ispetsisteni.

54321
5 4 3 21

Villi go a t a p t obtem without being told to do so.
C xaw uekisdependattfy.

5 43 21

Likes toorganize things in d organizes tcea.w eD .

Recommending Statement:
How w ould this stu d e n t gain by going to the N ew Orleans Sdesee and M athenatks H igh School?

Is there anything else w e should know aboct this student when we consider this a p p lia tic a ?

V

Sigruluxc
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T E A C H E R (O R O T H E R )
R E C O M M E N D A T IO N F O R M
■ has bean established
to develop students with aptitude and enthusiasm for sdence an d /o r mathematics whether or
not they have otherwise demonstrated academic talent. Even those students who feel that they
have an interest and a need to know about sdence and mathematics or w ho think they could
develop an interest in these subjects, should feel free to apply. Please be aware as you complete
this recommendation farm that
is seeking a broad range of students for its student
body, and in some cases, we will consider high-risk students when there is reason to expect
interest and commitment from the stu d en t

Please HI
o u t m in k !

^

Stndent Information:

Name:.
Current Schock

High School expectrri to attend Ge., "borne' high school):

Teacher/Other Information:

School:

'

D e im tm e n t

Position:_________________________

O rganisation:

Phone num ber wlm e yen c m be rrarhrri: "

in wfcat capacity h i r e y o u know n this stndent?
Per how long have yon known this stndent?

r ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Rating of student:

Check the appropriate wordCs):
This student shows:

I

I interest

I

1 enthusiasm

I— I aptitude in:__ I__ I sdence

I__ I m athem atics

R ecom m endation Form eonSnued on other aide
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ADMISSIONS CONTRACT
—>(Bring this to the interview where you and your parent will sign it.)<—
My signature below signifies that I agree to the following conditions if I am
admitted to
1. I will attend school every day (even when my home high school has a half day) unless
I am so ill that I cannot participate in class.
2. I will arrive on time for the school day and on time for each class, prepared to
participate.
3. I will do my homework in all subjects when assigned, and I will not copy someone
else’s homework.
4. I will work to my fullest to achieve both high academic and personal development.
5. I will attend classes, work in groups, and interact with students from all
neighborhoods in New Orleans, from different ethnic and religious groups with
whom I will work in harmony. I understand that I do not have to like everyone,
but I must be able to work with anyone I am assigned to work with regardless of
my personal wishes.
6. I will not participate in, nor encourage, nor be a spectator in a fight. If a fight is
. threatened, I will make this known (anonymously) to the principal or a faculty
member. I f one is about to break out in front of me, I will make every effort to
stop the fight before it begins, or to alert teachers/security officers.
7. I will do an Independent Research Project each year I am a student at

8. I will not use hurtful, provocative, disrespectful, demeaning, racist language
toward my fellow students nor any adult member of my school community, nor
member o f the Regional Technical Institute community.
I understand and I accept the aforementioned statements as indicated by my signature
here:
_____________________________________________________DATE___________ .
I understand and, as the parent/guardian, will support and assist my child to live by the
aforementioned statements as indicated by my signature here:
__________________________________________ '__________DATE__________
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APPENDIX I:
TEACHER JOB DESCRIPTION
MATHEMATICS & SCIENCES MAGNET
is u n iq u e a m o n g
se c o n d ary sc h o o ls b e ca u se th e faculty w orks m ore closely to g e th e r a n d h a s m o re
re s p o n sib ility fo r th e o p e ra tio n o f the cu rric u lu m an d to ta l sc h o o l life th a n is
com m on. T e ac h ers in this sc h o o l have a closer relationship w ith s tu d e n ts a s w ell as
th e ir c o lle a g u e s. W e a re a lso u n iq u e in o u r com m itm ent to re c ru it a n d d e v e lo p
stu d e n ts tra d itio n a lly u n d e r-re p re se n te d in science and m ath em a tic s: th o s e seco n d
o r th ir d tie r s t u d e n ts w ith a d e m o n stra te d in terest if n o t a p r o v e n re c o rd o f
a ch ie v e m e n t in th e s e fields. T h ese stu d en ts need a sp ecial ty p e o f te a c h e r, w ellv e rs e d in d e m o n s tr a tio n , c o a c h in g , d isco v ery an d c o lla b o ra tiv e te a c h in g a n d
le a rn in g .
A b e k n o w le d g e a b le in th e science or mathem atics fields, as d e m o n s tra te d b y
the ab ility to u se a v a rie ty o f w ays to teach students;
A h av e a d e g re e a n d / o r job training in the subject field h ire d to teac h ;
A b e fa m ilia r w ith a p p a ra tu s com m only used in practice o f th e su b je c t tau g h t;
A c o n siste n tly w o rk collaboratively w ith fellow faculty m em b ers a n d
p rin c ip a l, (e.g., p re p a rin g lessons, dem onstrations, lectures, s tu d e n t le a rn in g
a ctiv ities);
A k n o w e a c h s tu d e n t a n d b e able to discuss w ith colleagues each s tu d e n t's
a cad em ic as w e ll as p e rso n a l needs w hen those needs affect acad e m ic
pro g ress;
A d e sig n o r m o n ito r stu d en t-d esig n ed research projects, to b e c o m p le te d b y
in d iv id u a l o r sm all g ro u p s of students th at are a p p ro p riate to th e ir
d e v e lo p m e n t;
A c o n trib u te to a n d p a rtic ip a te in all school activities su c h as e v e n in g p a re n t
m eetin g s, s tu d e n t field trip s (usually o n w eekends) in clu d in g th o se th a t m ay
b e h e ld o v e rn ig h t;
A c o n trib u te to an d p a rtic ip a te in professional dev elo p m en t a c tiv itie s as
d esig n ed b y th e p rin cip al an d faculty;
A assess s tu d e n t p ro g re ss in w ays beyond assigning th e u su a l n u m e ric a l or
letter g ra d e . T each ers are expected to keep portfolios of stu d e n t w o rk , to
w rite q u a rte rly assessm en ts of stu d en t progress and to a rran g e p e rio d ic
d isc u ssio n s w ith p a re n ts an d each stu d e n t's m entor re g a rd in g p ro g re ss an d
p ro fe ssio n a l p o te n tia l;
A a ssist in s tu d e n t selectio n by interview ing applicants an d a p p lic a n t p aren ts;
A a ssist in selectio n o f fu tu re faculty by participating in in terv iew s;
A p a rtic ip a te in the O u tre a c h Program w hich will p ro v id e science
d e m o n s tra tio n kits a n d teacher training in use of sam e kits for a n y
teacher.
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APPENDIX J:
FACULTY MEETING DOCUMENTATION
MATHEMATICS & SCIENCES M AGNET
Faculty Meeting Agenda
M a y 2,1996
Before meeting opens, U nited Way has asked to m ake a presentation
to us, the only school that has 0 participation. I have alloted 5 mins.
Discussion:
1. End o f the year schedule - see attached calendar
2. Ship Island T rip • date & which levels?
3. Sum m er School - 3 weeks - dates? w h o w ants to participate
should subm it ideas for collaboration re student research
4. N ext year's curriculum - schedule an d courses
yet another idea to improve the In d e p . Proj.
5. W hen can w e give our freshmen (n e w student) placement
tests and w ho writes them?
6. W hen can I have grade level m eetings fo r course
registration fo r 96-97 SY?
7. Student Senate proposal
Announcements:
Every year w e have had funds to support 10 days of summer
w ork (2 of w hich w ere joint effort meeting days) fo r teachers. This
was funded from Sphools That W ork. The Congress has cut these
funds and the Louisiana grant has been cut b y 50% . Every school has
been reduced by 50% therefore, we have o n ly 5 days fo r this summer.
(Two of these should be opening day meetings probaby Aug. 27 /23 ,
but can be negotiated among us. August 29 & 30 sue first days for
teachers, the 30th w ill be the Freshman Launch at the Episcopal
Conference C enter w ith all hands required on board.
266
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APPENDIX K:
DO M A IN ANALYSES: MARLA
According to Spradley (1979, 1980), a domain is organized on the basis of a
single semantic relationship. In the illustrations of my domain analyses, I include
more than one relationship for the sake of brevity. All terms are related to the cover
term in all semantic relationships that appear in the domain analysis. Additionally,
the illustrations of the domain analyses read from bottom to top. Example:
Vision/goal setting is characteristic of Marla’s Leadership. Vision/goal setting is a
part of Marla’s Leadership.

Domain M .l.

M ARLA'S LEADERSHIP
is a part of
is characteristic of
vision/goal setting
honesty
caring
communication
authority
self-confidence
risk-taking
nurturing staff and students
physical plant maintenance
staff evaluation
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Domain M .2.
MARLA'S VISION/GOAL SETTING
is a part of
is a result of
collaboration
campus action plans
motivational/incentive programs
job shadowing
staff development
mission statement

Domain M .3.
MARLA'S RISK TAKING
is characteristic of
is a result of
field trips
ostrich farming
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Domain M .4 .
MARLA'S CARING
is a part of
is characteristic of
is a result of
nurturing students
familiarity w/staffs personal lives
talking w/parents & grandparents
sponsoring/attending field trips
focus on students
resource for teachers
listening
sense of humor

Domain M .5 .
MARLA'S AUTHORITY
is a part of
is characteristic of
position power
"aura of business"
evaluating teachers
assessing students
making decisions
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Domain M .6.
MARLA'S COMM UNICATION
is a kind of
is a part of
is characteristic of
daily memos
student newsletters
parent newsletters
bulletin board notices
personal conversation in classrooms/hall/lounge
office conferences
faculty meetings
monthly calendar
weekly update
e-mail
fax
phone

Domain M .7 .

NURTURING STAFF & STUDENTS
is used for
physical plant maintenance
appreciation gestures
candy to students
playing games with students
going on field trips
participating in faculty socials
verbal praise
personal inquiry
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Domain M .8.
M ARLA'S PHYSICAL PLANT M AINTENANCE
is a part of
________________ is a result of_______________
landscaped flower beds
freshly painted buildings
mowed grass
graffiti-free restrooms
potpourri scent
litter-free campus
working playground equipment

Domain M .9.
MARLA'S STAFF/TEACHER EVALUATION
is a part of
is used for
professional growth plan
teacher portfolios
classroom observations
written evaluations
evaluation conferences

Domain M .10.
MARLA AS A RESOURCE
is characteristic of
disciplinarian
money manager
instructional evaluator
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APPENDIX L:
D O M A IN ANALYSES: SANDY

Domain S .l.
SANDY'S LEADERSHIP
is a part of
is characteristic of
collaboration
risk-taking
instructional focus
introspection
communication
community/cultural awareness
competence
honesty
innovation
nurturing staff and students
risk taking
principal as resource
Domain S.2.

COLLABORATION
is a kind of
faculty meetings
decision making
field trip planning
summer school preparation
discipline deliberation
team teaching
independent projects
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Domain S.3.
RISK-TAKING
is a kind of
is characteristic
ditching central office meetings
honesty
taking students into your home
home visits
confronting the "isms"
taking a stand in violation of policy
Domain S.4.

INTROSPECTION
is a result of
violating policy
risk-taking
conflict

Domain S.5.

INSTRUCTIONAL FOCUS
is a part of
is characteristic of
mentoring students
serving as a substitute teacher
assisting in classroom teaching
directing independent projects
mission statement
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Domain S.6.
COMM UNICATION
is a kind of
is a part of
is a way to do

i
1

all-school meetings
faculty meetings
personal conversations
parent newsletter
bulletin board notices
mission statement
student handbook

Domain S.7.

CO M M UNITY/CULTURAL AWARENESS
is a result of
parental support
support of local businesses and churches
students' perceptions of school ownership
Domain S.8.

COMPETENCE
is a part of
communication
knowledge of subject matter
teacher expertise
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Domain S.9.
____________ INNOVATION____________
is a kind of
honesty
all-school meetings
collaborative decision making
student-centered/directed teaching techniques
flexible scheduling
course offerings
Domain S.10.
NURTURING STAFF AND STUDENTS
is a part of
is used for
verbal praise
personal inquiry
level assignments
field trips
instructional focus
respect
honesty
trust
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Domain S.11.
RESOURCE ALLOCATION
is a kind of
is a part of
is characteristic of
Office Depot list
fund allocation
substitute teaching
central office liaison
disciplinarian
Domain S.12.

TEACHER SATISFACTION
is a part of
is a result of
low staff turn-over
congenial work environment
shared decision making
resource allocation
few student discipline problems
enthusiastic learners
respect
honesty
trust
principal communication
teacher autonomy
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APPENDIX M:
DO M A IN ANALYSES: JOCELYN

Domain J .l.

JOCELYN'S LEADERSHIP
is a part of
caring
instructional focus
trust
collaboration
communication
community/cultural awareness
nurturing staff & students
public relations
school environment
staff development
teacher autonomy
vision/goal setting
trust
Domain J.2.

JOCELYN'S CARING
is a part of
communication style
demeanor
long hours
community service
faith/spirituality
public relations
nurturing staff Sc students
building school pride
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Domain J.3.
JOCELYN’S INSTRUCTIONAL FOCUS
is a part of
student/parent handbook
academic assemblies
cultural/community awareness
staff development
teacher autonomy
desire for creative teaching
being a resource

Domain J.4.
TRUST IN JOCELYN’S LEADERSHIP
is a part of
is characteristic of
teacher autonomy
honesty
respect
being informed
being a resource

Domain J.5.
COLLABORATION IN JOCELYN'S LEADERSHIP
is a part of
scheduling activities
some decision making
teacher/staff evaluations
some discipline
event planning
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Domain J.6.
COM M UNICATION
is a kind of
is a part of
intercom announcements
daily memos
informal conversations
confidential talks
evaluation conferences
student/parent handbook
school newspaper
bulletin board notices
notes in "mail" boxes

Domain J.7.
C O M M UNITY/CULTURAL AWARENESS
is a kind of
is a part of
public relations
ties to religious community
communication
respect for others
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Domain J.8.
ENERGY HARNESSING
is a part of
motivation
incentives
gestures of appreciation
kindness
respect
expectations
role modeling
Domain J.9.

PUBLIC RELATIONS
is a part of
is a kind of
service organization memberships
various committee memberships
invitations to media to visit
invitations to ',celebrities,, to visit
hosting community events
ties w/area universities
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Domain J.10.
NURTURING STAFF & STUDENTS
is a part
genuine concern
communication
gestures of appreciation
resources
physical plant maintenance
personal inquiry
sharing confidentialities
Domain J . l l .
SCHOOL ENVIRONM ENT
is characteristic of

i

safe
peaceful
litter-free
beautiful
well-kept
inviting
teacher/staff collegiality
happy
efficient
student/teacher/staff pride

—
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Domain J.12.
TEACHER AUTONOMY
is a part of
trust
respect for professionalism
communication style
competence
Domain J.13.
STAFF DEVELOPMENT
is a part of
faculty meetings
in-services
workshops/seminars
instructional support
Domain J.X4.

VISION/GOAL SETTING
is a part of
combatting negative images
building student self-esteem
promoting pride
student/parent handbook
school environment
school artwork
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Domain J.15.
ENERGY HARNESSING
is a part of
motivation
incentives
gestures of appreciation
kindness
respect
expectations
role modeling
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APPENDIX N:
DOMAIN ANALYSES: BILLIE

Domain B .l.
BILLIE'S LEADERSHIP
is a part of
caring
instructional focus
vision/goal setting
communication
accountability
conflict resolution
resource allocation
school environment
staff development
physical plant maintenance

Domain B .2.

CARING
is a part of
disciplinary approach
long hours
parental role
teacher/staff friendships
educational philosophy
students' voices
instructional focus
vision/goal setting
staff development
previous teaching position
resource allocation
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Domain B.3.
INSTRUCTIONAL FOCUS
is a part of
staff development
vision/goal setting
resource allocation
traditional teaching & assessment methods

Domain B.4.
VISION/GOAL SETTING
_________ is a part of_________
instructional focus
student growth & development
conflict resolution among students
technology
staff development
parental involvement
vocational preparation
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Domain B.5.

COMMUNICATION
is a part of
is used for
morning announcements
afternoon announcements
parent newsletters
evaluation conferences
"edicts" of non-compliance
faculty meetings
conversation
individual room-to-office intercom
school district observation form
personal inquiry
superficial exchange

Domain B.6.
ACCOUNTABILITY
is a part of
is used for
sign-in sheets
weekly lesson plans
quarterly grade distributions
parent contact evidence
student remediation evidence
Louisiana Effective Schools program
extracurricular attendance surveying
teacher evaluations
classroom observations
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Domain B.7.
CONFLICT
is a kind of
teacher/staff/administration
teacher/student
teacher/teacher
principal/central office

Domain B.8.
RESOURCE ALLOCATION
is a part of
is a result of
is characteristic of
(getting) funds
(obtaining) supplies
(updating) technology

Domain B.9.
SCHOOL ENVIRONMENT
is a part of
is characteristic of
physical plant maintenance
"modem"
transitional
unhappy
"explosive"
"relaxed"
racial tension
"boring"
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Domain B.10.
STAFF DEVELOPMENT
is a part of
school site visits
required participation
in-services
workshops/seminars
conferences
teacher sharing
university coursework
instructional focus

Domain B .ll.
PHYSICAL PLANT M AINTENANCE
is a result of
clean rest rooms
minimal graffiti
some campus litter
neglectful lawn maintenance
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